Title word cross-reference

#46 [Ano98e].

(b, k) [AC84a], \((r, n_1/2, s_1/2)\) [Hoc85], \((r, n_1/2)\) [Tem89a], \(1/f\) [PN96]. $\textbf{125.00}$ [Ano00a]. 16 \times 16 [GJW91, Has84, LH86a, LH86b, LH86c, LH86d]. $\textbf{20}$ [Ano88q]. 3 \[ACK+95, CGLY96, CS90, CMAS11, DGO90, EFR+05, FDM07, IHE+00, JB90, KSM+08, KTN+14, MKDY90, Mir88, OPR01, PLS20, Pau08, PPM90, WLH00]. $\textbf{55.00}$ [Ano96c]. $\textbf{6}$ [Ano95v]. 6 [FMD07, RWL+98]. TM

[BE92, Blu92, Cyb91b, SSRL91]. \(\gamma\) [Her94]. \(K\) [YZL+20, OGR95]. \(\mu\) [AT93a, AT93b]. \(N\) [Ano94-59, Ano94-141, BAD01, SHMH97, Ano94-116]. II [Rau91]. \(R\) [SB81, SB82a, Rav92, Rav95]. \(s\) [SC92]. \(S_n\) [ARW93a]. SU(3) [MHP84, KM85]. \(\theta\) [Che91]. \(\times\) [FT93a]. \(X + Y\) [AG94]. Z [IMA93].

-Adjacent [AC84b, AC84a]. -Body [Ano94-116, Ano94-59, Ano94-141, BAD01, SHMH97]. -CLF [Her94]. -D [KTN+14, CS90, FMD07, IHE+00, Mir88, Pau08].


/NII [Voi94].

\textbf{0*T} [ACA94]. \textbf{0-8493-4417-4} [Ano94p].

1 [Ano94h, Ano94-135, Ano94-130, Asa93a,
3 TM94a, TM94b. 2D-Position [RDHC94]. 2D/3D [SB94a]. 2nd [Ahm92, AGP96, AB94, HS+91, IEE93b, LCV90b, RMO96, LCV90a].

3 [AGZ94a, Bac88, CGL92, DMPR93, Elm93, Iwa90, KLY94, KG95, KBLD08, MAA99b, RRSS93, Sch97c, SHZK94, TW92, VNV93, VTT98, VH93b, Wat93]. 3-7 [Sig95]. 3-94 [BBDS94]. 3-D [AGZ94a, DMPR93, Elm09, KLY94, MAA99b, Sch97c, SHZK94, VTT98, VH93b]. 3-D-spectral [DP90]. 3-D-spectral/finite [DP90]. 3-Dimensional [Sus93]. 3.0 [CSFS00]. 3.06 [Ano03a]. 3.8GB [RWNJ94]. 3.8GB/ [RWNJ94]. 3.06 [IHE+00]. 300-MHz [IHE+00]. 3090 [Kha09]. 31st [Ano94a]. 32-bit [Has83, Wei91]. 32-GFLOP [Kha92]. 32nd [AIA94]. 3300-Itanium-Prozessoren [Ano01b]. 369 [GKS09]. 36th [Ano98a]. 370 [MPSB87]. 3800 [IAKH92, KISY94, SKY94]. 3D [CGL96, CGLxx, CH12, Ano94-89, Ano97-32, BV96, CS98, CGLxx, CHexx, GD94b, HB93, jJ88, KTKK93, LM93, LX416, PS88, SB94b, SRBL94, WH93, WLK95, Wle83]. 3D-CAD [KTKK93]. 3rd [Ano96a, Hel93, PH95, SC93, LLR93b].

4 [Ano03a, BJ95, BAM93, DH86b, DH86a, HLPP97, HMKI97, Hor97b, Hor97a, KE93, STSK95, TO96, Wat93, YSK+96, YMY92]. 4.0 [Mon88]. 4.5 [TMT+20]. 40 [DAC+18, Habb86, WSL88]. 400 [MM91b]. 416 [VY88]. 48 [K90, HFFH86, HFFH87, Men87, Nag88, VM87]. 4D [Kau93a]. 4M [DT90]. 4th [Ano94a, Goo97, IEE97a, Pow97, SJ96D, USE00a, USE00b]. 4WA [FT93a]. 4WB [FT93a]. 4WD [FT93a]. 4WS [FT93a, YOY97].

5 [C93a, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, McB93, PTC+93, PW94, RYXT89, SNS+97]. 5-9 [Ano97t]. 500 [CP13, FB91b, Heg96]. 500-MHz [FB91b]. 5d [GE12]. 5th [Ano01a, IEE96b, ML95b, NBC92, USE01].


'90 [Ano90f, IEE90, Men90, PL91c, SIG90b, CK92a, Car94a, CWLT97, DP96, Fox90a, Lee96, Mar92]. 900 [HE98]. 90D [Ano94-69]. 90er [Kro92]. '90's [Con91, Con90]. '91 [BG91, Men91, Ano94-126, Mye92a]. '92 [He93, Kah92, KK93, Men92, PEH93, Nat91a]. '93 [Ano93-39, Ano93a, IEE93a, IEE93d, KSW93, Meu93, Pel93a, SC93, VO93, Dra94b, Lew93].

Gal96, GCS94, HS93a, JP94, KV96, KCZJ14, LN94, LL08, MS94c, Ost94, RE94, Sch97c, TMAS97, VTT59, WMR96, Zas93, ZM94, Aba09, BTV96, BV96, Bru91, Fuji11, MV16, Use93, MD04]. adaptive-grid
[BT96, BV96]. Adaptivity [PDR94]. Add
[CKS99, PSS+]. addendum
[Ano91n, Ano91n]. Adding
[The90b, Ano91b]. Addison
[Sch88a]. 

Aeronautical [Pell93b]. Aeronautics [Pell93a]. aerosol [Ano97d, Pan97].
Aerospace [AIA93, AIA94, Ano98a, EEE94, LPC+95, PC94b, Pet89b, RG94, SHMR93, AU87, Uni87a, VV95]. AES
[LFJ+20]. affected [WH94]. Affiliates
[Ano87a, Fer83]. affine [CK90, Kor93].
Affinity
[Ano94e, LS94, Ste99a]. affordable
[AGEL13, Ano88a]. African [New93]. After
[Ano92b, Ano95w]. Afterword
[DM88, DM88]. again [Ano92b, Sch12].
Against
[Ano93-46]. Agarose
[HPLC93]. Age
[Fox89, Gha96, Ren97, Rya90, CCKSS90].
Agency
[Ano93-29]. Agenda
[Ano94w, Inf86]. agents [SNP14]. Ages
[Opp95b]. aggregate [FGC06, YF9+].
Aggregation
[MS96]. agree [Ano93b].
agreement
[Un92c2]. agreements [KW11].
Ahead
[Bel99, Jon96, Zim96, Ano97p, Ano98f, CSFS00, New14]. AHS
[DC93, DCxx]. AI
[Bar00c, Bar00d, HHT+94, Hug93, LFC18, Srl94, Ull84, WZ87]. AI-based
[Srl94]. Aid
[FNK93, SPK94, Ano94-36, KK98a]. Aided
[KC93a, KD93, MM90, RC94, RLC91].
Aiding
[TSSK94, VRSG93]. aids
[Ano95i, Ano96-34, HSW+90]. Aims
[Ano93o]. Air
[AABB93, ABE97, Ano93-46, Ano94-48, Car94a, Car94b, EDJ+10, Fie93, FA93, Hai97, HCV97, KY90, LYKM97, SSK97, SLS96, TMAS97, Zla01, Ano89f, KGERJxx, ODAZ15]. Air-Cleaner
[LYKM97]. Air-Cooled
[Car94a].
Air-Cooling
[Cha94]. air-sea
[KGERJxx]. Airborne
[Rhe90, SK94]. Aircraft
[Law90, RG94, Riz94]. Aircrafts
[NSF90]. Aizu
[M+95, Ike95]. Aizu-Wakamatsu
[M+95]. Alabama
[Alaxx]. Alamos
[AB94, BB+91, CKE99, Met86a, Ano99, Lew17, Mac91b]. Alan
[Ano00a]. ALAS
[Mil97a]. Alaskan
[OLLG96]. Albatross
[KBM+02]. Albuquerque
[Ano94-126, NAS93, Bor92].
Alfred [War03]. Algebra
[ALPP00, Cal81, CDH84, CDW94, Dem91, Don91, Dub87, Ede94a, NJL94, NGDH96, DHD89, DH86a, DS86a, Don93a, GJM86, Gal87, GPS90, Hak89, Ipe19, Sim00].

algebraic
[Ano87d, ARW92, EGK87b, FRW92, Ked94].

Algebra
[Moit93].

Algorithm
[AABB93, AGZ94a, AG94, Ano92e, Ano94-42, Ano94-62, Ano94-92, Ano94-95, Ano94-115, AZ99, Bak93, BE93a, BS94d, CJ93, Cha84, CIIH94, CS93b, DA94, DE84, ES92, EH97c, FC93, Hun94, KMNT95, KMNT96, KK95a, KESH94, LS93b, Mik94, Moh94, MBW01, MM94c, NK94, OF91, OS94, PC93, PK94, Sch96, Str97, SA94, TL96, TH94, TW92, VR94, Vog93, WMKS96, WLK95, WK95, WM91, XCLW93, KC93b, AG94b, ARW93a, Amn90, Amn92, ARE95, AT89, Bis94c, Bra92, Bru91, Cha92b, CK90, CFP20, Dav86b, Dav89, DY90, DS86b, Dra90a, EB18, FMD07, FB91a, Gal87, GS87a, GS88b, GJ87, GS89d, Hog92, Hol90b, HLTZ93, JP90, KN91, KT9+14, Kor93, KM85, KESH95, LS93a, LPS86, LYG93, LUG93, MHP94, Nee90a, Par90c, PS98, Pin91, PK89, Sar91, Sch88b].

algorithm
[SCK+100, TCM95, Ten88, YW94, BTV96, BV96, FGG09, Lev98, RRW84, SZG95].

Algorithmic
[BER89a, SHMR94, SHMR94, HKS93].

Algorithms
[ALPP00, Ano94-44, Ano94-51, Ano94-53, Ano94-57, Ano94-84, Ano94-91, Ano94-141, BOS93, BP86, BHEG94, BS01, Bro96, Cal86, Car93, CH93, CDMW94, CDH84, Che92a, CM94, CCSM97, DHD89, DLLMV95, DT96, Elm95b, FR96b, FR96c, FT94, FWWD95, GS89c, Gen94, HLI93a, HSI94c, HIL94, Hem84, HHK94, JM90, JP94, KN88, LH94, LPV94, Maj94, MP94, MT86, MTH88, M95, MRAR95, NJL94, NGLP96, OLLG96, Pap92, PP93, PS94b, RS94a, Rie93, SH90, Sha94b, Sin94b, SJPS96, TS94, TZ98, WG91, tDv87, Ano97-32, Bad98, BR95, Ber86b, Ber86a, BS88a, Ber90b, Bis93, BS90a, Brui91, Cal96, Car89a, CBCJ92, CLR90, Cho90a, Con87a, CBS9, DH86a, Dra91b, GS90, Hea91, JM89b, Kasi95, Kon91b, Kra89, Lag89, LD90, Li91, Mag10, MS88, ME91, MO88, MP87a, MP87b].

algorithms
[Mik89, MRSB94, MfDA96, Nat88a, Nee90a, ODA95, OW94, Qu98, Ram86, Sam85, SL88, TR86, TT93, TB89, Woo92, Woo94, YFF+13, YHA93, Gip94, Sam91].

Algorithms/Architecture [M+95]. Alias
[WG04, Wou05]. Alignment
[SS93, BS04]. Alignments [GSB95].

Alive [Ano96-39]. All-Port
[TM94a, TM94b, WK95]. ALLIANT
[Ano87d, DD90, ASM68, Ano88b, Ano90b, Bie88, Ban96, GB90, WSL88]. Allocation
[Ano94-84, BBD+08, KKF96, KCZ94, MD94, TF92, WMKS96, ZYL+16, ADG+05, PB87, WWJ90]. Alloy [TSCG94]. Almost
[Ano95z, GP93a]. Alone [DDJ98b]. Alpha
[WAS96b, SW94]. Alphabet [Voi94].

AlphaServer [Was96b]. already
[Ano94-121, Tri95a, Tri95b]. also [Wat92b].

 alternation [Ano90a]. Alternating [YA93].

Alternative
[HC97, St98a, St98b, EKTB99, TF15].

Alternatives [Bel96, EHG01]. Although
[Rya90]. Altix [Fat10]. always [Par94].

Amazon [MDH+16]. AMBER [MM91b].

ambiguity [Car94b]. Ambiguous
[JC94b, YOY97]. Andahl
dRSGS16, Man92]. America
[ANS92, Gra93c, AS93, Sma95]. American
[Kho94, Ano97k, Coh91, Dal84, JT87, Men84].

Ames [AU87, BPM+89, Uni87a, Sim92a].

Ambisbaena [VVKB96]. Amino [TYK93].

AMLCD [KFJ94]. Amon [KMNT95].

Amon2 [KMNT96]. among
[LF16, NMS93]. AMR [NC02].
Amsterdam [ACM90, Emm85, Sig90a, Tru88, tDv87].
Analog [Lan94, MHW94, PB98]. Analogic [Ros93b, Ros95].
Analyser [PNK93]. Analyses [San93].
Analog [Lan94, MHW94, PB98]. Analogic [Ros93b, Ros95].
Analyser [PNK93]. Analyses [San93].
Analysis [AKDM93, ADLL01, ADLL01, AH93, Ano94-50, Ano94-96, Ano94-114, ASNT91, BGS+12, BGIM90, BB93, BB93, BHC97, BK95b, Cal85a, CH94, Che94b, CS84, DZM+13, DH93, DT96, ER94, Eij90a, ES92, ES96, EH01, FBH93, FV94, GG96, GCB92, Glo84, GA84, GW93b, Gu87a, Har94a, Hei89, HL91, HLxx, Hei92, HB08, HMBS93, HHGS93, HK97, Isa93, JB90, JM89a, KKDO97, KKKP93, KB93, KB93, KSTF94, Koc93, KA91, K93b, Kra01a, KK96b, LS92a, LD90, LR92, LPLP97, Lie93, L93, Lim93, LEMS95, MS97, Mah94e, MM93b, Mas92, Mas95, MOOK94, MT91, MC10, MTH93, MDH00, Mil97a, NU91, NS90, Now93, PC94a, PYTL97, Par86, PS88, Psa92, RCK97, Ros93a, SFS93, Sei94, S94, SKSD94, SAGS93, SVD96, SB93a, SA82, SA83].
Analysis [SB94d, SHB+13, TK93, TD90, TP95, WR95, WG90, W90, WOO5, XOZ+20, Yan94, Z95, ZS93, Ade92, Ano93s, Ban88, Bli89, BE92, Bra91a, Bru88, Cha92a, Che89b, CV90, CD90, CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx, CV88c, Che99, CH92a, DB88, Din92, Dra89, EGP88, FL92, Gal88b, Gal91, GCP90, Gor89, GT91, GE96, HRC09, Hag90, HP91, HP92, JP90, JMB9c, KCOG8, KB+19, KSM+19, KAM99, Kwo87, L98a, LY88b, LY88c, Li89, Lin89, MP88, Mar95, MK29a, MK92b, Mit88, Ng95, ODA15, Par90b, PP29a, PO88, QB92, Ram88, RGH17, Row86, SNS+97, Sch90a, Scr88, SL88, Sb92, Tri85, Xu91, Y92, HS93b].
analysts [Ano94-121].
Analytic [Vog93].
Analytical [GGW93a, JW93c, JCJY94, SS96a, AP91, Ons88].
Analytics [PN13, Ano96n, BWHS18, CP13].
Analyze [Cla96, Ano95-39].
Analyze [Cla96, CBLS13, ER96, FLP+07, HAG+13, SLS96, Che90d, CH92b, Gua88d].
and/or [Ano94-138].
Anemometry [L95].
Analysis [BSJW96, CHL93, PB94a].
Anglo [ANO86a].
Angular [SB81, SB82a, FSY88, KMB09, SB82b].
Angularly [VMS93].
Angularly-Dependent [VMS93].
Animal [Mis90].
Animal [KMB09].
Animation [BS91, CM93, FD97, NT89].
Animations [FCGG90].
Anisotropic [AFML93].
Annaling [Che90e, CBLS13, ER96, FLP+07, HAG+13, SLS96, Che90d, CH92b, Gua88d].
and/or [Ano94-138].
Angueme [Ham94].
Anniversary [SEA84, Str03, Ano93d, Ras91].
Announced [Coc02c, Coc02d, Ano87c, Ano94-86, Ano97c].
Announcement [Mon88].
Annual [Ano93a, BG91, Ann92, EP97, FJSP95, Gra93c, IEE96a, Isk96, LM92, Min88, MP92, Supxgb, SR93b, USE00a, USE01, ACM95b, Cha94a, Gra94, Hei93, JC87, KWW92, NN87, San86, TGERJxx].
Annual [KS93b].
ANSI [KK89c].
Anto [Aus93].
anwer [Wal81].
ANSYS [PHV95].
ant [Ano94-83, Ano03a].
Antenna [MF92].
Antennas [FJSP95].
Anti [Dum97, MS94b].
Anti-dumping [Dum97].
Anti-Skid [MS94b].
Antibacterial [JBI91].
Anticipated [Glo84].
Antifuse [CP94a].
Antilles [HS94b].
Anto [CZR93].
Anto-ignition [CZR93].
Anupam [DRR94].
ANURAG [She93, NEC94].
Anwendung [Meu94a, Meu90, Meu91, Meu92b, Meu93, Meu95, Sch92a].
Any [FC97].
Any [TF95].
AP1000 [IHIS91, SIDH95, SW95, SB96].
APE [MP93].
APE100 [SPGD98].
APE100 [SPGD98].
APEmille [Ano98g].
Aperture [YWD94, YWDxx, Gig94, YW94].
APEX [SS97].
APEX-Map [SS07].
APL [Ano94-49].
APOLLO2 [CTRR93].
App [PS012, Ros09, Car93, Mil93, Noc95].
Appendages [HGC94].
appendix [Kue87].
APPI [Men87]. Apple [Cop93, Gar99].
Application
[Ano93n, Ano94f, Ano94-74, AVS93, BMD+20, BJ93, BSJ+13, BP96, Bur94b, CDMW94, CT93b, DG090, DMPR93, DDB+10, ES96, EH97a, FMD07, Gon93, HT93, IEE95a, IK93, Ik91, JBW97, Kad94, KTKK93, KDBG95, Kos89, LB94b, MLWC20, MM90, LS93b, Lie93, MMK97, Now93, PP93, Ram94, Rig93, Sh91, SLML93, SSB94, Sug94, TGL96, WP94, YK94, Bur91, BMS92, Bl91, BM5, Bru88, Bru91, CS86b, Che90b, Fat10, FGM+08, Fra90, GP90, Gri86, Hab92, HS93a, KSM+08, Kin96, LC91, Lim91b, LSS+20, MLWC20, MMR90b, MRL90a, MKHY95, Mir88, Ng95, PGS03, Ver95, BBC+99, GM93b].
Application-based [IK91].
Application-focused [BMD+20].
Application-level [BSJ+13].
Application-Specific [Ano94f].
Applications
[Abr94, ASS94, ATL90, Ano88e, Ano88d, Ano88c, Ano90f, Ano93c, Ano93t, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94-38, Ano94-54, Ano94-103, Ano96c, Ano96f, Ano96i, Ano96-40, Ano97q, Ano97t, Ano97z, Ano97-31, AJ93, Ara97, AZ94, Bar93a, Ber90a, BBC+89, BPD06, CS82, CBCJ92, CC88a, Che83, CKL+13, CP92a, DJM94, De 96, Deg90, Dsz96, DT08, DM96c, D+95, EKTB99, Ede92, Ego10, EMS11, Elm93, Emm84, Emm85, EWS+13, GBFR10, Gau98, Gin93, Gra91, Gua88b, HG98, HK989, IEE91, IE96a, Joh92, JPTE94, Kun91b, Kow85, LA+15, Lan92, LW11, IJS94, M.87, MD04, Mar86, Mar88b, ML98, ME06, McC88, McN78, MDH+16, MO88, Mil90, Mil91, ML95b, Uni91b, NBC92, Num85, OGO+20, Por89, R+00, Rol96, Rol97, Sim92a, Smi81, UL89, Ul84, WJC09, W+12, Wie94, Wil10, WLN+96a, WLN+96b, Woe92, Woo94, WT13, YFY+13, Zec93].
applications [tDv87, Ano94-79, BP89b, BP93, Hab98, Nat86f, WZ97, Ano00a].
Applied
[Ano91c, Ano94v, ALMS92, Fie93, Ham94, HHGS93, OGOR97, RC94, WJ94, GL90, Kav92, LM92, Mil88a, PG+10].
Applying
[Ano94-70, Fox90a, OMR93].
Appreciation [Pin99]. Approach
[ABBB94, Ana94, Ano94-74, Ano96s, AM93c, App95, ACL93, AFT97, BS94c, BHLST94, BCCG97, Bos94b, CJ93, CCZ93, CH94, CP94b, Che92b, CSG99, Dic94, GM94a, HP03, HP93, JC94b, Jia94, JKN93, KHSJ94, KV96, KDSL86, LR92, LC95, OH92, OD01, Opp95a, PCK93, Pas95, Pau09, Rei85, Rui91, Sch95b, Sob93b, TGV08, TY96, TM94b, AP91, Ano93u, Bis94b, BHS92, CCG+17, CV89b, Che92c, EGK87b, Kuc87, LFJ+20, McD90, PB98, RMM87, RM88, Rob87, SEV+09, SA10a, SA10b, SB18, WF08, WD94]. Approaches
[Bar93b, DDLV93, NS93, Rot94, SSM93, WABD97]. approaching [DH86a].
Approximate
[Gur88, IJY+14, PPP94, RT93].
Approximating [Phi85]. Approximation
[Glo89, LM93, GS90, GS92a, S970].
Approximations
[BWGG94, CHL93, Cyb89a, Joh92]. April
Ano97x, Bau96, LQFC18, Nag96a, Ruh95, SDFP93, Vro94, Win02, EMS11. Beach [L+93, Lim93]. beamforming [GMF00].


before [Ano94k, Bro91b, Tec90, Uni92b, Uni86b, Uni89a, Uni86a, Uni86c, Uni92a]. begin [Ano97c]. beginning [Sha95b].

Begins [Pin01]. Behavior [DA97, FZM91, Gib01, LMY88, Lim91a, MS88, Mi90, Mi91]. Behavioral [Edw97, Gal88a, LY91b]. Behaviour [DDF93, Sch90c, VA94, Wie96, WQS92].

Behind [Mur97, Nor97a]. Beijing [Guo94]. Being [RDZ93, Ano88p, Ano92i, Ren97].

Belgium [DDC96, LCHS96]. Bell [Ano97c, Ano90a, KHH95]. belong [Tho93b]. Benard [GW93b]. Benchmark [Gru97].

Benchmark [AGZ94a, AYL+18, BBDS94, CLPV93, EGJ+02, FY92, GGW93b, HLP90, IK91, LMM85b, LM85a, LMxx, MK07, SW88, SPS91, Van91a, Was96b, WGO91, WOK+00, WF94, Ano85a, Ano03a, BCL91, DMW87, GS06, Gib95, GREC91, KB18, LM90b, Oed92a, Oed92b, Eig91, Nai94].

Benchmark [BBC+00]. Benchmarking [BGQ19, DM96c, HHOM92, Jar12, LSW94, Mur91b, UT91, WL83, Wri91, WHMA97, XZC+20, And11, EIG91, GCP90, HL88a, Hoc91, Hoc96].

Benchmarks [Ano94m, Ano94-118, AHOK02, BE92, Blu92, CP94b, Cyb91b, DAF+90, EK96, FBGM93, GGW93a, MNV93, Men84, SCG+08, SSR191, Ste94c, WOG94, Wor84, Ber89b, But92, Fat10, VSH91, WT11, Yi11, CKPK90a, Cyb90, CKPK90b, Cyb91a, CBHS91, Rau91].

benefit [Ber82]. Benefits [Ano94-110, FG92, Ano00b, BFS11]. Benz [Kad94]. Beowulf [AV02, Ano98e, Bec01, Bro00, Bro01, DDJ98a, DWM+01, FDD02, MCB+01, MBR05, MDH00, NCO2, OCVA01, Ote02, Spe00, SSBS99, Ste00, Ste01b, Ste01c, Ste01a, Ste02, UP01, VPG91, WAM+01, YKB+00].

Beowulf-Class [NC02, Ste00]. berechnen [Ano97c]. Berechnung [Wat95]. Berkeley [Ano94n]. Berlin [Stu95]. Berrington [Ano00a].

Best [Ano94-118, Bas95b, SA10a, SA10b]. Better [An11, Ano93-43, MHE97, SKSD94, Str94].

Between [Bel93, Lu93, SH93, Tre97, WD93b, GL89, GE12, HS94a, MT91, RE94, RSRG95, SH94b]. Beware [Eij90b, Eij91].

Beyond [ABCE97, Ano94-110, CCKSS90, Fos96, Get15, Lee89, LCP+11, Mi93, PN13, SF82, Sin18, Ano18, Bel92b, TG95].

beyonds [ARF12]. BFC [HP88b]. Bhabha [M+94]. Bi [JML95, Cha92b, FZM91, Van91b]. Bi-Base [JML95]. Bi-CG [FZM91]. Bi-CGSTAB [Cha92b, Van91b]. Biasing [VNB93].

Bibliography [Ros93a, Lay91a, Mac92, Mac96]. Bicyclic [JBI91]. bidding [Ano92o]. Bidiagonal [LPNRJ94]. bidimensional [Mi87]. bids [Ano96j].

Biennial [ME96]. Bifurcation [BK95b]. Big [Ano87a, BvRS+11, Dav92, LQFC18, PN13, Ano97-28, Gur94, SPS93, Str94, HAG+13].

Big-Time [Dav92]. biggest [Ano97-30, Sha95b]. Bijker [CCKSS90].


Binaries [Mi88b]. Binary [AFAGR96, OY91, PG93, GE12, HM93a, SAB+05].

Binding [Ano94-137]. bio [HR04, RD07].

bio-computing [HR04]. bio-molecules [RD07]. Bioattenuation [WWKR97].

Biochemical [ATL90, Kaz93]. Bioelectric [FWWD95]. bioethics [Ano97p].

Biographies [Wei88]. BioinfoPortal [OGO+20]. Bioinformatics [L+93, Lim93, SJP05, OGO+20]. Biological [CC88b, CV93, Cra96, FCG90, MC10, NB94, STN93, Gre98a, OMM93].
Biologically [Lie93]. Biologists [Cra96].

Biology [AAB06, DLMW95, Fox90a, SGIS93, SR93b, AB03, Ano92l, Bad04, BA08, Gib01, MW88, SSS92]. Biomagnetic [FWWD95]. Biomechanical [FCGG90]. Biomechanics [HTV88, RM92].

Biomedical [Ano94-136, MKHY95, KG95, Ros89]. biomedicine [PH95, Pow97]. Biomembranes [SABK94]. biophysical [FMD07]. biosciences [CCC +89].

Bipartitioning [Pel94]. Biped [KT93b]. bird [Ano97n]. Birdstrike [Sch90c]. Birth [ABHS89a, Coc02a, Coc02b, Rya90, ABHS89b]. birthdays [Rya90]. BIS [MMR96]. Bisection [VR94, CP92c]. Bisectional [GBG89]. Bit [AT93a, AT93b, SI91a, SI91b, Ano01c, GS93, Has84, Hir92c, KM89, Kra93, Mac90, TS91, Wei91, YFY +13]. bit-oriented [TS91]. bit-parallel [Kra93]. Bit-serial [SI90, SI91a, SI91b, GS93]. bit-store [YFY +13]. Bits [Ano94o, Ano02a, Ano02b].


BLAS3 [GJM86]. Blast [VTT98]. blend [Ano96-29]. blends [Ano96-29]. Blind [SR94]. Blitz [HN90]. Block [ASS94, Ano94-51, Bra89a, Cal86, CDW94, Coc02c, Coc02d, DD93, HL96, HKMCS94, KNS95, NHL94, NGLP96, O894, Ret94, Tsu91, VAGRMVA90, VB90, BS88b, CH98, Fra90, GS87a, GS88b, GP93a, GPS86, L90c, Mac97, N95, SZ95, Sch87d, SE98, WB88, JP90]. Block-Cyclic [HKMCS94, KNS95]. Block-oriented [Cal86]. Block-Recursive [Ano94-51].


Blowing [MFK94]. Blue [ABB +13, BSJ +13, BBK +08, BCK13, CCD +13, CP13, CEH +12, CRA10, CKL +13, CNC +08, CHT +13, DT98, DLY +08, EO13, EWS +13, FKL +08, HOF +12, KHZ +08, O0W +13, PMS +08, RIB +13, SCG +13, War03, Bro17, ABC +05, AAC +05, Ano96-31, Ano96-45, AU08, ADG +05, BGH +05, BHD +05, BJ +16, CBB +05, CSFS00, CBC +05, EMS11, EFR +05, Eva97, FGM +03, GBC +05, GS06, GZE +05, GBB +05, HBB +05, HCH95, IBM01a, IBC +11, IBP +05, KBG +13, KBVH14, KH11, KB18, LKFU05, LM13, MSW +05, Mor01, MAA +05, MSA +07, OBB +05, RGL +15, SWG06, SAB +05, SPP +05, Tan95, War10, War00, WAB +05, ZYL +16, IBM01b].

blue-glass [Bro17]. BlueGene [ARF12, ABB +03, CD09, KCM02a, KCM02b].

BlueGene/L [ABB +03, KCM02a, KCM02b].

BlueGene/P [ARF12]. Blueprint [FK04, FK99]. Bu [RM93]. Board [Sul97, Ano94-135, Ano97c, Lie90, TMHH95].

Bodies [HGC94]. Body [Ano92-38, Ano94-116, BJH97, BPUS94, EFM91, HT93, HF93, NAAW97, PYTL97, RCK97, Swe94, Ano93u, Ano94-59, Ano94-141, BAAD +97, BAD01, SHMH97].

Boiling [SKAT93]. BOINC [GHdF10]. Boltzmann [MKND97, MF93, PMS94].

Boltzmann/finite [CRA10].


Bombsight [CKSS90]. Bone [HTV88, HHTD90]. Book [ACH99, ALPP00, Ano94p, Ano94u, Ano96b, Ano96d, Bra94, Bue86a, D999, Haw88, Kaz92, Kow86, MM94a, McD88, No97a, Pap97, Por86, Sch88a, Sim00, Wen94, CCKSS90].

Books [CCKSS90]. Bookshelf [Wil96].

Boolean [CP94a, OIY91]. boom [Ano94s].

Boon [Dal95]. Boost [Ano03b, Coo95, Ano91g, Ano92-46]. boosts [Ano89h]. Bootstrapping [Law89]. boss
Checkpointing [CCR11, MVS94].\textcolor{red}{Chem} [GAB+96]. Chemical
[Ano89r, DS94b, DAF+90, Maa93a, Sta94, WB87, CHWW13, C+97, Heh86, JT87, MCH91, WCHK91, ZMDS96].\textcolor{red}{Chemically} [Ano94b, WABD97]. Chemicals [GD97]. Chemistry [ATL90, Ano96i, FJSP95, Fox90a, SG81, SG82, War93b, Zey91, ARE95, BS00, Bup87, C+97, CCC+89, Dup86, Dup87, GAB+96, Har90, Har91, JT87, Kin96, NRN00, R+00, TF15].\textcolor{red}{Chemists} [Ano90l, Ano02a, Ano02b]. Chen [Ano95p]. Chesapeake [App95]. Chess [HN90, Tan95, Ano96-27]. Chicago [Cul95a, Ano96-115, Con86, EHS94, GHNL87, KESH94, KESH95, Noo95, Rot94].\textcolor{red}{Chooses} [Ano97l]. Cholesterol [Ano97]. Chromodynamics [AGLL98]. Chromosome [FC93, Rig93]. Chronology [CCKSS90]. Chuck [Ano11]. Ciarcia [Cia88a]. CIM [KWW92]. Circle [Su97, Mer86]. Circuit [BAT99, Cia88d, Cia88e, Cia88f, GI93, GS94e, RLC91, SO95, Cha92a, Cia88a, Hum90, HG91, Hum91, Lie90, Sal98, Xia88, YK90, Yan90c, Yan90b, YH90]. Circuit-switched [GS94e]. Circuits [BS94c, PDR91, RL90b, SJA94, Wuo94]. Circulation [AD97, CSR930, DGG92b, DGG93, De 91a, De 91b, DGG92a]. Circulative [Che91]. CI\textcolor{red}{SS} [SE92]. CI\textcolor{red}{SS} [HKR94]. City [ANS92, Ano95-38, DW97, Fra94, Isk96, Uni96]. civil [Kho94]. Claim [Ewa96]. Claims [Bar00c, Bar00d]. Clamping [KTK94]. Clara [Ano93n, KK89a]. Class [DT96, EBS88, Fer86, KN88, NJL94, N+02, Ste00, Ano96r, Arn88, AI92, ARW93b, JOK+18, Lou90a, MKDA96, Pop92, MRS88]. Classes [JML95, Che90a]. classical [Gup88, KA92]. Classification [Kon93, MSGW94, MH96, RPY94, SM94, WWY93, Cre91, Wes89]. Classifier [GCS94]. Classifying [ML95a]. classroom [DS89]. Clean [Ano97a]. Cleaner [LYKM97]. cleans [Ano97w]. cleansups [Ren97]. Clear [Ano90e, Ano94-48, Par90a, Ano96u]. CLF [Her94]. Client [Ano94, Hic18]. Client-side [Hic18]. Client/Server [Ano94]. Climate [ABBB94, Che96, Die90, DFWW93, FT94, Gue90, Hum94, Per93, SBW+19, WMBC97, Ano95w, DTo8, Mec95, SDA8, Str94]. climbing [SL88]. clinical [JD95, KSM+08]. Clinton [Ano93b]. Clock [CWLT97, KS95]. Clone [Rig93]. Clones [LD93a]. Closed [BD93b, GI93]. closely [Ano91h]. closet [Gei16]. Cloth [FDD02]. Cloud [CHWW13, dRSGS16, DXJM93, IJY+14, KHC14, KZJ14, MPT12, PT13, PN13, Ros09, Rya13, W+12, WOS09, AZC13, BWHS18, CBKA09, CBLS13, DSL93, EB18, LC12, MMG+18, Som13, TF15, XZC+20, YFY+13, Kar13, MDH+16]. Cloudy [DXJM93]. Cloudy [SS09]. clout [Tri95a, Tri95b]. Club [Ber89b, VSH91]. Clubs [Ano92z]. Cluster [Ano94-78, Ano94-138, Ano99, Ano01a, Bae01, BB99, BIRB93, BSD+20, CKS90, DD05, DD02, DXJM93, FBJ94a, FDD02, HMS93, Kop00, KR94c, MCB+01, MDH00, PBDM93, Ste01b, Ste01c, Ste01a, US01, WAM+01, YKB+00, AV02, Ano02a, Ano02b, ABMN02, DWM+01, Fat10, Gan86, GB90, IS20, KG95, LM90a, Liu95, MBR05, SNS+97,
Cluster-C0* [TMP94].

Cluster-computing
[Ano02a, Ano02b]. clustered [HRC09].

Clustering
[DDJ98a, Lum01, VYL9+20, KESH95, Sch88b, ZEC+17]. Clusters
[ABGL96, Chio00, DSSS05, GBF93, KMKD97, Kra91a, LC97a, NC92, OCVA01, PB95, Spe00, SSS99, Ste00, UP01, Ano93a, Ano93-41, BMK93, GKV94, Hol95, SA10b, SD92].

Clusters
[ABGL96, Chio00, DSSS05, GBF93, KMKD97, Kra91a, LC97a, NC92, OCVA01, PB95, Spe00, SSS99, Ste00, UP01, Ano93a, Ano93-41, BMK93, GKV94, Hol95, SA10b, SD92].

Clusters
[ABGL96, Chio00, DSSS05, GBF93, KMKD97, Kra91a, LC97a, NC92, OCVA01, PB95, Spe00, SSS99, Ste00, UP01, Ano93a, Ano93-41, BMK93, GKV94, Hol95, SA10b, SD92].

Clustered
[HRC09].

Clustering
[DDJ98a, Lum01, VYL9+20, KESH95, Sch88b, ZEC+17].

Clutches
[ABGL96, Chio00, DSSS05, GBF93, KMKD97, Kra91a, LC97a, NC92, OCVA01, PB95, Spe00, SSS99, Ste00, UP01, Ano93a, Ano93-41, BMK93, GKV94, Hol95, SA10b, SD92].

Clutch
[RCK97].

CM
[But92, CS93a, Hel92, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, Mc93, PTC+93, PW94, Ric90b, Ric91a, Ric91b, SNS+97, Sl90, Sl91a, Sl91b, Ste92, VDK91].

CM-2
[But92, Hel92, RC90b, Ric91a, Ric91b, Sl90, Sl91a, Sl91b, VDK91].

CM-200
[McB93].

CM-5
[CS93a, HT93, HP95, KC95, KR94d, Lee96, LW94, Mar95, Mc93, PTC+93, PW94, SNS+97, Ste92].

CMOS
[BS94c, Lan94, TOY96].

CMOS-Based
[TOY96].

CMU
[Ras91].

CNC
[KTK94].

CNN
[Ros93b, RC93, Ros95].

CNS
[Asa93a].

CNS-1
[Asa93a].

CNSF
[Cor87].

Co
[BCK93, GL93b, SES94, YS90, CCG+17, IBM13c, vL99].

Co-design
[BCK93, IBM13c].

co-designed
[CCG+17].

co-operating
[vL99].

Co-operative
[GL93b].

Co-rotating
[YM92].

Co-Scheduling
[SES94].

CO2
[KGERJxx, TGERJxx].

coalescing
[Pol87b].

Coarse
[CWW94, IMA93, Man91, EAMS95a, EAMS95b].

Coarse-grain
[CWW94].

Coarse-Mesh
[IMA93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b].

Coastal
[DA97].

Coatings
[Rit97].

COBOL
[SP94].

COBSQL
[SPK94].

Cockpit
[Kum95].

CoD
[ASSW93, AJ93, AGL98, AK93, CS90, CT993, ER94, Gou93, GMS97a, GMS97b, GD94b, KS94b, MRS94, MN93, MA93b, MB93, MWO95, QD91, RCR93, RDZ93, SBHW80, Swe94, VNB93, Vuj93, WW92, WFT93, WF94, YFOT93, YG92, Ano00a, BWV+17, BAAD+97, BAD01, BV96, BHS92, CmWH91, DS96b, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, EY91, FR95, GAW96a, GA96b, HJ94, KK80c, Mis88, PLS20, PO88, SNK+93, SHMH97, NB92].

Code-Breaking
[QD91].

coder
[Win92].

Codes
[BCR96, Cal81, DMMK93, DR81, DR82, GL93a, KO93a, Kon93, MBK87, PG93, SV93, SM93, VV93, GJS91, L92b, LDF95, Mer86, Par90c, RCB03].

Codevelop
[Ano87a, Ano87b].

coding
[MKRI93, SLML93, Use93].

Coefficient
[Che92a, Gie96].

coefficients
[HA91].

Coevolution
[Die95].

Cognition
[MH95].

Cognitive
[MY92].

Coherence
[QD91].

collaborate
[Ano97k].

collaborate
[Ano97k].

collaborated
[PC94b, LPC95].

Collaboration
[WCZ+18, JG99].

Collaborations
[Cop93].

Collapsing
[ABSS94, PC94b, LPC+95].

Collapse
[Gre90a, CK90].

Collective
[Ano94q, Ano94-124, BGPS94, TM94b, CC96].

College
[TC94, AV02].

Colleges
[Mur06].

Collegiate
[Coc02c, Coc02d].

colliding
[GH90, Gre90a, GH91].

Collision
[MBN93, OMR93, Ste94d, VMS93, Ano00a, Gre90b].

collisionless
[SHMH97].

Colloquium
[Ano97k, tDv87].

Cologna
[ACM91].

Colombia
[LC94].

Color
[Ano89c, Bar00c, Bar90d, FG97, KFF93a, KFF93b].

Colorado
[Bro93, McC88, Nat84].

Colossal
[Lin83].

Colour
[Ano90d].

Comb
[WN10].

COMA
[GB96, XB96].

Combat
[Har94a].

Combination
[FC97, JCV94, Gr92, UP87].
LB96, Li91, Li95, MP87a, MP87b, MTLL94, OB95, PW86b, PW86a, Pol88a, PE95, Rue92, SNS95, SIDH95, SM94, SLRP95, TY90, TCB94, Tsu91, Wei85, ACK+95, BMS92, BGS82, Car88, CS93a, Che92c, Eig90a, Eig90b, EB91, KN86, LY90b, PW86c, Pol87b, Rob87, RCZ93, TMT+20].

**compiler-assisted** [LY90b].

**Compiler-based** [LY90b].

**Compiler-Directed** [LY90b].

**Compiler-driven** [LY90b].

**Compilers** [LY90b].

**Compiling** [LY90b].

**Complementarity** [LY90b].

**Complementary** [LY90b].

**Complete** [LY90b].

**completes** [LY90b].

**Complex** [LY90b].

**Complexes** [LY90b].

**Complex-arithmetic** [LY90b].

**Complexity** [LY90b].

**Computable** [LY90b].

**Computable** [LY90b].

**Computer** [LY90b].
[ACM89b, ACM95b, Ahm92, AW93, Ano85b, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano94w, Ano94-59, Ano94-89, Ano94-111, Ano95c, Ano94-89, Ano94-111, Ano95c, Ano95-34, Ara97, Bal94, Bel86, BP84, Brus88, CCZ93, Car94a, CCKSS90, CS90, Cra96, CSG99, DGO90, Dec90, DRRM94, DMW87, Dun92, DS94c, EFIM91, Edw97, EGJ02, FCGG90, Fie93, FR81, FNK93, Geu97, Gil93, Goi91a, Goi91b, Gre91a, Hab86, Hal87, HHTD90, Hay86, Hel92, HGB90, HP93, HH93, ITOK93, IHIS91, Jab93, KC93a, KD93, KKKP93, KMNT96, Kho94, KHC14, KGS93, Kol81, KB97, KZ94, LB92, MK93, Maj94, MA97, MM90, MB12, Moh94, Nag94, Na94, NW97, Ohr86, PT93, Pin99, PH95, Pow97, PC93, Rie93, Ras78, SEH98, SW10a, Sch88a, Sch95a, SVZ93, SBHW80, SB94a, SC99, SBNN2, SS96c, SR94, SC91b].

Computer [Tan95, TVT+16, Van93, WOS90, Wic92, WF93, WCG94, XM92, YFOTO93, Zbo88, AGEL13, AGZ94b, Ano85a, Ano89d, Ano90a, Ano91i, Ano93a, Ano93g, Ano94-82, AUW08, Asp93, Bas95b, Bha95, Bsl91, Cha94a, Ch89b, CDS98, CK92c, De96, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, EY91, GS89d, GREC91, Hen91, Hoc96, Hog92, Hsi91, IEE89b, IUS7, Jou93, KHS88, KMB90, KTN+14, LC12, Mc92, MSW91, OYK+14, Par90b, Pic92, PMS94, Ras91, Rei88, RD94, SEH99a, SEH99b, SW91, SKB89, Str84, Van86, WH93, Yew88, Pin99, Mah94a, Mut94, Pin91, Pou94b, PH95].

Computer-Aided [KC93a, KD93, MM90].

Computerised [RS94a].

Computerized [OCVG93].

Computers [ADLL01, AFF93, Ano90n, Ano94-46, Ano94-58, Ano94-126, Aft79, Att96, BGM96, Ber82, CCKSS90, DD94, DJSP93, Dem91, DH96, EAMEG91, EBS88, EK96, FG909, FHM99, Gen94, GL93a, GS94d, Hag01, H92, HK93a, JS94c, Kau93b, K98, Kop00, LPV94, Man91, Mes97a, Mes97b, MS93, MBSW01, Rei85, Res01, Sah94a, SPM+10, SF82, Sin94a, SSOH95, TF92, TL96, Tho96a, Tho96b, VB90, WMBC97, Who92, Yan93, ZM94, Aft90, AS88, AP91, Ano97-30, BCC+05, BB92, BGKR99, DL92, Di81, Di82, Don85, DS86a, Don93a, Ece96, Eig92, GM90, Hak89, Kan15, KK82, KA92, Kog91, Kra92, K92, Lan92, Lee90, Mll89, NP90, PBE93, Pol87a, Pol89, Qui87, Sch98b, Sch87c, Scha87, Sha95b, SPS91, Tru88, VDI95, VH95, WLC92].

Computers [Way96, Zor93b, dRC94, dC94, tDv87, ALPP00, Sim90].

Computers/Software [Ano97b].

Computervision [WG94].

Computerworld [Ano97k].

ComputerServer [BBWR90].

Computing [AIA93, APK+12, AS98, Ano94, Ano88g, Ano90g, Ano93t, Ano94-31, Ano94-35, Ano94-33, Ano94-60, Ano94-70, Ano94-71, Ano94-103, Ano94-110, Ano95-34, Ano96t, Ano97j, Ano97l, Ano98, Ano99, Ara97, BGS94, Bad99, BKK11, Bae01, B95, B97, Bak10, BCC+08, BGS+12, BCC+09, BS98a, BS94a, Ber82, BEK02, Ber87, BGM+11, Bha94, BS92, BBHL01, BJ80, BEH+94, BIB+18, BH17, BEGGK07, BGH+02, BNSP99, CLB19, CGF05, CC94a, CCYT05, CH94, CH10, CDPW94, CFS95, CK90, Chr93, Coc02a, Coc02b, CMS11, CBHS91, Cze16, DD05, DCHW07, dRSGS16, Din91, DT97, DFF+02, DSSS95, Ede94a, EBS02, EAGEG90, EGEAH+08, EDJ+10, Els02, EHG01, For02, FJS96, Fos96, FGKT97, Fos93, Fox89, FBJ+94b, FLP+07, FS93b, Gar01, GSG+94, GS01, GEP93, Gen97, GL90, GGY+08, Gre94, GT94].

Computing [Han90, HC99, HHS01a, HB08, Hof94, HG02, HP94, Hol94, Hol94, HNS+10, IEE93b, IE94c, ILY+14, IEH+00, IH94, IBBA20, IJM14, Jar12, JM93, Joh97, JPMG08, Jon96, Kab94, KMKD97, Kau93a, KHC14, KTG08, KWB+10, KT11, KLI99, KRS13, KZC14, KBLD08, LL90, LM08, Lat16, Lew93, Lew17,
LLGS09, Lid99, LCP+11, LB94c, Lum01, Man92, MPT12, MM93a, ML97, MB12, MC10, Mes17, MKR93, Mil97b, MLY10, Moh94, MBD99, MS94d, MRGR12, Mur06, Mur07, Nat91a, OLWW94, OD01, OPR01, OHIB93, OT07, Pap16, PH11, Pe193b, PW05a, Pin01, PSO12, Pro01, RS93, Ros09, Sah94b, Sak92, SBZ+19, Sch94b, SKC02, SBW+19, SN96, SCSL12, SZ11, SL99, S+93, Sm96b, SP12, SW10b, SDK98, SMS95, Ste00, Ste01b, Ste01c, Ste01a, SS09, IEE94d.

Computing
[Str10, Str03, SMDS15, SLS96, SHB+13, TGV08, TAK06, TPJ+19, Van13, VV95+19, WKB06, War03, War07, WFJ+17, War03, WF08, Wil10, YFY+13, Zen99, Zor92a, Bra94, CCKSS90, GMS+11, GL90, Kah97, Kar92, KRS13, Rep92, Pap97, Ano96c].

Concept
[FT93a, Pet97, Tur86, Ano96u].

Concepts
[EJ97, Hel96, MPSB87, Ruh95].

Conceptual
[ESMH93, GY93b].

Concerto
[Ano93y].

Conchology
[Ill96].

Concord
[Lee94].

Concurrency
[NMS93, EBB+20, McC94, McG87, SMR10, UPK87].

Concurrent
[AK95, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ara91, BBC+89, EGH+06, Lie20, Ste94a, Swe94, YMY92, Bra88, Dav86b, HP88a, LA93, Mes93a, Rat87, Sha90, Wij89a].

Condition
[FCD97, KSB94, NG92].

Conditions
[BBL95, JKNK93, Rul93, GP91c, NG92, Per87].

Conductance
[KW95].

Conductivity
[CNC+08].

Conference
[ACM88, ACM90, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM92a, ACM93, ACM94, ACM95a, ACM95c, ACM96, ACM97, ACM98, ACM03, AIA93, AB94, Ano88v, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano93n, Ano94-107, Ano97l, Ano97t, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano01a, B+95, Bel86, BP93, BH92b, CL91, CBCH93, CG96, C+97, DDJ98a, DP91, EP 97, Ece96, FJS95, GG+97a, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, GL90, GT94, GP93c, HKR94, Ham94, HS95b, HS95c, Hol94, HPP88, HBC95, IEE85, IEE93a, IE93c, IE94b, IE94c, IE95b, IE96d, IE97b, Kab92, KK87, KK88, KK89a, KWW92, KSW93, L+93, Lim93,
L+95, Mar86, Mar88b, MW88, McC88, NBC92, Pel93a, PEH93, PL91c, Pit90, PH95, Sch97a, Sha89, Sig89a, Sig95, S+93, Sin94a, SC93, SR93b, Tho93c, Uni87c, USE00a, USE01, Wu94, Zyg93, AU87, AGP96, Ano92y, Ano93a, Ano93g, Ano93i.

conference
[Ano93-39, Ano94-108, Ano94-134, Ano96k, Ano97d, Ara96, Asp93, Bal94, BMM96, BP89b, Bro93, Cha94a, DDC96, De96, DSZ96, EM94b, Goo97, Gra93c, Gra94, HS+91, Hel93, IEE96a, IEE97a, Isk96, JPTE94, KK85, KFF93b, Lid96, LCHS96, LM92, Lun94, ME96, Met86a, Pow97, RD94, RMO96, SN96, SJD96, Suh97, ACM94, ACM95a, IEE95b, II96, Sin94a].

Conferences
[Ano93f, Ano94-126, Ano94a, Dra94a, Dra94b, Dra96b, Dra96a, Edw97, FJSP95, Qui95, Ano94a].

Confidence
[Moh94].

Configurable
[TSG94].

Configuration
[BMSD94, Els89, SKB89, Abr88, GJW91].

Configuration-space
[SKB89].

Conflict
[GL93b, VLA92, Cal88, Fuj99].

Conflict-Free
[VAE92, Fuj99].

Conflicts
[DL96].

Conformal
[CT93b].

Conformations
[Che93a].

Conformity
[DMW93].

Congestion
[SG92d].

Considered
[SCV01].

Consideration
[SNS95, ES88, Li91].

Considerations
[AP90, SB94b, YSL97].

Constraint-Based
[SB94b].

Constraints
[Cla96, DDF93, WN92, ZYL16, HY91, yHY92].
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faller [Ano95a]. Family
[LS93e, NU91, AJFH86, BE93c, WZ87].
farming [Str94]. fashion [Ano99, CKS99].
Fast
[Ano92k, Ano92q, BP90, BHS+02, EGK87a, EGK89a, Elm95b, EHG+79c, Joh92, LH86a, LH86b, LH86c, LH86d, LH87, LM93, LG97, MOOK94, Mik94, Mik89, NS93, RMP93, RT97, SKVZ93, SAGS93, TK93, UP91, VTSM12, WG91, ABP92, BP91a, CHWW13, CC88a, Cat92b, CV88a, Dra90a, EGK89b, GS87a, GS88b, GS89b, Gut95, Heg96, Mas94a, MB97, OYK+14, Sta95, NR86].
Faster [Ano94-110, BGQ19, BBS94, Nag94, Ano91, Bas95b, Ber82, BE88]. Fastest
[Ano93l, Bar00c, Bar00d, Tho96a, Tho96b, Ano90m, Ano97x, Ano97y, Ano90b]. Fat
[Lei85]. Fat-Trees [Lei85]. Fates [ZL97].
Fatigue [Bel93, ES88, JCJ94]. Fault [Ano94-53, BOS93, CRV94, CB94, CJ94, DO89, EK99, GBD93, GBD97, GS89, GMD94, LL08, LLGS90, LT94, TYZ85, Tze86, Con00, Dao88, HCL98, Mit88, OD99, SML92, SO91, T99, TYZ88].
[Gun88b, Gua88c, Ham90]. FCI [ARE95].
FCRC [ACM96]. fears [Ano96-35]. Feature [SCV01, Ano97k]. featured [Bro17]. Features [ara91, AGD93, KZ94, MT93, NW97, Oed92a, Oed92b]. Feb
[B+95, Zy93]. February [Ano96l, Clo96, Don92a, GL90, GE96, JD95, M+94, Wu94].
Federal [Ano95l, MP92, Uni86b, Uni86a, Uni86c, Waz98, Ano95h]. Federated [CGHL94]. Feedback [PH11]. Feeder
[SS94]. Fees [Ano94-129]. Feet
[Ano95s, Bar00c, Bar00d]. FEL [SNK+93].
Fellows [Pin01]. Fellowship [Kah93a].
FEM [HS93b]. FEM-Analysis [HS93b].
FEM5 [KA91]. Fermat [YB86]. Fermilab [Fer83]. Fermions [KLN90a, KLN90b].
Fernbach [Ano16]. FEVS [SZ11]. Fewer
[Ano95-45]. FFMachine [Wun89]. FFT
[AGZ94a, ABB95, Ano94-62, Bue91b, Cal96, DWM+01, DFM07, OLWW94, TEM88].FFTs
[Car91, FE+05, GJ87, Swa86]. Fibonacci [Alu96, AM15, Mas94a, Mas94b].
Fibre [Ano94-104, Gre91a]. Fibre-Optic
[Gre91a]. fibrosis [MHKY97]. FIDAP
Riz94, Saa93b, SS96a, SW96, Soe94, TK93, TOWC15, VM87, VD96, VF93, VH93b, VB90, War93b, WR97, Woo96a, YMZ90, YCC97, YYK93, Amm90, Amm92, CV88c, CRA10, DGT82, DRA80b, Gri86, LXW+16, MB93, MB94b, Ne09b0, Pol90, Rei85, The90b, The91, Wo93, YH92, GS92b].

Flowfield [MKG90]. Flows [Ano94b, Ano94-140, BPJ94, DLPQ94, GFM96, Ger90, Gol96, HGC94, HFT94, KY93, KO90, PPM90, PSB01, RHH96, SHZK94, Tak94, TFO94, BS91, KfGERJxx, Ram86, TR86, ZBN+19]. flowsheet [Har89]. fluent [HP88b]. fluent/BFC [HP88b]. Fluent [Ano94-114, Ano97l, DD93, GI93, GW93a, Har94b, HGC94, Jon19, KLSC97, KK92, MKB87, MI93, MMHM93, Nag96c, NS93, Por86, PC93, RT93, Sch93b, Sim92b, Soe94, VM87, VF93, Web93, WKFFK97, Wil90a, COS89, DGL89, Ece96, HK93, LM92, Lou92, MA85, MB93, MB94b, PEH93, PZGL91, RCB93, Woo93, Ano96u]. Fluid-Dynamical [Nag96c]. Fluidized [NCVG96]. Fluids [Glo89, L+95, Gup88]. Flux [FBH93, U184]. fly [YH90, Y190, BAD01]. flyer [Norxx]. FM [LC97a]. Focus [Ano97f, Cla98, Dav87, HTV88, Tay95a, Voi94]. focused [BMD+20]. Focuses [Pin01]. Folding [Ess90, IMP93, XCLW93, Mil87]. Foods [KS90]. Force [Gro90, Bel92a, IHK93, RD07, Ano93-46]. forced [BJZfDA96]. Ford [Ano96u]. Forecast [BCHH94, Dic90, GJS94, S099, VV95, DTV00]. Forecasting [Dic81, Dic82, Kau93a, WCG94, Sel95]. Forecasts [Koo97, Ano97p]. Forefront [DR93, GLS11, IEE95d]. Foresees [Lew94c]. Forester [CKCS90]. Foreword [MH18]. forges [Fed96]. Forget [Poo96b, Poo96a]. Forging [BMCA93]. Form [AK87, FDD02]. Formal [PGK+10, Roh94]. Formalism [CTR93, JC94a]. Formalizing [GP91a]. Format [EBS02]. Formation [Gre91b, Pan97, Ste94b, SBSR96, Gre89b, Hun92, OMM93, Yos09]. Former [WG93b]. Forming [KD93, Ano93-37]. Forms [NJI94, Ano90n]. Formula [BGQ19]. Formulation [Ano94-91, TYK93]. Formulations [Ano94-116]. Forsees [Lew94a]. Fortran [Ano85b, KK89c, DE84, DON85, KK89c, KBC+74, LK93, SCH89b, WW92, AK87, AP87b, Ano94-69, Bli89, Can92, DP96, E1g90a, E1g90b, FBZ92, Fah94, Fos93, FXAC94, Guz87, Guz88, HWS+88, HK92, KB88, KZ94, Mac91a, Mar92, MWO95, MR95, Pett83, Pol87d, SKP91, SLy90, lTD88, YGSB94, YKK96]. Fortran-style [SKP91]. Fortran/ANSI [KK89c]. Fortran/PVM [MWO95]. Forum [Ano97-31, MP92, Dun92, Str94, Wie92]. Forward [Bar00c, Bar00d]. Forwarding [KCPT95, ABP92]. Fosdick [Ano96c]. Foster [Stu03]. found [HHS01b]. Foundation [Bor94, Jan96, Web91, Ano96-38, NN87, Nat92a, Red91, San86, San90]. foundations [Gib01, Gir91]. Four [GF87, E1g91, EY91, MP91d, SWL+92]. four-processor [EY91]. Fourier [NR86, CC88a, Heg96, HAI91, MB97]. Fourteenth [IEE95d]. Fourth [KK89a, Ano93n, Gra94, RLK993]. fourth-order [RLK993]. FPGA [BCC+09, BB92, CP94a, GM93a, PSS+19]. FPGA-Based [BCC+09]. FPGAs [BS94d, Van13]. FPL [ML95b]. FPS [Ano91f, CG86, WG82]. FPS-164 [CG86, WG82]. FPS-164/MAX [CG86]. FPU [LKFW05, Wai05]. Fractal [KT93a, SLML93]. fraction [Ano94-82]. Fractional [AH93]. Fragment [INNK01]. Framework [Ber07, Bis94d, EAMEG11, GJP96a, MCLK07, PCY+19. SE92, WCZ+18, Abe91, BPD06, CH92b, CH98, EFR+05, FKL+08, FGM+03, GZE+05, GJP96b, Jez00, KCG08, MV16, RG9H7]. Frameworks [Ano94-102, FV94, KRS13].
France [ACM88, GL90, Ham94, JPTE94, Ano96-35, Ano97s]. Francisco [ACM03, B+95, Bel86, IEE95c, IEE94d]. Frank [MP91a, MP91b]. Frank-Wolfe [MP91a, MP91b]. Frank-Wolfe/gradient [MP91b]. Fredericton [BG91]. Free [BBL95, Coc01, FDD02, JC94b, DDJ98b, TK93, VLA92, Fuj99]. Free-Form [FDD02]. FreeBSD [Coc01]. Freeway [HK96, Sug96, WMR96, Gou96]. Freeways [Hal96]. French [Ano86a, Ano96j]. Frequency [AM93b, CBT91, Ano96w]. Fresh [Ano95t]. Friction [Ano92r, KB97]. Fridge [Ano95d]. Friendly [ATSA93, OS93]. Fringe [DR93]. Front [GF90, Van93]. Frontal [GF90, CDS98, DS96b, ZMDS96]. Frontier [Ano92r, GIBGA93]. Frontiers [AB94, Cha94a, EP97, Isk96, Met86b, Met86a, Gra93a, Gra94]. Fronts [Gar99]. fsck [BE88, Bin88]. Fuel [KRJ94, MTK93, MA97, Mon93, NW97, PP93, SS94, SAG93, So93]. Fuels [VA94]. FUJITSU [HL88a, AHOK02, BHS+02, BCHJ94, DTV00, DH86b, Heg96, IUB7, LMM95b, LMM95a, LMM96, MHP84, NNR00, R+00, SWL+91, SW995, SB96, SE98, Uch96, WLK95]. Fukuo [Ano91q]. Fukushina [M+95]. Full [DLPQ94, FT93a, KRJ93, Gep01]. Full-Disk [KRJ93]. Full-Time [FT93a]. Fully [HR94, DS86b]. fun [Faz87]. Function [GBBR95, Lie93, MBN93, RMPW93, Sa95, WG91, XMR92, Cyb89a, Hus86b, HKP88, KMB09, NNS+90, ZAS94]. Functional [DAF+90, Fri95, Gir91, HTV88, KKPP93, KF95, KKP93, Mal94c, PT92, RSRG95, Sei94, SLML93, SB94d, BH92a, EHF+00, GP91a, Gok89, SKP91, SZ91]. Functional-link [PT92]. functionalities [PT92]. Functionality [Wea97]. Functionally [Ano92h]. Functions [CP94a, HM93c, Lan94, NH91, OIY91, Car94b, EFG+05, SA10a]. Fundamental [MR90b, Sah95]. Fundamentals [Mag10, PATT12, WP94]. Funding [Ano88q, Ano92i, Ano93l, Ano97-29, Ano86a, Win02]. Funds [Coc01]. Further [Tem89a, Tem89b, Ano92-45]. Fusion [DH93, YMT93, Ano94a]. Future [Ano92m, Ano93p, Ano95-35, Ano97i, Bos94a, Chi00, DSSS95, Els02, Gal93, GA84, Gre91a, Hin93, IEB93, IBBA20, Lew94a, Lew94c, LEMS95, MSK+02, Oya02, Pay97, RG94, RSB94, VSM+07a, VSM+07b, Wat93, Ano93d, Ano94-119, Ano96w, Hey90, Hol84, Kon91b, KAMB19, Mye92b]. Fuzzy [BJ93, CJ93, CCCC98, DZJG93, HRG93, HHGS93, Her95, Rol96, VRS993, Ano96a]. Fuzzy-Logic [DGJG93]. FX [ASM86, Ano87d, DD90, GB90, WSL88]. FX/8 [ASM86, Ano87d, WSL88]. FX/80 [DD90, GB90]. FY [Ano93t]. FY1989 [Ano88q]. FY90 [Nat91a]. FY91 [Nat91a]. G [GLS11]. GaAs [Cha94b, KH87, MS84, Wat93]. GAIA [Yi11]. Gain [Sch95b, Ano97-30]. Gaining [Buz84]. Gains [Ano93m, Ano92w, His91]. Gaithersburg [Uni91a]. Galaxies [Ste94b]. Galley [NK96]. Gallium [Ano94-55, Buc88, Dey95, FB91b, Zho88]. Gallium-Arsenide [FB91b]. game [Sne94a, Sne94b]. Games [Coc02a, Coc02b]. Gaming [Ros09]. Gamma [BKT94, SVML95, FA93]. Gamma-Camera [SVML95]. Gamma-Ray [BKT94]. gamut [Gre92c]. Gap [HS94a, SH93, SS94, SH94b]. Gara [War10]. Garbage [Ano94-46, GK92, AP87a]. Garmisch-Partenkirchen [SEA84]. Garmisch-Partenkirchen [SEA84]. Garry [Eva97]. Gas [KY93, KK96a, KR94c, MKG90, Nor97b, Ris94, Tho93c, Ano02a, Ano02b, WQS92]. gas-liquid [WQS92]. Gate [Cha94b, Sch90b]. Gated [TP95]. gateway [OGO+90]. Gatlingburg [SJD96]. Gauge [Dec90, GAW96a, GAW96b, ALN+01, KMB5, MHP84, MKT93]. Gauss
Gbit/sec

Gaze-Free

Gaze

Gaussian

Gel

GenBank

GenBank

Gene

Gene

Gene

Gene/L

Gene/Q

Gene/P

Gene/Q

Genecrunch

Genecrunch

GenEng

General

Generate

Generating

Generations

Generators

Generic

Genome-Wide

Genomes

Genetic

Geographical

Geographic
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Geophysical
[CU90, Chr93, SKSD94, WR97]. Georgia
Ano94-108, USE00a. Geoscience
LCP+11. Geosciences [PW05a]. German
[Ano97k, Got91b]. Germany
[ACM91, Ano93i, Ano93-31, Ano94a,
Ano94-75, Ano97d, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c,
HK93a, HWP95, SEA84, WSB96, KSW93].
Get [Bac88, BBWR90, Bur00, Bur01b,
Bur01c, Bur01d, Bur01e, Bur01f, Bur01a,
Coc01, Coc02c, Coc02d, DDJ98a, Pau08,
Ano97k, AL92b, Str94]. Gets
[Ano91s, Ano91g]. Getting
[Ano96x, Cor87, Mye86]. GF11 [BDW85].
GFLOP [Kah92, Ano94b]. Gflop/s
[Ano94b]. GFLOPS
IHE+00, Ano92p, TC93, KG95]. GHz
[Ano03a]. Giant
[Ano92-29, ALN+01, Cat92b]. Giants
[Ano92-30, Dey95]. Gigabit
[Mes93b, Ano90i, Ber95a, NC02, WTC+02].
Gigaflap [ACSH90, Ano88a, DH86a].
GigaRing [Sco96, Wi96]. GIS
[CCSM97, Ope96, SCH94d]. git [JKL19].
Gitta [Ano96c]. give [Tri95a, Tri95b].
Given [SNS95, Chi16]. gives
[Ano90a, Ano90e]. Giving
[Boy15, Uni92b, Uni92a]. Glacier
[CCG+17]. glass [ARF12, Bro17, SKK+90].
Glass-Ceramic [SKK+90]. Glen [Pin01].
Glenda [SBF94]. Glimpse [Egg94].
Glimpses [Sin18, Ano18]. Global
[Ano94-46, Ano94-58, BL93, BK93, Ber95a,
Con91, CSRB90, DJS93, D894b, EFH+00,
HV95, Hun94, Kah97, KGKa93, Mas95,
MTHP93, Mi97a, As98, SLB93, SKN96,
TAKb06, Tay95b, TG94, Uni92c, AISS97,
AUW08, Bur91, Con90, Con88, DGG18,
GBS18, HS+91, Kin96, Lun94, STH+98,
Str94, YQTV12]. Global-Local [KGKa93],
global-scale [AUW08]. Globalizer
[GBS18]. Globally [BHS+02]. glossary
[Ins87a, Ins87b, Ins90]. Glow
[Coc02a, Coc02b, KG96]. Glueballs
[Ano96m]. GMB [Jab90]. GMRES
[FGG09, van95b]. GMRES-like [van95b].
GNU [Coc01]. Go [Han89, Bab94]. Goal
[SBW+19]. Goals [Eck93, Gil94a]. Goede
[Ano94-109, Ano97d]. Goldmine [Ano97g]. GONG
[Bro93]. Good [KKB92, Cla97, Win02].
Google [PSO12]. Gordon [Ano97c].
Gordon [KHHS95]. Government
[Ano89i, Bar01, Bro91b, Coc03a, Coc03b,
Joh94, Spe97]. Governor [Deu86]. GPAW
[RGL+15]. GPGPU [MMG+18, WFJ+17].
GPU [AM15, BWV+17, EBB+20, KSP13,
Roj19, SC20, SCSL12, TMT+20].
GPU-Accelerated [SCSL12, BWV+17].
GPU-based [Roj19]. GPUs [ZBN+19].
Gradient
[Ano94-45, Gre90c, JM89a, KJ85, LPV94,
Man91, Meu87, MT97, Sea86, VAGRMVA90,
And88, Bau88, Gib95, HVY91, JM89c, MS88,
ME91, Meu89b, MP91a, MP91b, MP91c,
Nat86h, SZ89, SM92, Yan92]. gradient-like
[Ano92]. gradient-type [SZ9].
Gradients
[FR96b, FR96c, HFH86, HFH87]. Graduate
[Pan96]. GRAIL [UEGM93]. Grain
[MKSF96, CW99, GW95, Mar91, SFL+94,
TS91]. Grained
[INKN01, ZL97, BBK+08, BL91, FMD07].
Gram [JP90, Poo96a]. Grammar [JC94a].
Grammars [JC94b]. Grand
[BEH+94, Con91, Get15, Sha95a, Sha95b,
SMDL90, Ano92l, Con90, Eck92a, Gro92c,
Eck92b, Gen92].
Grant
[Ano90r, Ano92l, Ano97b]. Grantees
[Ano94-107]. grantees [Ano95v]. Granular
[Go96, HFN96, KK96a, KK95b, LDMC96,
RHH96, RRSG96, SW96, SBSB96, VD96,
Was96a]. Granularity
[Cal85b, CDH84, CSY89, HC91, MRSB94].
GRAPE [Ano94-59, EFM91, Ste94b].
GRAPE-4 [Ano94-59]. Graph
[Ano94-57, Ano94-93, CJ94, HB88, Jab90,
Wal92, FP91, JG88, Sar91, Sch90b, CP13].
Graphic [Gon93, PZGL91]. Graphical [Hug93, NB92, OCVG93, RRSS93].
Graphics [AW93, Ano94-120, ABM88, Bor89, CB99, DHM+88, Don93b, GS87b, IHE+00, IS95, Ill96, KCY93, KP95, LMP+90, LM90b, LMxx, MP91e, RL96, SDB94, SJDV90, ACM89b, An89, Ano93-27, Ano93-28, EM78, tHd90, Kha91, Lev89, Pic88, Pic89, Pic91a, Pic92, PF90, WQS92, Ano94-121, Ano96-29, SS96b, SMM88].
Graphics/Cray [CB99]. Graphoelements [Her95].
Graphs [Ano94-56, OGR95, Pel94, SA82, BP92, GS87c, GP91c, Mil87].
Gravitating [KMN+05]. Gravity [BISB96].
Great [Con91, BB91b, Con90]. Greater [Dal84].
Greatest [Ano96u]. Greece [HPP88].
Green [FBCB18, TKM96, A+12, Ano94s]. Green500 [cFC07]. Grenoble [JPTE94].
Grey [Now93]. Grid [Ano94-94, Ano99, BCHH94, BHWH98, Fos03, GHWH94, Kac02, MAFW08, Man91, Mes00, Moi93, Sch97c, WJC09, Wij10, A+02, BTV96, BV96, CF12, Gri92, KDP+14, KTN+14, MNY90, M+09, Mag10, WF08, CKS99, Coc02a, Coc02b, FK99, FK04, GFB+03, IJM14, KBM+02, KHC14, KCoJ14, MNY90, PW05b].
Grid-Based [BCHH94, GHWH94].
grid-computing [KDP+14]. Grids [Ano94-114, BS94e, Ta96, TMA07, FK98, GKS14, Nec09a, Kra01b]. Griding [TF97]. GROMACS [AMS+15, PCY+19].
Grossrechner [Ano96-36]. Ground [GML90, Ver97, Chi86]. Grounding [AFT96].
GTRAN2 [Vuj93]. Guaranteed [CDR96].
Guarded [KKF96]. Guest [AB01, Ken92, Rit88c, AP93, AB03, BKK11, BEGGK07, CF95, KG02, HP04, Pan93].
Guide [Ano85b, BBC+00, F94, MM94a, Sny99, SSBS99, Wn94, Car98b, EM91, Hill97, Nor93c, PW05b, Wom90].
Guided [CWLT97, HS+90, PK87].
Guided-wave [CWLT97]. Guides [BS98b].
guitars [Ano95w]. Guys [BvR8+11].

H [Ahm92, Hill97, Kaz92, MM94a, Wn94, San95]. H-Bombs [San95]. H0* [GMW94].
Hackers [Yuv77]. Hacking [Coc02a, Coc02b]. Hafnian [BGQ19]. Half [GGW93a, Ano96u]. Half-Space [GGW93a].
halo [BBW19]. halo-swapping [BBW19]. halting [Ano95c]. Hamburg [Ano97d].
Hamming [AW91]. Hampton [HK93].
hand [Ano94-63, Che90b, KK89c, SG92c, SG92d].
hand-parallelizing [KK93]. Handbook [A+12, Guz87]. handle [Ano957x, Ano01c].
Hardware [Ano94-110, Ano94-127, CGSG94, CS99, D95, Fer86, GCY+08, Gru97, HW96, Lei85, MOW96, MSA+07, NdMM09, N+95, OGY91, Sch95a, STSK95, Sm96b, Uch96, Uch97, VH93a, WG91, YSK+96, YMY92, And90c, Ano88r, Ano89p, Ano97-28, BP90, CCG+17, Gok89, GV91, Lav89, LY91a, OR90, SWS+12, UPK87, Ano97c, Ano95u, RN00, Oya99].
Hardware-based [WG91].
Hardware-Efficient [Lei85].
Hardware/Software [CS99, GV91].
Harmonic [DC93, DNV93]. harness [Ano97a]. Harnessing [Sun94]. Harold [Sch88a]. Harrar [CCX90]. hash [Kha95].
[ZS94c, dRC94, dC94, Aba09, AGEL13, AGZ94b, A+02, AB03, Ano91x, Ano93-39, Ano95u, Ano96c, Ano3a, AB96, ARA14, AKM+06, ABMN02, Bad04, BG02, BBM19, Bor93, BGKR99, BPD06, CWD+08, CBB+05, CD98, CG+06, Dam11, DHA+13, DRAB08, DF12, DS86a, Don93a, DRSS99, Duf00, Eig92, Fox98, FP00, Fuj11, GFR10, GMF00, GMSS+11, GL96a, GL96b, GL97, HP91, HPPF94, Ipe19, IS20, KHS88, KS+08, KBBR99, KSM+08, KBB01, KBM+09, KKM09, KCG08, KF00, KW11, LaDS+15, LAL02, LG03, LLR02, MI01, MSH16, MUKX06, MMG+00, NR99, OG+09, ODA15, Pei17, PSS+19, PG+10, RAG11, SVO1, SRS04, STH+98, SEV+09, SC04, Sin00, SHB91, SHL+20, SW99, SDMS99, SO07, TTD+11, VDK+05, WW99, WFJ+17, War03, WLL93, Zor92a, Bra94, Edw97, FSJP95, GKB+96, Lid99].

High-performance [GH94a, HS95b].

High-Performance-Computing [BCC+08].

High-Precision [TKI93].

High-resolution [PMS94].

High-Speed [Ano94-104, GS94d, GMMT91, TFO94, Dao88, NGPH99, Shil95, BBBC96, Che83, Fly66, SGS+20, SO91, KA91, MH94].

High-Speed-Grinding [TF97].

High-Tech [Bar01, CCKSS90, Ano93b, She93].

High-Temperature [FP94, WH94].

Highconverter [AK93].

Higher [Cox88, ML95a, SE92, DWV92, NCKMM88].

Highlights [Ano93t, Waz89, Nat91b, Nat92b, Natxxc].

Highly [DO89, GW91, GKH+91, NK94, RS94c, VHG93, WKF07, YFT93, BWHS18, Gok91, MCH91, Wat72, WCH91].

Highway [Jan96].

Highways [Cze93].

Hijacks [Pat08].

Hill [Bel86, SL88].

Hilton [IEE90, L+95].

HiPER [MCW98].

HiPER-P [MCW98].

HIPPI [Kum94, KNWB93, TF95, VDK91].

HIRLAM [WC93].

Hist [Gar01].

Historians [BF92].

Historical [Asp93].

History [Bra91b, CCKSS90, Leu96, SR93a].

Hit [Ano92z, Ano93o, Ano95-30].

HITACHI

[INKN01, Ano03a, DH86b, IAKH92, KA92, KYSY94, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86].

hits [Gep01].

Hitting [Ano96-30].

HITACHI. [Ano92-41, Bec01, Bro01, Ano95-32, TAKB06].

homegrown [Ano95-32].

Homogeneity [Asp93].

Homogeneous [PMS97].

Homogenization [HM93b].

Homologous [LS93c, Lu93].

Honeycomb [RS93].

Honeywell [Ho88].

Hong [IEE94a, Honolulu [IEE96c].

Home grown [Cal12].

Homogeneity [Poe95].

Homogeneous [ALMS92, SW96, TGV08, GHS86, Haw86].

Homologization [HM93b].

Homologous [LS93c, Lu93].

Honeycomb [RS93].

Honeywell [Ho88].

Hong [IEE94a, Honolulu [IEE96c].

Home grown [Cal12].

Honeycomb [RS93].

Honeywell [Ho88].
IITA [Voi94]. IJCNN [IEE93a]. IKBS [Ano86a]. II [LHLM95, SA10a]. Ill-Posed [LHLM95, SA10a]. Illiac [Hor82a, Hor82b]. Illinois [Ano97-29, Dau97, Goo88]. Illustrated [CCKSS90]. I'm [HWG98]. IMACS [LLR93b, LCV90a, LCV90b, VAS82]. Image [Ano92-38, Ano94-143, Ara97, BMSD94, CJHH94, Ems11, Eh97c, Gau94b, Gol99, GS9d, Hcl94, IEE94a, IJIM14, JB90, Oywk91, Prrs94, SVML95, Sch93a, Sksd94, Wn10, Wgr93, Y+92, Zm94, Ano90a, BcG14, Hcps95, Oma+96, Sa90, Wes89, Rrss03]. imagery [Gig94]. Images [CDA94, Hes90, Oll96a, Br95]. Imaginary [Arw93b, Cra96, Arn88]. Imagine [Ano94-63]. Imaging [Ano94-136, Egg94, Jbwb97, Pet97, Ano91t, Ano95w, Cnc+08, Dje95, Lm13, Nat85, Yw94]. IMB [Scg+08]. imitations [Pet97]. Immersion [Jlc98]. Immersive [Coc01]. Impact [Ano96t, FNP+84, Fbcb18, Glo84, Gf90, Her89, Hplt01, Lc90, Nat88b, Pie91b, Pou88, Sma93, Td90, Csy97, Cvf92a, Cblys13, Du90, Gal87, Wad+9a, yhy92, Mt13, Nat90, NdLv88, Pol88a, Pol88b, Sta88, Uni92c, Wib88b, Wad+9b]. Impacts [Str94]. imperfect [Gib01]. imperil [Ano95l]. Implement [Hcl94, CdG+06]. Implementation [Ass93, Ahp97, Akg87, Ano94-31, Ano94-45, Ano94-64, Ano94-74, Ac84a, Ac84b, At93a, At93b, Bak99, Be93b, Bs92, Bch+93, Bchj94, Cal96, Cghl94, Cf94, Cbt91, Dl92, Djsp93, Dd99, Dlmw95, Dra95, Efr+05, Fg87, Fktt97, Gg96, Hlds95, Hgs88, Hf94, Hof93, He98, Jab93, Ks95, Kmb90, Knys95, Lq96, Lldf95, Mwb95, Mch94, Ms94b, Mt97, Ms93, Nr86, Pbdm93, Pr94a, Ph94, Sar91, Sl93, Sf93a, Swj95, Ssbs99, So95, Tcjs93, Tem88, Tw92, Tz91, Tze88, VpGG01, Wic96, Wc93, Yw94, Aac+05, Ano88, Ara14, Bar88, Cyg86, Gv96b, Gl96a, Gl96b, Gl97, Ho91, Hol90b, Hltz93, Kan15, Knh16, Lfj+20, Mik89, Mhp84, Ps903, Ram86, Sam85, So91, Tcm95, Tr86, Tmwh95, Zcpt00]. Implementations [Aabk95, Bhec94, Dl90, Mrar95, Saa93a, Sim92b, SB94d, Cgl92, Ecc96, Gir91, Pe93, Su91, Wt11]. Implemented [Kh87, Pk94, Pk89, Whe83]. Implementing [Agel13, Agk+87, Ano94-51, Dk86a, Gl93a, Gl93, Mac96, Pcm84, Shmh97, Wlk95, Wcz+18, Wij89a]. Implications [Gs94d, Mg95, Mk07, Xoz+20, Ke85]. Implicit [Aj93, Bamb93, Hfh86, Hfh87]. Importance [Mb93, Cmwh91]. Important [Pet89b]. imprerecise [Pal15]. Improve [Ct93a, Cb02, Mf97, Ano94-132, Ano95w, Dccf01]. Improved [Ano90k, Ano94u, Ano94-65, Ano97a, BB98, Gw93a, Ima93, Vr94, Ano97-32, Cv91a, Eb18, In86, Nq90]. Improvement [Bkt94, Ihsk93, Wkh00, Jp90, Nns+90, For89]. Improvements [Af97, Ctrr93]. Improves [Jon19]. Improving [Ano94-66, Bjv+16, Ftp96a, Hic18, Lcd97, Mtl19, Ogr95, Yzl+16, Sl92]. IMS [Hms87]. In-Core [Mtk93, Pp93]. In-Cycle [Rck97]. In-Cylinder [Ag+90, Yyk93]. Inaugural [Pin99]. Inclined [Bisb96, Dsb96]. Included [Td90]. including [Rol97]. incomplete [Eij90a, Eij90b, Eij91]. Incomprehensible [Vui93]. Incompressible [Dlpq94, Glo89, Hgc94, Zbn+19]. Incorporating [Wfj+17]. Increase [Ano88q, Jan96]. Increased [Inkn01, Dk90]. Incremental [Ano94-57, Ano94-93]. indefinite [Lon90a, Nan86, Saa88]. Independent [Ano94-141, CGW05, Nms93, Ogr95, Pp92b]. Independent-set [CGW05]. Index [Ano90c, Ebs88, Vv94, Cckss90]. Indexing [Vv94]. India
[Bal94, IEE97a, Pil93, Ano86a, Ano78a, Mah94a, Pra95, SR94]. **Indian** [Ano96o, DB94, SB94a]. **Indiana** [KWW92]. **Indices** [SYG94]. **Indigenous** [Nee94]. **Indirect** [OM91, UT91]. **Indirections** [UZ95]. **indispensable** [Mil88a]. **Individual** [Ano93o]. **Indoor** [WvTB+07]. **Inductances** [NBGS96]. **induction** [AH90]. **Indispensable** [OM91, UT91]. **Indicators** [SYG94]. **Indigenous** [Nee94]. **Indirect** [OM91, UT91]. **Indirections** [UZ95]. **indispensable** [Mil88a]. **Individual** [Ano93o]. **Indoor** [WvTB+07]. **Inductances** [NBGS96]. **induction** [AH90]. **Indispensable** [OM91, UT91]. **Indicators** [SYG94]. **Indigenous** [Nee94].
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[DD93, HS+91, MRAR95, GL88, LG87].

**Integral-based** [LG87]. Integrals [EBS88, SB81, SB82a, FSY88, RWL+98, SB82b].

Integrate [LC95]. **Integrate-and-Fire** [LC95].

Integrals [EBS88, SB81, SB82a, FSY88, RWL+98, SB82b].

Integrate [LC95]. Integrate-and-Fire [LC95].

Integrated [EFPSS93, KWH94, KSTF94, NW97, OMA+96, PDR91, PL91a, PL91b, RL90b, SB94b, BMH94b, GV91, Gua88c, HCD+18, Hod87, JG88, PZGL91, YKY90]. **Integrates** [FXAC94].

Integrating [Ano94-102, Bae91, DPS97, HB96, LCH87, PS96, YSL97, OGO+20]. Integration [Ano94-68, ATSA93, CV93, DGBE96, DDLV93, Fri95, Gil93, JG99, Lan93, Leg94, RSB94, Taf96, Par90b, And89].

**Intel** [Eck93, AABK95, Ano90n, Ano91p, Ano94b, Ano94h, Ano94-117, Ano97k, Ano01c, Ano03a, Bab90, CM95, DAC+18, Fri91, GFM96, GGG+98, Gro93, Gut95, GAW96a, GAW96b, HL96, Hay89, HCD+18, HFCM98, Hoc94, HL93b, IAIK92, JHZ95, Hod87, JG88, PZGL91, YKY90]. Intel/Paragon [Wat95].

Intelligence [Ano93b, SEA84, Siri94, Tho93a, CC88b, HD89]. **Intelligent** [ATSA93, CSPJ97, Cze93, Dil93, FT93a, FNL93, GY93b, GL93b, GBK+96, KA93a, KG94, KTNM93, Siri94, Chan87].

Intensive [Ano94-38, GCY+08, MPT12, MH96, SM17, SC04, UL89, YFY+13]. Inter [DL96]. Inter-Vector-Conflicts [DL96].

Interaction [Dip96, RED94, BB87, LI90c]. Interactions [ML95a]. Interactive [Ano94-28, Bli91, FCCG90, FK93, HED93, LMP+90, RRSS93, SGB91, WKFFK97, Wil92a, YF95, Ano89h, Kha91, MB97, SCH94d, WvTB+07, WTTE92, Wil90b].

**InterCom** [BGPS94]. **Interconnect** [JS95, KGB+96, BMH94a, SWS+12].

**Interconnection** [CJ94, CEH+12, CTD+16, GVB95, GS94e, MC98, OA94, Sie90, TVT+16, Abr90, ABC+05, Fid91, yHYZ87, Tur89, TYZ85, Tze86, TYZ88].

**Interconnections** [DG95, Goo97, Wat92a]. **Interconnects** [ADG+08, CG96, Clo96, Wi96].

**Intercooler** [BPW97]. **Interdependence** [Mit96]. **Interest** [DAF+90]. **Interface** [Ano94-41, Ano94-74, Ano94-124, Ano97q, BB98, FBA93, G1e93, Gon93, Kar93, Kum94, PR94a, RRSS93, SP94, TYK93, Y+92, YGSB94, Ano94-135, Ano95v, Bru90b, BMH94b, DLM99, FTT97, GG88, KDP+14, KGERJxx, Nag90, SWJ95, Sue89]. Interfaces [Sm95, Sm96b, Sm96c].

**Interference** [OL86]. Interferometric [SPGD98, YWD94, YWDxx]. **Interim** [Sar90]. **Interior** [Ano94-91, Bro91d, LB94b, SD88].

**Interlanguage** [Mac91a]. **Interleaved** [SL92]. Interlinked [Kra88]. Intermediate [GP91b]. **Intermediates** [RLKW93].

**Internal** [Ano90l, GW93, HK97, Tak94]. International [ACM88, ACM90, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM92a, ACM93, ACM94, ACM95a, ACM95b, ACM96, ACM97, ACM03, ANS92, AGP96, Ano88v, Ano90f, Ano91m, Ano91q, Ano92g, Ano93g, Ano93i, Ano93-31, Ano93n, Ano94p, Ano94-75, Ano94-108, Ano94-134, Ano96k, Ano96a, Ano97t, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ara96, Bal94, Bel86, BP93, BH92b, CL91, CBCH93, DSZ96, Elm95a, Emn84, Emm85, FJS95P, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, GL90, Goo97, GT94, Guo94, HS+91, HMR94, Ham94, HS95b, HS95c, HPP88, HBCN95, IEE85, IEE93a, IEE93b, IEE94a, IEE95b, IEE96b, IEE96c, IEE97a, Ill96, KK87, KK88, KK92a, KK93, KMG96, KSW93, KK92, LP90, Lid96, L+93, Lim93, M.I87, Mar86, Mar88b, MM91a, M+95, MB93, MB94b, NBC92, Pit90, PH95, Pow97, Pra95, Ro596, SN96, Sie94, Sig90a, Sig95, SJ96, IEE94d, SR93b].

International [Tho93c, Uni87c, WG93b, Wuo94, ZAS94, Zyg93, Ano93-39, BBM96, BP89b, Cha94a, DDC96, IEE95d, JPT94E, KK85, LCH96, JIS94, ML95b, Pou88].
Knowledge [KS94a, RC94, SB90, STN93, SK93b, YSL97, Bar88, Cre91, Das94]. Knowledge-Based [STN93, Bar88].


Korea [Ano93-38, Ara93, CC94b, Ele93, Fos93, JAB92, Kar93, KNYT95, NB92, PCM84, Rob94, RCZ93, Tri93, Tzu91, Bec90, BCH+93, CS93a, DHA+13, Gok98, Gua87b, Gua88a, Han94, Joh88, Kei85, LG03, RR99, Rob87, SK93a, Sch94a, Tur79, HAG+13].

Languages [GPKK82, IKM85, JC94a, KRS13, PB90, Zin96, Feo92, PHK88, SWS+12, SMR10]. LANL [Ano95y]. LANs [MKS96]. Lanthanide [CS94b].

LAPACK [AF97, Dem91, Don91, GB90]. Laplacian [Sat93]. laptops [AMS+15].

Large [Ano96q, Ask93, BPJ94, BBC92, BB+89, Cap96, Che83, CDC+87, DAKM98, Ede94a, GG+98, Go99, GZA86, G93, HWS+88, HK93a, HFH86, HFR87, IHSK93, Iwa92, KS93b, Lu93, Ma99, MS97, Mar91, MR87, OS94, PB90, Rui91, SB90, SkLC+03, SKK+90, Sob93a, VAGRMVA90, WB85, WVB88a, WVB88b, YZL+20, Zia01, Zor93b, van95b, BAAD+97, BtR95, B+89, BS90b, BJ84, BY88, CH87, Che90c, Che93b, Che89c, Che99, DSS96, Du90, GW95, GHdF10, GP86, Gra92, GKL+87, HRC09, HOS97, HY89, IU87, Jor87, Kos95, LPD+11, Lee87b, LXW+16, LW94, MP91a, MP91c, NNS+90, NP90, Rob85, Sie90, Sob92, WT11, WT13, YTL87, vdV91, App96].

Large-Eddy [PSB01]. Large-Scale [CDC+87, DAKM98, HWS+88, OS94, Rui91, SkLC+03, WVB88b, YZL+20, Zla01, Ano96q, Che83, GZA86, HFR87, MR87, WVB88a, Che90c, Che93b, Che89c,
Che99, DSZ96, Duf90, GHdF10, Gra92, Jor87, Lee87b, LXW+16, NP90, Sie90, WT11, WT13, YTL87, App96]. Larkfield [Ano94p]. Laser [L+95, Sch92b]. Last [Pou94a, Pou94b, Ano97w, Zen99]. Late [DT96]. Latency [Ano94-124, CMHK92, Sni01, Ano94-135, Lil91]. Lateral [MFK94]. Latest [WJ94, Ano95h]. Lattice [AGLL98, Dec90, GAW96b, KK96a, KMG96, KR94c, MKND97, ALN+01, CRA10, DM96c, KMS5, MHP84, PMS94, GAW96a, KMG96]. lattice-based [DM96c]. lattice-Boltzmann [CRA10]. lattice-Boltzmann/finite [CRA10]. Lattice-Gas [KR94c]. Lattices [RMH93]. launches [Ano03a]. launching [Ano01c]. Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter [Ano94-95]. Lausanne [Ano97-33]. Law [Gar01, Bar01, dRSGS16]. Lawrence [CH89a, WMBC97]. Laws [VMS93, Dum97]. Layer [BNSP99, Ano95w]. Layout [Kul94, SIKD94, BGH+05]. Lead [Bel96, Dau97, Gui05]. leadership [JOK+18]. Leading [Hei89]. Leads [MMRL93, MHE97]. Leakage [BMP93]. Learn [Bur94a]. Learned [Con11, MWO95, SB94c, DRB+20, Gil94a]. learner [CFP20]. Learning [CCKSS90, Che93a, Die95, Eis95, GCS94, GGBR95, HS96, HSxx, KSTB94, KDBG95, MPH93, Opp95a, SR94, EP 97, Ipe19, KSB+19, Ma99, MTK93, Meh94, MM94c, NJL94, NGDH96, OS94, PS94a, PS94b, PK94, RCK97, SC92, Van91b, VD93, VAGRMVA90, WN92, WNKS96, YA93, AD88, And88, AS88, IBC+11, IM96, IMA93, Koc93, KCOP94, KRS13, Rag06, Wal92, AMS+15, Ana91, Ano91h, Ano91v, Ano94-120, BSJ+13, DD90, GP93a, GB92, KW11, Loo84, LM13, MAFW08, RF93, Sch90b, TTD+11, TZY88, VSH00, Vaj91, YKS95, DD99]. levels [FMT91]. Leveraging [BBW19]. Lewis [MF93]. lexically [BG82]. lexicographic [RS94b]. LGA [Cha94b]. liabilities [ZCPT00]. Libraries [CDPW94, IE93c, JM93, PPG94, Bis94a, Don93a, HLJT93, MP92, STH+98, TTD+11]. Library [Ano87a, Ano94q, Ano94-74, BGP94, Dec90, Dem91, Don91, EHG95, GFB+03, Lay91b, RW94a, SL99, WN10, ZW02, AC91, ABMN02, Ham90, Mic90, AF97, BCH94]. Library-Based [Ano94-74]. Life [Che92c, Che92b, ES88, Poo96a, Str94, CCKSS90]. Lifetime [Coc01, Rit97]. Lifts [Bar00c, Bar00d]. ligand [ZEC+17]. Light [Bar00c, Bar00d, Del97, Fei05, Mik88h, Ano94s, Ano92a, Ano92b]. Light-Emitting [Bar00a, Bar00b, Ano90o, Yan92, van95b, WBS5]. Likelihood [Mis90, YOY97]. Limit [PA93a, Ber82, SA10a]. limitations [Blu92]. Limited [PS94b, VW95, WCG94, YJD93, HY92]. Limits [CCKSS90, EM94a, GB96, Moh94, RJ13, TMP94, ARF12, Bel92a]. Line [Bel93, EFPS93, GSG+94, HRG93, RW94b, TW92, Ano94-27, CKS99]. Linear [Ada93, ALPP00, Ano94-61, Ano94-93, Ano94-94, AJ93, Bea90, BCZ95, Cal81, Cal86, CDH84, Che92a, CDW94, Cla96, Dem91, DS86a, Don91, Don93a, Dub87, Duf82, Duf91, Ede94a, GMW94, GT91, Hks89, HL96, HO92b, JML95, JC94c, Lan94, Ma99, MTK93, Meh94, MM94c, NJL94, NGDH96, OS94, PS94a, PS94b, PK94, RCK97, SC92, Van91b, VD93, VAGRMVA90, WN92, WNKS96, YA93, AD88, And88, AS88,
Ano87d, Ano94-109, BR95, Bra89c, BS90b, Che90b, Dav86b, DD88, DHD89, Don85, DH86a, Du00, FJ91, GJM86, Gal87, GPS90, GMW91, Ga06, GW95, HOSZ97, HVY91, Ipe19, KS86a, Kor93, Lou90b, Lou92, Mc85, PK89, Rob85, Saa88, Sam85, Sz89, Sch87a, SG92d, Sim00, SE98, TFB94a, TFB94b, Van95a, WHBH93, Wil90b, Yan92].

Lines [Ano03b, TJ94]. Linguistic [Bar93b, CV93, MGA94]. Link [PDR94, Ano94-135, DFSZ88, Natxxe, PT92].

linked [KG95, TYZ89]. Linking [DLG93]. Links [Cra91, KNWB93]. Linpack [DZM+13, RRMD94]. Linux [Ano01b, USE00a, USE01, Bae01, Bar01, DDJ98a, Luc01, Lum01, Ste01b, Ste02].

Linux-Basis [Ano01b]. Liquid [Gre91b, JYJL94, NCV96, Pop97, WG93a, Gre89b, WQ92, CSB89]. Liquid-Liquidized [NCV96]. Liquid-Nitrogen-Cooled [CSB89]. Liquids [BCCG97, Fin82]. LISP [Ano94d, Ano94-65, BBL95, CR94, CMF94, FT94, HL95, HS93b, K94, KK95b, LH94, Raa97, RS94c, Tri95a, Tri95b, Tr95c, UT91, VR94, YKB+00, BAAD+97, CD09, CG87, EB18, FG06, MD04, Tri95a].

Load-Balancing [CR94, FT94, Tri95b, Tri95c, Tri95a, EB18, Tri95a]. Load/Store [UT91].

Loading [ACL93, BPU94, BPUS94]. loads [CGLY96, CGLxx, Chem]. loan [Ano89].

Local [ALM93, Ano94-35, Ano95-27, AM96, BL93, BW96, BGM+11, Cal86, CSM97, DAF+90, Han03, HV95, HNST93, KG93a, Kon93, KG95, MD94, SVD96, GHLN87, GV91, Han90, KHS88, Kon87].

Local-memory [GHNL87]. Local-memory-based [Cal86]. Locality [Ano94u, GAV95, KM92, OCR95, TJ94, Y90]. Locality-Improving [OCR95].

Localization [YK96]. localized [Ha88, Ha90a]. Locally [BHS+02]. Locating [BCC97]. location [BGT90]. Localized [Hai97]. Lost [Ano94-96].

Lot [HW98]. Lotto [QD91]. loud [Dn92].

love [Day12]. Lovelace [Coc02c, Coc02d].

Lovell [MB93, MB94b]. Low [AM93b, Ano94-124, Ano95-28, BLM95, BS98a, FS93a, For93, Lee84, NW97, SKS04, Str94, Wal92, Ano97-32, Ano02a, Ano02b, DDT95, EO13, KFN02, Sma95, SCG+13, TF15].

Low-cost [Ano95-28, Ano97-32, Sma95, TF15].

Low-energy [For93]. Low-Level [Wal92].

Low-life [Str94]. low-overhead [EO13].

Low-power [SKS04, KFN02]. low-voltage
\[\text{[TSSK94, WD93b, Bru90b, Chexx, Ham90, HA90b, JT91, Kue87, SG92b]. Manu\text{-}facts [Ano95-29]. Manufacture [BJH97]. manufacturer [SH91]. Manufacturing [Ano93b, Ano94-107, Hug93, KWH94, KSTF94, Lj97, Raw97, Bra89d, HG88]. Manuscript [BF91]. Many [Cal85b, EFM91, YZL+20, Ano89a, Ano93u, Che90b, HCD+18, KNHN16, ZBN+19]. Many-Body [EFIM91, Ano93u]. Many-Core [YZL+20, KNHN16]. Many-processor [Cal85b]. Map [OCVG93, RPY94, Rig93, SHA+92, Gla93, SS07]. Maple [Mon88]. Mapper [AM93c]. Mapping [Ano94t, BS94d, CT93b, Cha93, CP94a, CM93, DDLV93, HPLT01, IM96, KK93b, KESH94, LC93, NB93, Pel94, SH90, SGIS93, WAM+01, Who92, Ano91, CD08, KTN+14, KSB+19, SL88, Whe92]. Maps [AGD93, FC93, LB93, Din92]. March [AU87, Ano90f, Ano93a, Ano95u, Ano95-38, Ano96-44, Bel86, HBCN95, IEE95c, JRT87, Joh86b, JD95, LCV90b, LCV90a, M+95, MP92, Uni87a, ROMO96, S+93, SC93, Vag88]. Margherita [ACM95b]. Marine [MMG+18]. Mark [Ano94-130]. Market [Ano90m, Ano90p, Ano92-30, Ano00b, Gre94, Her90b, NDLV98, Ano92w, Ano92-29, Ano95h, Bra89d, Her90a, In81, PF90]. marketplace [SDMS99]. markets [Uni92c]. Markov [BM93b, DS94a]. Mars [Pic92]. Maryland [Uni91a]. Mask [Kok94]. MasPar [Car94b, PS98]. Mass [Ano93t, BOS97, GD97, Hal87, IEE95d, Ano90c, Nat87d, Par90a, SSSS96]. mass-parallel [SDMS99]. Massachusetts [Ano94-107, MB93, MB94b, Lun94]. Masses [DD02]. Massive [ARF12, BS98b, CP13, LHL95, PT93, KTN+14, LA+95, Sim92a]. Massively [AK95, ASS93, AABK95, Ano94-46, AFT97, Bak93, BJIW95, BÇG14, Bur94a, CIN+08, CS94a, DKS93, DXJM93, Eck93, FBZ92, Feli94, FCBH95b, FCBH95a, FM93, Gok92, Goo97, GD97, GVBC95, HL93a, Hel92, HK93a, Hi91, Hi92, HYL+04, Ike95, IGH95, Jab93, JA92a, JA92b, JM93, KNHN16, KC93c, CRJ93, Kra90, MM93b, MOOK94, Mor91, NB94, SAB94, SB96, Tan95, WMBC97, WCG94, XMR92, YWD94, YWDxx, Afu90, Ano92i, Ano93c, Ano95p, Cre91, CK92c, Din93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, GP90, GH95, HLDS95, Kan15, Kra92, Loo84, LLDF95, PS98, RGL+15, Sca92, Uni93, Was96a, YW94, Zor92a, dR94, dC94]. Massively-Parallel [ASSW93, SB96]. masterPlan [Kul94]. Match [Ano93r]. Matching [Bel93, CP94a, Nat88a]. Matchup [Smi95]. Material [Ano92h, DA97, DH93, SBSR96, CK90, Was96a]. Materials [Ano94-107, Gal93, KK95b, SSJL94, Sil91, WAD+09a, Nat88b, SCK+00, WH94, Wil88b, WAD+89]. Math [DD98b, EFG+05]. Mathematical [Ano97t, DC93, DLMW95, HM97, KSW93, NH1, SKVZ93, Soe94, TYK93, Poo96a]. Mathematics [ALPP00, JM93]. MATLAB [DP96]. Matrices [Ano94-92, Ano94-94, BGQ19, Che92a, ETV6, GG96, ALPP00, Bis94c, Che90a, Che91, Con86, CB98, GSZ91, Gan86, HL92, LTT92, Luc91, Pin91, Wij89]. Matrix [ALPP00, CHL93, CLY+19, CP93a, DD87, DDB+10, DR81, DR82, FY96, GS88a, GS89c, GR94, HS99a, HL93a, HL93b, KSH94, LPV94, L95, Mis90, NGLP96, SL99, TB99, USZS96, WAM+01, AGZ94b, Bai88, CC88a, CS93, Fu99, HL92, Kra90, K92, LC90, Phi85, SW88, SB81, SB82a, SB82b, TT93, Yuan90a]. matrix-multiplication [AGZ94b]. Matrix-Vector [DDB+10, LPV94]. Matter [DCWH07, FGM+03, GZE+05]. Maui [Ano94-77, HBCN95]. MAX [CG86]. maxflow [BÇG14]. maximally [Gao86]. maximin [LR88b]. Maximizing [Bro00, CWW94]. Maximum [Mis90, BB87]. MaxPar [Che92a, Ho92a].}
Maxwell [Taf96]. May
[ACM96, Ano88q, Ano88v, Ano93g, Ano95q, Ano97h, Bar01, COS99, Cra96, De 96, DHT89, Fer83, Gro90, HS95a, HS95b, HS95c, IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE95b, KK99a, LM92, PEH93, Sch97a, Uni91a, Ano95l, Ano95w, Bau96, Gil01, WZB86].
Mazda [AKT90]. Maze [Mik94]. MC2 [DTV00]. McCormick [Wei90]. MCNP4 [SF93a, YFOT93]. MCSPARSE [GMW91]. MCU [Bal93]. mdb [DKF94, EM91]. MDIONS [Fin82]. ME [Wuo94, Bar00c, Bar00d]. ME20 [Ano94p]. mean [DF90a, TFGERJxx]. Meaning [Bar93b]. Means [Hel96, Pay97, YZL+20, Bel93]. Measure [GA95, Lu93, YH90, Yi90]. Measurement [KT94, KNW93, Mit88, NSP94, Wil88a, EHHS89, McG87, OL86]. Measurement-based [Mit88, McG87]. Measurements [CU90, DCW93, KBC+74, RCR93, Ano87c, BL91, EFR+05, GJW91, Hoc85, Mal86b, Riv90, SZG95, Tem89a, Tem89b]. Measuring [Ano88i, DP91, SBZ+08, DMW87]. MECA [Sol84]. Mechanical [BP94, K93a, KWH94, KA93b, Shi95]. Mechanics [Bra93, CNGR90, HFH86, HHH87, MKB87, Nat84, Opp95a, Sch97c, BP86, Hab92, WHBH93, Dra94a]. Mechanism [BCW93, MTLL94, TNIA92]. Mechanisms [Gre88a, GW93b, GW93h, Con00]. Mechanization [Hal87]. Mechatronical [HHGS93, KP94, RW94b, SP94, YS94]. Mechatronically [FT93a]. mechatronics [Ano94a, Ano94-75]. MED [Sal95]. Medal [Ano95w]. Media [Ano93q, App95, GD97, KK96a, OS93, PH97, PC97, WABD97, Bas95b, KMN+05]. Medical [HCPS95, LLSR02, OMA+96, JD95]. medical-image [OMA+96]. Medicine [Ano94v, SR93b]. Meditation [Sal97]. Mediterranean [De 96]. Medium [Bur91, GJS94, GGW93b, GNJW93, JWG93, MH94]. Medium-Range [GJS94, Bur91]. Medium-Scale [MH94]. Meeting [AAIA94, AMS92, Ano95q, Ano97m, Bor92, DLM99, Fry97, SEA84, Ano95-38, Ano98a, Cub95a, FJSP95]. Megaflops [Lee89]. MEIKO [SN95a, SN95b, BCM94, BHM94a, Hoc94]. Melbourne [KM96, ME96]. Melecon [De 96]. Mellon [Ano88m]. Members [Ano97c]. Membership [Fin82]. Memberships [Ano98d]. Membrane [KW95]. Memories [WSP95, Yan93, Bre87, Cat92b]. Memorium [Ber96]. Memory [Abr94, ASSL11, AM15, Ano88j, Ano94f, Ano94t, Ano94-49, Ano94-45, Ano94-43, Ano94-58, Ano94-84, Ano94-85, Ano94-90, Ano94-139, AZ94, BIR94, BCGH94, BGM+11, BC95, Cal85a, CGSG94, CS84, CS86a, CV95, CW95, DL96, DS96a, DLHG98, DHHW93, DVWH95, ELJ90, EHS94, FBH94a, Fr94, GM94a, GB96, GMG94, GL93a, GS94d, HKT92, IG95, JML96, KAB95, KV96, KCP95, KB96, Lee94, LPV94, LM98, LCV93, Mah94b, Mc94, MH96, MS94c, MH94, MK97, OH92, OB95, OB95b, PB95, PR94, PM95, PV95, SK1Y94, SK1Y97, SNS95, ST92, SLRP95, SO95, TSCG94, TH94, VFK+04, WAM+01, Who92, XB96, YFOT93, AP97a, AGZ94b, AP87b, Ano91h, Ano97k, BMD+20, BHM94b, BF92, Cal86, Cal88, Cal96, Car93, CGL92, Che93b, Che93c, CH92a, CH92b, Con88, Cre91, Cr96, DL92, DH91a, DH91b]. memory [DI88, EE93, EHHS89, GJM86, Gal87, Gal88a, GS88a, GJG88, Gal89b, Gal91, GL88, GJS7, GHNLS7, Gle91, Gol92, GH95, GGV90, GTV91, Gra92, GL96a, GL96b, GL97, Hir92c, Hus86b, KFW94, Kon91a, KY91a, KY91b, KFN02, KA96,
Lee86, LYL87b, Lee87b, LR88a, Lil91, Lim91a, MR87, ME87, MS88, ME91, Mit88, NG92, OL86, OWG+13, Par90c, PS88, RMM87, RG92, Saa87, SFL+94, SL92, SG92a, SS90, SO97, SY91, TYZ89, Tho90, TV88, TV89, Tur89, Yan90a, Yan90b, Yan91, YH92.

Memory-Adaptive [EHS94].

memory-conserving [SG92d].

memory-saving [Par90c]. Memristive [Ipe19].

mere [Poo96a, SF82].

merge [WZ87].

Merged [Coc03a, Coc03b].

merging [Ano95p].

Meritorious [Pin99].

Mesh [Ano94-53, BE93b, IMA93, TM94a, YK93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, FMD07, Fuj11].

Mesh-Generation [YK93].

meshed [Wil90b, Wil92b].

Meshes [Ano94-76, CCSR92, Gal96, JP94, PP90, SJPS94, SJPS96, TS94, TM94b].

Mesoscale [DXJM93, FA93, FM93, Gro92a].

Message [Age95, ABBB94, Ano94-39, Ano94-40, BCM94, DS96a, DHHW93, DFWW93, GB96, Gle93, HLB94, HPLT01, IHIS91, PDR94, PR94a, Sak02, SN95a, SN95b, ZHG94, SABJ94, SSOH95, VSM96, YG92, AA5+05, DLM99, MR87, Saa87, SW94, CO94].

Message-driven [SN95a, SN95b].

Message-Ordering [PDR94].

Message-Passing [ABBB94, DS96a, HPLT01, SABJ94, VSM96, AA5+05, CO94].

messaging [KC95].

Met. [Wil93].

Meta [Ano92s].

Metabolic [OCVG93].

Metabolism [Hei89, HL91, HLxx].

MetaCenter [SSH96, Bor94].

metacomputer [vL99].

Metacomputing [KNS97].

Metal [KD93, Nor97b, Ano93-37].

Metallic [BS97].

metamorphosis [Sha96].

Meteorological [BM93a, Gro92a].

Meteorology [Che94b, HK93b, Kan93b, KH93]. Method [AFT96, AHP97, ABC97, Ano94-45, Ano94-116, BL93, BJLW95, BV93, DD93, DMP93, EJ97, FS93, FBA93, FI93, FZM91, FHT+97, GG96, GW93a, Gre90c, GZA86, HL96, HM93b, HGS88, HC93, JV93, JM93a, JM90, JC94d, KY93, KGK93, KOD93b, LOC97, Men87, ML93, MF92, MKK97, Nag94, NSY94, NdMM09, NBG96, Now93, OMR93, RMP93, SMMG85, SSKa93, SAGS93, SO95, SUS93, TK93, TN93, U93, VAGRVM90, VOG93, W93a, WRW93, XL94, YA93, Zas93, Ano87d, Ano90l, BB87, Bau88, BGT90, BBK+08, BB91b, CH97, CS88, Che88, CS89, CH98, Ce90c, Chi86, Chi89, DL92, EK98b, GZ91, H91, HP95, JM89b, JM89c, KS86a, Kan15, Men89b, MP91a, MP91b, MP91c, Nat86b, OYK+14, PP92a, Roj19, Sch87a, SM92, SG92e, SG92d, St895, Vez95, W83, SYS93].

Method [Wat95].

Methodological [GY93].

Methodologies [EAMEG11].

Methodology [ATSA93, GB92, HCV97, IK82, KHH94, NMS93, Eig92, JY92, TS90, W+12].

Methods [ALM93, Ada93, AKT90, Ano94g, Ano94c, Ano97t, Ber90a, CT93b, CLP93, CPR93, DAF+90, DL90, FS93a, FGKT97, FI93, GT91, IH93, JW97, KSW93, Last92, L98, MKDY90, ML95a, MS94c, MR90b, PHV95, RAP95, RCR93, Saa93a, Sch93b, Sb93a, SC92, TK93, V93, War93a, Wei90, WD93a, Ach99, And88, B+93, Bra89c, BS90b, BS97b, Bur94b, Car89a, D+95, FFM95, Fra90, GS90, GS92a, GL90, HS+91, Ho91, HGS91, J91, Joh91, LG87, Lou90a, Lou90b, Mac96, Mc98, PGK+10, For93, Rob85, Saa87, Saa99, SZ98, SB92, Svo93, Tze88, UP97, Va88, Van95a, WB88, Yan92, Y90, van95b, vdV91].

metric [Mar88a].

Metrology [UU94].

metropolitan [BBBC96].

Mexican [Bar01].

Mexico [New91, Ano94-126, C+97, Fra94, NAS93, Met86a, New95, Sie94].

MFE [Chi86].

MHD [AAS88].

MHz [FB91b, H+00].

MIC [DW97].

MIC [PCY+19, WCZ+18].

Michael [Ano94p].

Michigan [BOS97, IEE95b, University].

Micro
Microprocessor-Based [HMS86a, HMS86b, Hsi91].

Microprocessors [BH93, LCP11, Asa98, Per87, WZB86].

Microscope [Sil91, Ano02a, Ano02b].

Microscopic [BM96, MJH90, BGMR96].

Microsoft [Ano01c].

Microstructure [Sil91, TFVK94].

Microstructures [Gol96].

Microtasked [MSTK93].

Microtasking [MBB91].

Midrange/Mainframe [Ano92q].

Midwest [Ano93a].

Military [Jon96], millennium [Nat95].

Milliarden [Ano97e].

Model [AM93b, AH93, Ano94a, Ano94v, Ano94-58, ABM88, BM93a, BSJW96, BMP93, Ber95b, BPW97, CU90, CGW05, Che90c, CLY19, CSRB90, DJSP93, DXJM93, DS94c, FM93, FI93, HT93, MM93a].

MOC [Chi86].

Mobile [ABM+04, GIBGA93, MGA94, WMMC10, XZC+20, Liu12, MT13].

Mobile-cloud [XZC+20].

MOB [NJJ94].

Mitsubishi [Ano03a].

Miura [War09]. Mix [Ano93r].

Mixed [Ano94y, Div97, LM93, LG03, Ano93v, Roj19].

Mixed-language [LG03].

ML [KSM+19].

MLSL [KSM+19].

MIN [CRV94, TV89].

Mind [Ote02, Tay95b].

Mine [Gal89a].

Mineral [Las92].

Mini [SS96c, WQS92].

Mini-Computer [SS96c].

Mini-supercomputer [WQS92].

Miniaturization [Ano97-32].

Miniaturized [SVML95].

Minisupercomputer [Rav92, Rav95].

Minisupercomputers [Ano88b, HB89, WSL88].

Minisupers [WZ87].

Minneapolis [B+89, JT87, MW88, SF91].

Minnesota [Fin94, B+89, MSCxx, Min88, MW88, Pro94, WL94, Min92].

Mipurac [HA92].

MIPS [Cre91, KFB91].

Mira [CLK+13].

Miracle [Ano94-77].

Mirror [Ano94p].

Misleading [Bai92].

missions [Ano97n].

Mississippi [IEE93c].

MIST [Ano93b].

misunderstanding [DMV87].

Mitaka [MN91].

MITI [NW03].

Mito [Ano90f].

Mitsubishi [Ano03a].

Miura [War09]. Mix [Ano93r].

Mixed [Ano94y, Div97, LM93, LG03, Ano93v, Roj19].

Mixed-language [LG03].

ML [KSM+19].

MLSL [KSM+19].

MIN [JT87].

MOB [NJJ94].

Mobile [ABM+04, GIBGA93, MGA94, WMMC10, XZC+20, Liu12, MT13].

Mobile-cloud [XZC+20].

MOC [Chi86].

MOD2.5 [MM93a].

Mode [Sei94, KB18, VO93].

Model [AM93b, AH93, Ano94a, Ano94v, Ano94-58, ABM88, BM93a, BSJW96, BMP93, Ber95b, BPW97, CU90, CGW05, Che90c, CLY19, CSR90, DC93, DJSP93, DGG92b, DS94b, Den93, DFS93, DFWW93, DXJM93, DS94c, FM93, FI93, HT93, MM93a].
HPLC93, HBDS93, HLxx, Hop93, Joh94, KFJ94, KW95, KB94, Mah94b, MKDY90, MNB94, Mis90, NW97, OK93, RWCA94, RT93, RR89, Ros93c, SPM93+10, SSKR97, Sei94, Sha94a, SR93a, SS96c, Sug96, TKM96, TM94a, VF93, WM96, WFT93, WS84d, WC93, Wool96a, WF94, YJD93, Yan94, AGY+11, AKM+06, BGT90, C891, CGM91, Che90d, Chu87, DP90, DGG92a, DTV00, Fuji11, HLDS95, Kin96, KA96, Law89, MHKY97, NSH95, Nix92, ODAZ15, PSM93, RFS87, Shu88, Ste92, Str94, TS90, WM92, YKY90, ZCP00, HL91].

Model-based [RWCA94].
Model-System [HLxx, HL91].
modeled [Ano95w].
Modeling [AD97, ABCH97, ABB94, ABC97, Ano94w, Ano94-48, Ano95w, AFT97, BOS97, CS94b, DBK09, Deh90, DGT84, DA97, GVC95, Gun88, Heh86, Hun94, JBI91, KLY94, KFJB94, KR94b, LPS90, Mil88b, MRSB94, Mun04, Per93, Pli97, Pop97, Sch97c, SWS97, Ste94d, Str10, TMAS97, IBM13c, TP97, TF94, VA94, WKK97, WMBC97, Wri19, YCC97, ZL97, ZBLZ95, AP91, CC96, De 91a, De 91b, Fox97, Gal89a, Gre88b, Gro92b, HPS88, Kin96, LF03, PL520, SB18, SCH94d, Was96a, WT13].

Modelled [RRSG96].
Modelling [AM93b, Ash93, BPUS94, BM96, CCSS98, Div97, EHHS89, Fra94, Geu97, GW93, He96, Hey96, JJYL94, Jar12, KD93, KSTF94, KDBG95, LC94, LPLP97, LC95, Moit93, OL86, Pal15, PB94b, Pas95, RSB94, Ruh95, Sei94, Soc94, SB94b, Tay95b, WH93, Wie96, WG93a, BWHS18, TM88, WH94].

Models [Ano94-52, BCHH94, BK93, BBC92, BY96, BM93b, Bot96, BB93, BP96, DS94a, DGO90, Die81, Die82, Die90, DH93, Dip96, Fie93, Fos93, FT94, GH93, GP93b, GD97, HW97, JW98, KB93, LS93b, Max81, MCB+01, Nag96b, Nag96c, PPG94, San93, SKVZ93, Tay95b, Van94, WSP95, WHMA97, XZC+20, Zla01, Ano94-120, DLS93, FR5+88, Gib01, Gil94b, KSB+19, LP94, LCV90b, Ous88, Par90b, Pop92, SNP914, YQTV12].

Modem [Bar00c, Bar00d].
Moderator [DB94].
Modern [Lin82, RLC91, Sni93, Gil88, KK82].
Modernizing [Jon96].
Modes [GA97, KO93, SSG93, GH90, GH91].

MODFLOW [MT97].
Modifications [Bin88].
Modified [BE93b, Chi96, Eji90b, Eji91].
MODTRAN [WLCG02].
Modular [BK97, GI93, HS68a, Kra01b, NMM09, OCA01, VD94, Wat72].
Module [BS98a, CMR93, CC94a, He90].
Modules [BLO94, Ano97-32, FGC06].

Modulo [EDA95, Rob99].
Modular [Lin82, RLC91, Smi93, Gil88, KK82].
Modern [Jon96].

Modifications [GA97, KO93, SSG93, GH90, GH91].

Moldflow [Ano93s].
Moldability [CB02, dCCF01].
Moldflow [Ano93s].
Moldmaking [Ano95i].
Molecular-dynamics [SCK+00].
Molecules [Bos94b, DAF+90, WHKS97, Ano02a, Ano02b, Lag89, RD07].
Molina [CCKSS90].
Moment [AFT96].

MOMI-connection [DFSZ88].
MONC [LMT95].
MONC [BBW19].
Mone [SW10a, CK99, Sin08b].
Monitor [Val94, Lav89, War89, Wil88a, WM90].
Monitoring [Ano94c, GSG+94, KSTB94, KB97, SKAT93, UP01, YSS94, Dan91].

Monoacid [VM94].
Monoacid/Diacid [VM94].
Monograph [SG94b].
monomial [CR94].
Monster [Ge16, Moo06].

Monte [Ano87d, AHAM93, BBBS94, HAA93, I9K1, VNB93, ALM93, Ask93, Bak93, BL93, BP94, BJJ95, BLFT84, Bro96, Cha84, DKS93, Dec90, Din93, FBA93, G188, Gup88, HEJM95, KY93, MZ95, MRR96, MRR93, MNV93, MS94e, MB93, NM93, PB88,
Rie93, SF93a, Sol84, TW92, Uen93, YOOT93.
Monte-Carlo [MBN93]. Monteporizo [Vag88]. Monterey [IEE95d].
Montgomery [Alaxx]. month [Ano92-44].
months [Ano96u]. Monterey [IEE95d]. Monteporizo [Vag88].
Monte-Carlo [MBN93]. Monte-Carlo [MBN93].
Monte-Carlo [MBN93]. Monozy [War03]. moon [BK91b]. Moore [Bar01, HA90b].
Mosaic [OLLG96]. Mosaics [OLLG96]. Mosher [Lew96a]. Most [DE84, DKN86, US01, AL92b, DMW87, Gep94, sha95b].
Motifs [HC93]. Motion [AABB93, BSB93, BISB96, DSB96, GGW93b, LJ97, MK93, Sat93, YK94, Ano90b, Ano96u, HAG+13].
Motor [DNV93, KDBG95, Koo97, New93, RSRG95]. Motorola [Ano00b]. Motors [DC93, FS93a]. Motorways [Wie96].
Moving [Ano92s, Ano94-99]. MP [Cra92, CDH84, DH86b, DH86a, Lar84, MSTK93, Oed92a, Oed92b, WB85, ARW93a, And90a, Ano88k, ABH85a, ABH89a, BOS93, Bow88, BH92a, BL91, Cal85a, Cal85b, Car94b, CM84, CM86, Che89b, CS84, CS86a, CK90, CRM94, CS93b, CS95, Dan91, Dai91, Dao88, DO89, DP90, DH91a, DH91b, Dic90, Din92, EE93, EY91, FSY88, GP93a, GS89d, GZA86, Gur88, HL88a, HVY91, Ho91, Hoc85, Hol90b, HIK89, HES93, HSKY94, HSKY95, KN88, Kha93, Kra88, KM85, LS92b, LS93a, ML90b, ML90a, MKB87, MSW91, Nag90, NR90, OL86, OD88, Pap92, PS94a, Par90c, PBK91, Pin91, QB92, Rei85, Rei88, RS85, Rit89b, Rit88a, Sar91, SW91, Sea86, SPS90, SSLR90, SWL+91, SS90c, Svo93, hTD88, Tem89a, Tem89b, VSH90, VSH91, Vaj91, WHB93, Wes89, Wll88a, WMK90, ZM86]. MP [van95b]. MP-2 [Car94b]. MP/2 [Cha84, LMM85b, LMM85a, NSH95].
MP/24 [GKL87, LMM86]. MP/416 [VY88]. MP/48 [CK90, HFH86, HFH87, Meu87, Nag88, VM87]. MP/Model [RR99].
MP1 [RBL94]. MP2 [KNHN16]. MP8/864 [Cho90a, SO91]. MPCU [He90]. MPEG [LC97a]. MPF [MRM87].
MPI [Ano03a, Bis94a, BHS+02, BBW91, CSM97, DLM99, Gle93, GRRM99, GL96a, GL96b, GL97, LC97a, LKJ03, LSK04, PGK+10, SPM+10, SWS+12, SWJ95, WT11, WT13].
MPI-2 [BHS+02, LSK04]. MPI-FM [LC97a]. MPI/OpenMP [WT11, WT13].
MPC [LC97a]. MPMD [KB18]. MPMM [FM93].
MPP [Ano92-29, Ano94-118, Bel96, BD94, FG87, Hoc94, KLY94, KFW94, KG95, WMK96].
MPPs [DSS05]. MRI [TF95]. MS [Ano94-135]. MSFV [HHOM91, HHOM89].
MTA [BS04, Sni01]. MTA-2 [BS04].
Multi-Grid [BHW98]. multi-job [MSW91]. Multi-Level [IMA93, KB96, LM13, RCK97, RR99, VWC96, VB90, XBG6, AM5+15, BAD01, DIA+13, LM90a, LXW+16, MSW91, SY91, Y11].
Multi-Block [VB90]. Multi-Body [RCK97]. Multi-Channel [XBG6].
multi-cluster [LM90a]. Multi-Dimensional [BCM90].
Multi-Grid [BHW98]. multi-job [MSW91]. Multi-Level [IMA93, LM13, AM5+15].
multi-phase [LXW+16]. Multi-Platform [VWC96, BAD01]. Multi-Processors [KB96, SY91].
multi-stage [DIA+13]. Multi-threaded [AACK92]. multi-zone [Y111].
Multicast [Ano94-31, Ano94-88]. multichip [Ano97-32]. Multicluster [Che92a, CWD+08, Fra90, FGM90].
Multicolored [FHKT97]. Multicomputer [AK94, MCW98, Rui91, AP90, SWJ95].

Multicomputers [Ano94-44, Ano94-84, CSSY92, GB92, LB96, Rue92, Ste96, SLRP95]. Multiconference [Chi90].

Multicore [Moo08, MRGR12, KBD10, FBJ94a, GP85, Hwa85, KLN90a, Lar84, LYL7a, PC93, RWNJ94, SLBJ93, Sma95, Sob93a, SB96, Swa86, SO91, TF92, WFL93, ZK95, ASK85, Ban88, BS87a, Ber89a, BB91a, Che83, Che93b, CV88b, Che89c, CG87, Con88, DAV86a, DI88, EO91, Gal88, Gal91, GJ87, GHNL87, Gha84, Gri92, Guz86, Har86, HY89, Kan86, KLN90b, LMY88, Lim91a, LY91b, LPS86, LP86, Mar88a, McG87, ME91, Mil87, Mt88, RG92, SSS90, Sk89, Smi81, Sob92, Su92, Tan89b, Tze86].

Multiprocessors [AAC92, Ano94-30, Ano94-56, Ano94-85, Ano95-30, Ber90b, Ber90a, EHC95, FB94a, GP85, Hwa85, KLN90a, Lar84, LYL7a, PC93, RWNJ94, SLBJ93, Sma95, Sob93a, SB96, Swa86, SO91, TF92, WFL93, ZK95, ASK85, Ban88, BS87a, Ber89a, BB91a, Che83, Che93b, CV88b, Che89c, CG87, Con88, DAV86a, DI88, EO91, Gal88a, Gal89b, Gal91, GJ87, GHNL87, Gha84, Gri92, Guz86, Har86, HY89, Kan86, KLN90b, LMY88, Lim91a, LY91b, LPS86, LP86, Mar88a, McG87, ME91, Mil87, Mt88, RG92, SSS90, Sk89, Smi81, Sob92, Su92, Tan89b, Tze86].

Multilevel-PGAS [AGY+11]. Multimedia [CFS95, Int92, MFB95, Moe06, Ste94c, TF94]. Multinode [Hor97b, Hor97a].

Multidimensional [AFAGR96, Ano94-41, GW93a, ML93, NR86, YYK93]. Multidisciplinary [BWGG94, Ewi97, Kue93, YSS94].

Multidomain [GD94b, LS93b]. Multifrontal [PS94b, ZD96, Lue91]. Multigrid [Ano94-45, Dic94, Hem84, HGS88, McC88, VM87, WLK95, Wei90, Zas93, BW9+17, GKS91, Kan15].


Multiple-instruction-multiple-data [LLDF95].

Multiple-Issue [MD94].

Multirate [Yan94]. Multiresolution [ZM94].

Multiscale [SSR97, TMS97].

Multisplittings [HO92b]. Multistage [Ano94-88, Ano94-105, OA94, JF91].

Multistaged [Kra88].

Multitasked [Mil87]. Multitasking [CM84, Cha84, CM86, FS98, Guz86, HK989, Lar84, Meu87, Rei85, Ros93c, ZH88, DCG90].
Multithreaded
[Ano94-126, FT96a, HMNN91, HHOM91, HHOM92, HLB94, VTSM12, BC94g].

Multithreading [Smi01]. Multitoroidal [ADG+08]. Multitransputer [JMP94].


MuPAD [SW99]. Murman [Por86].

Murray [Nor97a]. MuSE [DGK93].


n [DT96, BAAD+97, Swe94]. n$-SHLFS/ [O92]. N-Body [Swe94, BAAD+97].

cubes [DT96]. N3S [JY92]. nach [Wat95]. Nacional [C+97]. NAECON [EE94b]. Nagoya [EE93a]. NAL [Ano94-32, Kah93a, Sin94c]. NAMD [KHZ+08]. name [Sne94a, Sne94b]. Named [Pin01, Stu03]. Names [Coc01, Pau08].

nanocomputing [WW90]. Nanoelectromechanical [JJ98].

nanoparticles [GE12]. NAO [MN91].

Naples [Pel93a]. narrow [Con87a]. NAS [AG94a, Ano94-78, AK02, BBD94, Gib95, Joh86f, Nai94, Por88, WT11].

NASA [NAS93, AU87, Ano89m, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano94-73, Ano95b, BPM+89, Gri86, MDH+16, Uni87a, SF82, Sim92a]. Nashville [Ch90].

NASTRAN [BP84, GZ86].

National [Ano91]. Ano94-60, BBB+91, Bor94, BK91b, Cor89b, Ch98a, CK99, CR89, Cul95a, Cul95b, IEE94b, Joh86a, Lee98, Mac91b, Sha89, Str94, Uni92e, WMBC97, AB94, Han03, OGO+20, Pou88, Ste90, YK87, Ano94-79, Ano95w, Ano96-38, Hab89, Joh94, Kah97, Mar85a, Mar85b, Mir90, Nat86, Red91, San86, San90, Uni96, UU94, WZ97, Web91].

nations [Ste85].

Nationwide [Ano95-31, Ano93-40]. Native [EBS02].

Native [BNA94, Coo95, Kow89b, Lag89, OMM93].

Natural [Ano91k, JFC94a, Kar93, Max81, WWK97, WG93a, Ha88, Ha90a, Kel85].

Nature [Ano94-80, PWV95, Ano93e].

Navier [Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano92e, Ano94-140, Ch99, DLP94, Dis94, FY92, Glo99, KR94c, LM90a, MFK94, Riz94, SBHW80, Vui93].

Navier/Stokes [FY92].


NCCS [Ano93i]. NCSA [Ano87a, Lew94b, Nat86e, Nat87d, Nat91b, Nat92b]. NCSC [Norxx]. NCUBE [PC93, Ano94-81]. Near [KY93, WK95, Mit88]. near-coincident [Mit88].

Near-Optimal [WK95].

Nearing [Coc02a, Coc02b]. NEC [Ho88, Ano92o, DT94, Dub87, HLP997, Hib01, Iwa90, j88, MM91b, SWL+91, TW92, Tze88, Wat87].

Necessary [Poe95].

Need [Ano94-110, Coc01, Dal84, Ewi97, PC94a, Sub94, MS84, SSS94, VHV95].

needed [Ano92-42, CK92]. Needleman [AFF93]. Needlemann-Wunsch [AFF93].

Needles [Bor94, Mor1b, Mor1d, Bor1e, Mor1f, Bor1a].

Necessary [Norxx].

NEC [Ano96s].

Nelson [Nor93b]. NEM [MTK93].

Nematode [Dro95].

neocortex [DL]0+08].

NERSC [BAC+18].

Nervous [Dro95].

NESC [Uni92, Uni92e]. Nested [KK92, Lou90a, TMS97, BCH+93, CH90, Fan87, Gan86, HC91, Tan87, TYZ90].

Nests [OSK95, TZ94, GF95]. Net [GVBC95, KLM94, Law90, MBK+92, SDK98, Her94, PT92].

Netherlands [DSZ96, Emm85, Si90a, tDv87, ACM90].

Nets [BKT94, Nor97b, Cas01, Jab88, Str94].

Netsim [TIOK94].

Network [Ano90i, Ano94-30, Ano94-35, Ano94-52, Ano94-104, ABMW93, CCZ93, CPS96a,
CS93b, CS95, CP96, GD94a, GS94e, HL95, Her95, HV95, HNST93, Ho88, KMNT96, KW95, LLR93a, LAPR94, LTD⁺93, LLL⁺17, LA93, MSGW94, NSPF94, Per86, SF93a, Ste96, VDK91, VDK92, VT95, Waz89, XCLW93, ZS94a, ZM86, ZYL⁺16, ABC⁺05, Ano94-135, Ano95-37, Asa93a, Asa93b, BBBC96, BH94b, CPS96b, Cho90a, Coc01, CBM⁺05, DuB90, DR91, FDM07, FR88, Fox98, HCL88, Her94, HY89, yHY92, KTN⁺14, Kon87, KGLA85, Lee87a, LL88, LS93a, LEY86, LC12, LW94, LAL02, McD90, OGO⁺20, PS88, RFS87, SBC91, Smi89, SHB91, Turn9, TYZ85, Way96, WWTE92, YYY93, Yau88, Ano94-105.

Network-Based [Ste96, LAL02].

Network-interface [Ano94-135].

Networked [FGKT97, Ano97h, DB95].

Networking [Ano95-32, Hof94, KEMB99, KNS97, Lid99, N ´C02, OPR01, Pel93b, PC94b, Pre93b, Sch94b, WP94, Ab91, Ano97a, DAC⁺18, Ed92, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, HS95b, HS95c, LPC⁺95, Lid96, LCHS96, Me95, Uni91b].

Networks [ADGA95, Ano92i, Ano94-35, Ano94-53, Ano94-88, Ano94-143, ALMS92, BGMR96, BGS⁺12, BA95, CJ94, CTD⁺16, COC93, For02, Gre91a, GVC95, HK96, H094, HHK94, HW96, IEE93a, IEE94a, Ik82, LN94, Lan93, Lei85, LBT94, Lie93, MJH90, MPH93, MVS94, NRS95, NB94, NBKP95a, Opp95a, OCVA01, RE94, Ram94, RG94, STN93, SC97, TVT⁺16, TM94a, TPJ⁺19, XB96, Yun94, ZFF⁺18, AP90, ABP92, Ano93-41, Ano95-27, BP91a, Bue91a, Cap96, Cat92b, CF92, CD08, Chi86, Cyb9b, DF90a, Dra90a, Dra90b, Dra91a, Fid90, Fid91, FJ91, HWP95, Hol93, yHYZ87, HY92, KHS88, Mor92a, MP92, N888, NGPH99, NBKP95b, Pou88, RD07, Sch86, Sie90, Smi92, SGS⁺20, Tze86, TYZ88, VO93].

Netze [Meu92a], neuen [Ano01b].

Neumann [Ano87d, Joh86a].

Neumann-Ulam [Ano87d].

Neural [ADGA95, Ano91i, BA95, BKT94, BK95b, COC93, CS93b, CS95, FRS⁺88, GD94a, Her95, HV95, IEE93a, IEE94a, KLM94, Lie93, LLL⁺17, ML95a, MPH93, MHW94, MSGW94, MMK97, MBK⁺92, NB94, Nor97b, Opp95a, OCVA01, Ram94, STN93, SC97, Str94, VT95, WSP95, WWY93, XCLW93, ZS94a, ZFF⁺18, Cho90a, Cyb89b, Her94, HWP95, Jab88, LS93a, LW94, McD90, SBC91, WWTE92].

Neurocognitive [Ruh95].

Neuroimaging [Fri95, MH95].

Neuromodules [Die95, Pas95, Sto95].

Neuromuscular [UR95].

Neuron [Ano92h, KDBG95, LP94].

Neuronal [AB95, RBK95, RSRG95].

Neurone [LC95].

Neurons [Els95, RSRG95].

Neuroscience [KF95].

Neurosciences [MG95].

NeuSim [OCVA01].

Neutral [GGW93a, GGW93b].

Neutron [Bak93, DCW93, HL93a, JV93, JWG93, SMFG85, Uen93, WD93a, WRW93, KC93b, Zas93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b].

Neutrons [FSGS93, GNJW93].

Nevada [ACM89a, Ano96i], never [Gib01].

News [Ano95v, Ano95-36, Ano95w, Ano96u, Ano97k, Ano97m, Ano97n, Ano99, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano03a, Ano14, Bar00a, Bar00b, Bar00c, Bar00d, Bar01, Bor92, Boy15, Bra94, CK99, CSFS00, Coc01, Coc02a, Coc02b, Coc02c, Coc02d, Coc03a, Coc03b, DDJ98a, Gar99, Gar01, Hsu15, IS95, Lam14, Law00, Nat86b, Natxxb, Pan08, Pan09, DDJ98b, Str94, Sup88a, Ano93b, Ano94-55, Cla97, Moe08, Pit86, Ano95-34, Ano95-35, Ano96t, Ano97, Ano97l, Ano97m].

Newsletter [Ano93-42, Ano95-47, Ano85b, Norxx].

Newton [Xia88, CH87, Che90c, ECK89b, FFM95].

Next [Ano94-76, Ano97o, Ano97p, Ano97r, ACA94, Cla98, EGJ⁺02, FBCB18, Jen88, Mes97a, Mes97b, Spe97, WMMC10, ANS92, Ano95g, Ano95v, BG02, Gha84, Zen99].

Next-Generation
[AW94, WF93, XB96]. Number
[Alu96, And90b, Ano94-64, Ano95-31, Ano97e, Bro96, Ent99, GS94a, IK91, LD93a, WGOY91, AM15, Arn88, AI92, ARW93b, CMP94, FRW92, Gut95, KA92, Mas94a, Mas94b, Pry94, YB86]. Number-Cruncher
[Ano97e]. Numbers
[GW93b, OGY91, Ano91h, ARW92, Fr91, Ked94, OGY90].

Object-based [KNYT95].
Object-Oriented [Ano94-74, CSSY92, GJP96a, Gui96, HP93, MBD99, SK93b, YMY92, CH98, GJP96b, Jéz00]. Objects
[BS97, HB96], obrabotki [BKM88].
observability [Ma90]. observation [AC91].
Observations [Bel96, Gin82]. Observatory
[Ano97l, BK91b]. Obstacles [MMHM93].
Obtaining [ACSH90]. OC [KG95]. OC-3
[KG95]. OCE [Cop93]. Ocean
[Ano94-107, Ano94-140, BB93, Che90f, CSRB90, DGG92b, DGG93, De 91a, De 91b, DGG92a, LCV90b]. ocean-acoustic
[LCV90b]. Oct [Asp93, WS98]. October
[Al93, Ano90g, Ano93n, Ano94a, Ano97t, B 89, GL92, HS94b, IEE93a, IEE93c, Mar86, Mar88b, MB93, MB94b, Pel93a, Pit90, Sin94a, SR93b, USE00a].

tree [BR95]. odd [ARB93]. ODS [Tak93]. Off
[Bar00c, Bar00d, FLP+07, Ano95-31, DM93].
off-the-shelf [Ano95-31]. offer [Ano96r].
offerings [Ano95-32]. offers
[ALPP00, Ano95v]. Office [Wil93]. officers
[Ano97c]. official [Way96]. Offline [Dam11].
offloading [TMT+20, VM07]. offs
[RYYT89]. often [Per87]. often-daunting
[Per87]. OH [IEE94b, Wei88]. Ohio
[Ano98k, Ano92v, Ano97r, AA93, BB90].
OhioLINK [Ano97r]. Oil
[RDZ93, Ano95w, BK89]. OK [Ano91s].
OKs [Ano93a]. Old [Ano97n, Pou94b].
Oligomeric [LD93a]. Oligonucleotide
[KKP93, KKPR93, KT93a, Tak93]. Olsen
[CCKSS90]. Omega [Mor92a]. on-chip
[Ano91h, KFN02]. On-Demand
[Mas95, FK98, VM07]. On-Line
[Bel93, EFS93, GSG+94, HRG93, RW94b].
On-the [YH90]. On-the-fly [Yi90].
on/Roll [DM93]. Oncology [HSW+90].
One
[Ano94-59, Eck93, GMBW93, LB82, Mut94, Tec89, Uni92b, Uni89a, Uni92a, Uni98, Ano92-42, Ano94-121, Ano97w, Ano97v, BMR88, Faz87, LSK04, PGK+10, Rob89].
One-dimensional [LB82], one-sided [LSK04, PGK+10]. One-Tflops [Ano94-59].

one-two [Ano94-121], onEM-4 [YMY92].

Online [Nat89b, AZC13, Ano90t, Nat87c].

Only [Ano94-139], onto [Pau05, WAM+01].

Onward [Bai97]. Open [Ano92r, Coc03a, Coc03b, Her90b, IH94, OGOR97, Ano96],

BEE+20, Her90a, Ano85b, CWD+08].

Open-Source [Coc03a, Coc03b, BBE+20, YMY92].

OpenMP [Ano03a, EO13, EBB+20, TMT+13].

OpenRTE [CWD+08].

Opens [Ano94-72, Ano95v].

operate [Wal85].

Operated [RCK97].

Operating [Chr90, FG93, GGG+98, Hus86a, Koe96, Koe97, Chu87, Kna97, MAA+05, RCZ93, vL99].

Operation [Ano94-33, ESMH93, FCD97, VSH90].

operation-level [VSH90].

Operations [Ano94-31, KS90, Mas92, NJL94, NGDH96, Sah95, Sta94, SKN96, Uni92b, Ano97v, Wal85].

operative [GL93b].

Operator [GW93a, Mor92b, KWW92].

Optimization [BMSD94, EY91, GI93, LB82, RS94a, Van93, VHJ94]. optimised

[BBC+99].

Optimisation [AK5, AKGS87, AYL+18, Ber95b, BCR96, Bro97, BWGG94, Chi95, Deg90, Ede94b, Fah94, GP91c, GM93b, HW97, HM97, IMA93, KR94a, LPLL97, MT93, MTL94, PW86a, Pay97, PP93, RL90b, RW94b, SWG06, SP12, Sob93b, SKN96, WD93b, BSJ+13, BB91a, Chu91, ES88, GBS18, HP92, HES93, KSB+19, McC92, MP91a, MP91c, MP90, MP91d, MM91b, Nin92, PB98, Ren97, RGH17, SC20, SSL90, TMT+20, Win02].

Optimizations [HK5, KK96b, Li95, PW86b, PW86c, Pol87a, Pol87c, Pol88a, Vei85].

Optimize [CC94a, BBW19, WH94].

Optimization [ST94, BHS92, EBB+20, Sch98b].

Optimizing [AGK+87, BGL+05, Dic81, Dic82, EJL90, GSO1, GSO6, HSKY94, HSKY95, JCY94, KM92, SNS95, TY96, ZFF+18, AR95, BGS82, DP90, Eig92, GJG88, HN90, LXW+16].

Optimum [CS90, EDA95, GSO4a, Isa93].

Optoelectronic [CG96, Riu91, SSSS96].

Optoelectronics [Ano93b].

Or-Parallel [VPGG01, Seh98].

Orbit [BS98a].

Orbitals [INNN91].

Organ [GW93a, ML95a, EGO99, Ram88, RLK93, ZBN+19].

Ordering [LD93a, MOW96, PDR94, Rig93, GE12, Wil92b].

Ordinary [KBC+74, Ban79, HHS01b].

Ordinates [KGa93].

Organic [Ver97].

Organisation [FBJ+94b].

Organisation [GD94a].

Organizations [HS93c, KWW92].

Organized [LUT96, PN96, UU94].

Organizing [GY93b, RPY94].

Organs [Ano97a].

Orientation [Ano94-89].

Orchard [Ano94-74, CSSY92, GJP96a, KEE94, KWH94, KP95, KS94a, MBD99, SSS94, ST98a, ST98b, SK93b, YMY92, AGEL13, Cal86, CH98, GJP96b, Jez00, Kar13, TS91, Van88, Pop92].

Origin [LSK04, PHH94].

original [Sch95c].

Origins [Ano97a].

Orlando [Ano94-100, Gig94, Tho93c].

ORM [EH97a].

ORNL [DBK09, LSS+20].

Orthogonal [FBA93, Rag94, SC92, Bra92].

Orthopaedic
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, Bos94b, Bie88, Bis94b, BPL94, BLS94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93]. 
Parallel [BS88a, Bha94, Bie92b, BHLST94, BSL94, BJS02, BIB, BSL94, BJS02, BIB + 18, Bos94b, BCHJ94, Bro96, BV93, BS98b, BGWG94, Bur94a, BNP99, Car89a, CLR90, CC94a, CTZ94, CDMW94, Che92a, CBCH93].
FDM07, Feo92, FR95, For93, Fra90, Fuj11, FMT91, GMJ86, GMW91, GS87a, GS88b, GS89a, GS89b, GP88, GP90, Gok91, GC92, Gok92, GS93, GM93a, GS94c, GH95, Goo97, GYL00, GV96b, GM87, Gua87b, Gua88a, Gua88b, Gua88c, Gua88d, Gu88z, HLD95, HJZ94, Han94, HC91, HV91, Hii91, Hii92, Hor98, Hsi91, HR04, Hun90, HLJT93, HLTZ93, IEE96, Jay88a, JM89b, JM89c, Joh90, JHZ95, KPS88, Kan15, KB88, KNHN16, Kha93, KTN14, KG03, KY91b, Kos95, Kra93, Kra90, Kra92, KC92, Kre95, KESH95, LD90, Lan92, LP94, Lee90, Lei89, LR88a, LY88b, LY88c, Li89, LY90c, Lim91a, Parallel [Loo84, LYC93, LM13, LF03, LLDF95, MD04, MCH91, Mar91, Mas94a, McB92a, McC92, MB97, Meu89b, MP91b, MP90, Mik89, Mil93, Mor92a, NNS+90, NPS93, NRR90, Nuu95, OW94, PE88, PHK88, PGS03, PTT89, P98, Pol86, Pol87a, Pol87d, Pol87b, Pol89, Pry94, PM894, QU87, RR99, Re88, R+00, RGL+15, Saa87, SNS+97, SN95a, SN95b, Sar90, Sca92, Sch94c, Se95, SL92, SC04, Shu88, Sie90, Sta95, SJ905, Su91, SE98, Suz89, SSSSE96, Tan87, TY89, TY90, TCM95, TFB94a, TFB94b, TFV94, UL89, Uni93, Vol89, WBB93, WLC92, Was96a, WD94, Woo92, Wook94, WCH91, W91, Supxaa, YYYY93, Yan90a, Yan90c, YF98, YW94, Yew88, YVC89, Y90, ZCP700, ZBN+19, Zor92a, dRC94, dC94, dTv87, DDC96, HK93b, JPT94, PE93, Pra95]. Parallelism [AACK92, An94, BAM93, BEH+94, CWW94, GGG+98, HB96, KP96, KM92, KBC+74, Le96, LPS90, SSG93, SWG06, Uen93, WBP87, AMS+15, An91h, Dak90, FMT91, FP91, GW95, GP91a, Gir91, HC91, Jez90, Jor86, Kim96, Kos95, LY90a, Lil91, MPC89, PB87, Pol88a, Pol88b, RF93, SK92, Sim92a, VSH90, W9e89, Zo92b]. Parallelizable [Dic94, AT91, LTT92]. Parallelization [An94-42, BCHH94, BK93, Ber95b, Den93, FBZ92, Fah94, GJS93, GMS97a, GMS97b, HBDS93, INK901, Me94, ME91, MT96, OPR90, YFOT93, YR93, ARW93a, BMS92, Blu92, BBK+08, Eig91, Gua87a, HA90b, Her94, LY88a, Seh92]. Parallelized [KR94c]. Parallelizing [ASS94, CHMS94, DS94b, Isa93, KLN90a, KLN90b, LXW16, PE95, RAP95, SEA86, TP95, Yan91, BE92, EB91, GF95, Hag90, HP91, HP92, KK98c, Leu90, PP92b, Pol88d, Sch90a, SL90y]. parallel [L90]. Parallelrechner [Sch92a]. Parallelism [AACK92, An94, BAM93, BEH+94, CWW94, GGG+98, HB96, KP96, KM92, KBC+74, Le96, LPS90, SSG93, SWG06, Uen93, WBP87, AMS+15, An91h, Dak90, FMT91, FP91, GW95, GP91a, Gir91, HC91, Jez90, Jor86, Kim96, Kos95, LY90a, Lil91, MPC89, PB87, Pol88a, Pol88b, RF93, SK92, Sim92a, VSH90, W9e89, Zo92b]. Parallelizable [Dic94, AT91, LTT92]. Parallelization [An94-42, BCHH94, BK93, Ber95b, Den93, FBZ92, Fah94, GJS93, GMS97a, GMS97b, HBDS93, INK901, Me94, ME91, MT96, OPR90, YFOT93, YR93, ARW93a, BMS92, Blu92, BBK+08, Eig91, Gua87a, HA90b, Her94, LY88a, Seh92]. Parallelized [KR94c]. Parallelizing [ASS94, CHMS94, DS94b, Isa93, KLN90a, KLN90b, LXW16, PE95, RAP95, SEA86, TP95, Yan91, BE92, EB91, GF95, Hag90, HP91, HP92, KK98c, Leu90, PP92b, Pol88d, Sch90a, SL90y]. parallel [L90]. Parallelrechner [Sch92a]. PARAM [Bha94]. Parameter [PC97, Ji91, YKY90]. parameterized [BE93c, SS07] Parameters [AH93, PA93b, VT95, Hoc91]. Parametric [PPG94]. PARAMICS [An94-99]. Paramid [Ste94c]. PARASPICE [Yan90c, Yan90b]. PARC [Coc02a, Coc02b]. PARCEL [HP98a]. ParCo93 [JTE94]. ParCo95 [DCC96]. Parallel [IGH95]. ParInt [DBG96]. Paris [An90g, GL90, GL94]. Parity [AFML93]. Park [IEE93]. Parker [Bro91c, Haw88]. paralel [Yan90b]. PARMAC [Hof93]. parole [All93]. PARRINELLO [BBK+08]. PARSIM [Bru90b]. Parsing [JC94b]. Part [BV96, Bur01b, Bur01c, Bur01d, Bur01e, Bur01f, Cia88d, Cia88e, Cia88f, Jon96, Zim96, Sci86, AM93b, Mes97a, Mes97b]. Partenkirchen [SEA94]. Partial [An94-100, BS94b, BS94a, CSSY92, EAGEG90, Gal96, GRSS93, GF90, MT96, Wat91, WS93, YKK96, Cha90, CG87].
DGL89, LMD98, Pet89a, Pin91, Scr88,
TFB94a, TFB94b. Partially [RAP95, CH87, Che90c]. Participation [Ano97c]. ParticleLE [KDP+14, ASSW93, ACSh90, BWO96,
BD93a, GGG93a, GGW93b, Gre89a, Kel91,
Koh96, Man90, MMRL93, MR90b, Nag96c,
FBM07, Fu11, LLDF95]. Particle-in-Cell [ASSW93, Man90, Fu11, LLDF95].
Particles [RRSG96, Soe94, ARF12].
Particularly [Ano97c]. Participation [Ano97c]. Participationable [NMS93].
Partitioning [Ano94-57, Ano94-93, CTD+16, Gal96,
GP88, JP94, WF93, Pol88d]. partitions [BBWR90]. Partly [SS99]. partners [Str94]. Partnerships [Ano96t, Ano97l,
Dau96, Dau97, Spe97, Ano98f, Fed96]. Parts [PPG94].
Party [SSP93, WLN+96a, WLN+96b]. Pasadena [Ece96]. PASCAL [Tsu91, PK80].
Pascal-Plus [PK80]. Passby [Wil94]. Passenger [AC93, LB94b]. Passing [ABB94, DS96a, DHHW93, DFWW93,
GB96, Glee93, HPLT01, HHS91, PR94a,
SYG94, SABJ94, SOH95, Sl97, VSM96,
YG92, AAC+05, BCM94, DLM99, MRM87,
SaaS, SW95, CO94]. Past [DLPO94, Els82, HF93, Fer84, Hey90]. Path [LZF16, AGL11, BJZDA96, TYZ85]. Paths [DMW87, BJV+16, Hsu16, NS88]. Patient [MPS+08]. Pattern [DB95, Hum92,
KKKP93, Kok94, SD93, SBSR96, OMM93].
Patterns [DB94, KKPR93, MF92, MK07,
VT95, XCLW93, PB94a]. Paul [Hil97, MM94a, Wen94, McC88]. Pavement [CO93]. Pay [HWG98, Lew89a, Lew96b].
PB [CDW94]. PB-BLAS [CDW94]. PBS [Cla18]. PC [Ano88w, Ano97m, Ano97y, BS00, Chexx,
EKT99, Fr94, MP84, SBS99, Ste00].
PC-based [BS00]. PCB [Guo94]. PCBF [TK93]. PCG [JC94c, Nat86h]. PCs [HHS01b, Mac96, Rya90]. Pda [Ano94-101].
PDE [CMF94, MCB+01, MRL+17, Pet89a,
VWC96]. PDE-Based [VWC96]. PDEs [BTV96, BV96, Gri92]. PDG [KKF96]. PE [KSM+19, HPLT01]. PEACE [BNSP99].
Pentium [Ano97n, Ano03a]. People [CCKSS90, IS95]. Perception [Poe95].
Perceptron [RPY94]. PERCS [RAG11].
Perfect [FR91, Poi89, Use93, Rau91, Ber89b, Ano91n,
Ano91o, BE92, Blu92, CKPK90a, Cyb90,
CKPK90b, Cyb91a, CBH91, Cyb91b,
Eig91, Poi90, Rau91, SSRL91, VSH91].
Perfect-Benchmark [Eig91]. perfectly [Gib01]. Perform [Has84]. Performance [APK+12, Abr94, ASK85, AS98, AP93,
Alm92, AAB06, ABB94, ALPP00,
ACSh90, AF97, Ano88i, Ano94h, Ano94q,
Ano94r, Ano94-34, Ano94-31, Ano94-51,
Ano94-54, Ano94-60, Ano94-61, Ano94-62,
Ano94-70, Ano94-66, Ano94-69, Ano94-71,
Ano94-105, Ano94-102, Ano94-103,
Ano94-104, Ano94-96, Ano94-110,
Ano94-114, Ano99, BCH12, AYL+18, Ara97,
Ata91, AT93a, AT93b, BGM96, BGS94,
BBK11, Bae01, Bai92, BWL11, Bak10,
BCC+08, BHH95, BGS+12, BCC+09, BK97,
BS98a, BEK02, Ber07, BGM+11, BS92,
BHLST94, BBL01, BS02, BE92, BEH+94,
BS01, BIB+18, BD94, BHD94, BH17,
Bro00, BEGGK07, BGG+02, BNS99.
Cal81, CC96, CGF90, CC94a, CGS94,
CCYT95, CH99b, CP94b, CLY+19, Che99,
CH10, Chi95, CDPW94, CFS95, CMF94,
CS90, CB02, CDS98, CMAS11, DDD94,
DD05, DCW90, DBK90, DTV00, DDT95].
Performance
PETASYS [CP93a]. Petersburg
MWO95, PLS20, WLN^+\{96a, WLN^+\{96b\}.
Portland [IEE93d, USE90, Bor93]. Posed
[BM93a, LHLM95, SA10a]. Position
[DNV93, RDHC94]. Positionspapiere
[Kue92, Reu92], Positron [HEJM95].
POSIX [IEE95a, Coc03a, Coc03b].
Possible [Gie96].
Post [KK96b, NG92, Car88]. Post-Mortem
[KK96b]. post-packer [Car88]. Post/Wait
[NG92]. Potassium [KW95].
Potential [Ano94j, BBL95, BM96, Sat93, XMR92,
Din91, Par90b]. Potentials [Ano94-52].
Power-Aware [CGFT05].
Power-of-Two-Strides [VLA92]. Power2
[HF94]. POWER7 [RAG11].
POWER7-IH [RAG11]. Powered [Ris94].
Powerful [MW81, Mor92c, US01, VNB93, Zey91,
Art93, Gep01, Sha95a, WZB86, GRSS93].
PowerPC [Wai95, HF94, SW94]. Powers
[Ano93m]. PowerTools [Ano93v].
Powertrain [EJ97, GA97]. Poznan
[KNS97]. PPS [HERC95]. PR
[AG90, As91a, CGS91, CGL92]. PR-1
[AG90]. PR-2 [As91a, CGS91]. PR-3
[CGL92]. Practical
[B+89, HA93, LC97b, Men89b, PK87,
SLB93, Ste96, Wil95, Ano96d, BH92a,
EGK87a, EGK89b, KA92, KA96, McC92].
Practice [Ker94, Zen94]. Practices
[Kho94]. PRAM [LZ95].
PRAM-Programs [LZ95]. Prandtl
[GW93b]. Pre [LSS^+\{20, PH97].
Pre-Asymptotic [PH97]. Pre-exascale
[SS93]. Precision
[TKI93, Ano87c, Roj19]. Preconditioned
[Ano94-45, DL90, HFF86, HFF87, KLY94,
Nat86h, San93a, SO95, VAGRMVA90,
Yan92, An98, Bau88, Bra89b, HVY91].
preconditioner [Fuj99]. Preconditioners
[Ma99]. Preconditioning
[HO92b, Man91, San88, CH98, Nan86].
Preconditionings [KJ85]. predict
[PS93, Str11]. predictability [GRM99].
Predictable [PH11]. Predicted [CP94b].
Predicting [Abr94, Mir88, Raw97, SSG93].
Prediction
[Ale90, AGKT02, Ano94-96, BM93b, Che90e,
DBK09, DXJM93, FBZ92, Hai97, Hof94,
IK93, KGS93, MKR93, TAKB06, WS84d,
XCL93, AS91, At91, CHWW13,
Che90d, Gal89b, Gle88, MV16, Sar90].
Predictions [Jon19, WB85, ZX95].
Predictive [KSTB94]. Predictor
[TAKB06]. Predicts
[Bar00a, Bar00b, HH93]. Preface
[Ano20, CRG05, HF94]. Prefetch
[Ano94-127, BCK13, Lee87b]. Prefetching
[Dra95, NGDH96, OP96, Bre87, Gor89,
GGV90, LYL87b]. prefine [KK98c].
Prefrontal [KDBG95]. Preliminary
[EHG95, Gal91, GK92, Men84, Par90b,
YJD93, Pad89, SSWA98].
Preloading [CMHK92]. Premixed [HVSB93]. Prepare
[Lat16]. Preparing [ICD+\{18, ODAZ15].
prepass [CLmWH91]. Prepattern
[HKG90]. Prerequisites [Har94a, Poe95].
Presence [WN92, Wea97, Gua87a].
Present [Bur93, Els02, Ano96w, Fer84,
Hey90, CCKSS90]. Presented
[Pin99, Ano95-38, HBCN95, L+95, BM93,
MB89b, Pan96, San98, Uni97c]. Preserving
[IJJ+\{14, KP96]. President
[Age05, Ano97c]. president-elect [Ano97c].
Press [Ano96c]. Pressure
[BJLW95, Hai97, RHH96]. prestack [Tze88].
prestigious [Ano87c]. Prevention
[DM93, Tan87]. Preventive [CCR11].
Previews [Ano95-34, Ano97n]. Price [Ano94p, Jan96]. priced [Ano89l]. Pricing [CCZ93]. primal [CK90, Kor93]. Primary [TY96]. prime [BrTR95, Tem88a]. primes [BY88]. primitives [Wij89a]. Princeton [COS89, LCV90b, LCV90a, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano93a, Ano94s, TCJS93]. principle [Jor86]. Principles [Eis95, SSJL94, SBN82, BF92]. printed [Lie90]. Priori [MRL+17]. PRISM [Bis93]. Privacy [IJY+14]. Privacy-Preserving [IJY+14]. private [Str94]. Privatization [Li92, RP94]. PRIVATIZING [RP94]. prize [BBD92, Ano97c, KHHS95]. Pro [Cla18]. Probabilistic [AH93, Ano94-95, KGKa93, LD93b, Sol93]. Probabilities [Ano96t, VMS93]. Probability [MBN93, OMR93]. probation [All93]. probation/parole [All93]. probe [Ano92-45, SS07]. probed [Ano90l]. Probes [LD93a]. Probing [Nor96]. Problem [Ano94-59, Ano94-141, AM93c, CJ93, CGW05, CDR96, DGGJ93, FB93, GNN93, Gha96, Iwa92, KS94a, SF93b, BS88a, BGT90, Bra88, Bro91, BY88, DS86b, FGM90, GKR91, GJG93, LP86, Nag88, PB88, SL90, SW99, Gur88, Pop92]. Problem-Oriented [Pop92]. Problems [ALM93, ALPP00, Ano94v, Ano94-110, Ano94-112, Ano96e, Ano96f, BK95a, BL93, CDD93, FD93, FR98, FI93, Geo94, HHGS93, Ike95, KJ85, LHI93, Li95, LS93b, ML93, MRAR95, MR90b, PR94, PC93, RDZ93, VTTS98, WGOY91, Ano93u, Ano96l, Bra92, BJ84, CS88, CS98, CFP20, DGL89, DH89, Du90, Du90, EM94b, FCP20, GBS18, Gra93a, GKL+87, HOSZ97, HHS01b, Ho92a, Ji91, KKO93, Kin96, LD90, Lou92, NP90, Pet83, PZGL91, Poo96a, SBC91, Sha95b, dRC94, dC94, FJSP95]. Procedural [Max81, TS90]. Procedure [JCJY94, AC91, Ked92, Sit78, Sta88]. Procedures [BJ9302]. proceeding [VAS82]. Proceedings [ACM89a, ACMxx, Ano93a, Ano97t, Asp93, DT97, DP91, GL90, Gro90, HSN94b, IE90, IE93b, IE93c, IE93d, Kow89b, KK92, Lag89, ML89, Mc88, Meu90, Meu91, OMM93, Pit90, Por96, RD94, SEA84, Soc94, Uni91a, USE00a, USE00b, USE01, VO93, Zy93, ACM90, ACM91, ACM92b, ACM93, ACM94, ACM95a, ACM95c, ACM96, ACM97, ACM93, AU87, Ano88s, Ano88t, Ano90f, Ano94a, Ano96l, Ano96s, App96, BG91, B*99, BP99b, Bro93, Bup87, CL91, Chi90, C+97, DDC96, DJM94, DLM99, Dup86, Dup87, EP97, Emn85, EM94b, Fer83, Fra94, GG+97a, GH94b, GH94c, Gra94, HKR94, He93, HS95c, HK93b, HHHK94, IE85, IE93a, IE94a, IE95b, IE96d, JP94, KK85, KK87, KK88, KK89a, KH93, KK93, Kh94, KM96, KWW92, LRR93b, LCV90b, LCV90a, LCS96, L*93, Lim93, Lun94]. proceedings [M+94, Mar86, Mar88b, Men87, Met86a, M+95, MP92, MA85, Uni87a, NBC92, Pel93a, PEH93, SF91, Sig89, Sig90a, Sig95, TC94, USE90, Vag88, ZAS94, ACM95b, ANS92, Ano91q, Ano94-107, Ano94-108, B*95, Cha94a, CB93, GT94, Ham94, IE94b, IE94c, IE95d, KSS93, Meu89a, Sie94, S+93, IE94d, SR93b, Th90c, GH94a, HS95b, HPP88, ML95b, VV95]. proceedings [ACM88, ACM92a]. Process [CWLT97, FT96a, FCD97, GL89, GM93b, JML96, KWH94, KCOP94, MDP+00, Nag94, Pel94, Pin01, Sch97b, Sta94, Wea97, ZBL95, Har89, Nat91b, Nat92b, Pol86, SFS82, Shu88, ZMDS96]. Processes [GSG+94, GMBW93, GM93b, Kav93, KB97, LS92a, Man93a, TSSK94, War93b, Ano97-28, Ano00a, Sha90]. Processing [Ano89b, Ano90m, Ano93a, Ano94-107, Ano94-97, Ano94-130, Ano95p, Arah97, Ash93, B+95, BMS94, Bor98, BH17, Bro97, CTM94, CB93, DM88a, DM88b, Eck93, Fet95, FR91, FB91b, Gan94b, GJP94, GH95, Gol99, GP93c, Hay86, HCL94, HAG+13,
HYL+20, IEE94a, IEE95b, IHE+00, IGH95, JC94a, KN88, Kue93, KS90, MD88, Mur91a, NMS93, PRSS94, Rui91, SH90, Sch93a, SKSD94, Sie94, S+93, Ste95, Uni87c, WMBC97, WN10, Y+92, YWD94, YWDxx, ZM94, ASM86, AGP96, Ano88r, Ano92w, Ano92y, Ano93v, Ano94-122, Ano94-123, Ano99, Ara96, Bar88, BF92, Bur93, Bur94b, Con87b, Cho90a, Don92a, DWV92, EMS11, FL92, FMT91, Goo97, HD89, IEE96c, Kha93, McC94, Mil93, MU83, MSW91, MMG+18, Mor92a, Pit89, Pra95, Rei88, RR89, Ros95, Sch89b, SMM17, Sie90].

processing [SA90, WHBH93, Supxxa, YFY+13, Zag82, CKS99]. Processor [Ano94-84, BK77, BBD08, EHG95, GMSB93, HHT94, HMNN91, HHOM92, Kue93, Lil91, MHW94, MDH00, MBSK92, NKTT95, Par86, PB87, SCV01, TF92, VPDA93, Web93, Ano94-127, GHK+91, MS94a, CKM88, Gok91, Kar89, ML95b].

professor [Ano92-42]. Profile [Kop91, TD96, IEE91, PF90, IEE95a]. profiler [SSS90]. Profiles [BGS+12]. Profiling [VS94, Ano88r]. profit [CBLS13]. Program [AHFK93, ACG+90, Ano87a, Ano91j, Ano94-60, Ano96x, AVS93, BE93a, Bra93, Bur94a, CH94, ORS94, Emr89, HMC94, HH93, IM96, ITOK93, Kah93a, KA91, LB93, MG95, OHIB93, ORSS94, OHIB94, PDR91, PZA87, Roh94, SG92a, SS95, TA94, WF93, WWY93, ZK95, Ano94-100, Ano96-38, Bin88, BM85, BHH92a, Bre87, CGL96, CGLxx, Che97, CRM94, CDG+96, Deg90, FP91, HA92, Ke85, KB18, LA88a, LY88b, Lim91a, MLR90b, MRR90a, MSTK93, Na86d, Pad89, Po86, SNS+97, Sch89b, Tan90, Tri85, TJC91a, Whe83, BS92, Joh94, Web91]. Programmable [Ano94-127, GHK+91, MS94a, CKM88, Gok91, Kar89, ML95b]. Programme [Ano94-33]. Programmer [DDJ98a, Sny99, Guz87]. Programmers [Coc01, PB90]. Programming [Ano94-4z, Ano94-28, Ano94-51, Ano94-58, Ano94-74, Ano94-93, AM93c, Ara91, AK94, BAAD92, BK95a, Ber95b, Bha94, Coc02a, Coc02b, Dip96, FHM95, FH95, Fi93, GJ87, GBK+96, HC99, HQ91, Hop93, KBM+92, KB94, KH91, Mah94b, MMRL93, NB92, PL91a, PL91b, PB95, PT93, PK94, Rag96, SPM+90, SBF94, SL99, Sit78, Ste94a, Sug94, TP93, VV95, Wi95, WL96, WLN+96a, WLN+96b, YSL97, ZM86, AGY+11, Ali86, Bea90, BM85, Chu91, DCC90, Ele93, Feo92, Gil94b, Gok92, Gua87b, Gu88b, GSS8, GJ88, KK82, Kor93, KA96, LW11, Mil93, MMG+00, MAA+05, RR10, RPL87, PK98, RR99, SW91, SMR10, TS90, Yiq912, Hii97]. Programs [AK87, Ano94t, Ano94-106, Bie88, BC95, Cla96, FBZ92, Fin82, HMM94, HLL94, KRS94, KBC+74, Mah94c, MB94a, MH96,
FS93b, GB96, KCOP94, MWO95, Sch94c, Sch96, Str94]. PVM/ MPI [DLM99]. PWR [HM93b, MTK93, MAA93b, Ng95].

Pyramidal [Eis95]. Pyrimidine [Hei89]. PYRROS [YG92].


Researchers [Ano97-30, AL92b, Bar00a, Bar00b, CE18, Sh95b, Ano95-31].
Reservoir [SPS90, WG82, Ano94-132, Bri90, Hen91, SPS91]. residence [Ano93b].
resilient [IS20]. Resistance [Gar01].
Resolution [NAAW97]. Resolution [ABC97, BCM90, Ger90, GL93b, MS93, SVM95, Str94, UZ95, PMS94]. resolutions [CR94]. Resolve [HC93]. Resonance [JB90, WRW93]. Resource [ADG+95, GGG+98, KCZJ14, PS94b, WN92, CS82, CS86b, MNV00, Ste90].
Resources [Mor92c, SP12, Cat92a, Jet91, Jet92, Kos95, Naxxxf]. Respond [PB90].
Response [BS97, CHL93, HL93a, IK93, Smi01, AB95, Gou90, TIGERJxx].
Results [Ano94-85, BBDS94, FBGM93, GS93, Gro92a, HLPP97, KA93b, Men84, PC94a, PL94, SS96a, Sim92b, Str97, YJD93, ASM86, Don93c, Ece96, Lon92, Oed92a, Oed92b, PE93, SPP+95, WLN+96a, WLN+96b].
RESY [EFPS93]. rethinking [Win92].
Retina [WR95]. Retire [Can92]. Retrieval [Ber90a, JIM14, Pug94, SG94a, WSP95].
Returns [HED93, Cre91]. reunification [Got91b]. Reveal [Pop91]. reversals [Ano95w]. Reverse [BGS+12, LIM13].
Reversed [Ano95-35]. reversible [Jab88].
Review [Ahn92, Ano91h, Ano93x, Ano94p, Ano95-34, Ano96c, Ano00a, Bue86a, Dm99, Hal96, Har94b, Haw88, Hil97, Kaz92, Kow86, MM94a, Nor97a, Pap97, Por86, Ros93b, Wen94, ACM89b, Sup88b, Hig92, Mc88b, Nat91a, PSOM90, SIG90b, Sch88a, Sim00, Smi88, Resxx, Wa195, TC94]. reviewed [Man89a, Man92]. Reviewer [Pin99].
Reviews [Ach99, ALPP00, Ano93q, Bra94, BBC+95, CCKSS90]. Revisited [XB96].
Revisiting [IBBA20]. Revive [VNO4].
Revolution [Ano91u, Ano91v, CK92b, CCKSS90].
RICIS [UL89]. Ride [PYTL97, Ada95].
Riemann [RT93]. Rifkin [CCKSS90]. right [Che90b, SG92c, SG92d]. right-hand [Che90b, SG92c]. Rigid [Fin82, LF03].
RISC-based [Ano94-120].
‘Roadrunner’ [GKS09]. roads [MT13].
Robin [UO94]. Robinson [The90a, Con87b]. Robocopter [Bar00c, Bar00d]. Robot [Ano96-40, BCT93]. Robotics [MCP93, Coc03a, Coc03b]. Robotict [SB94c]. Robots [Bar90a, Bar90b, Coc01, KA93a, KT93b, MGA94].
Robust [KB94, SHA+92, BB88b]. ROC [COS89].
Rock [Jon91]. ROCKfeller [IEE90].
Rockwell [GZA86]. RODOS [EFPS93].
Scalable-Parallel [DXJM93]. Scalar [CDC+87, Jor87, JC94c, NKTT95, VH93a, Wei89, WS90, BJ95, ST90, WS87a, WS87b, WS87c]. ScalaTrace [NRM+09]. Scale [BCH12, ACL93, BBC92, CCR11, CDC+87, DAKM98, GGG+98, GK93, HWS+88, HK93a, Iwa92, KSM+19, MKND97, MH94, OS94, Rui91, SkLC+03, SKK+90, Sob93a, WKL+16, WVBM88b, YZL+20, Zla01, Ano96q, AUW08, BB+89, BBC89, Che83, CH87, Che90c, Che93b, Che89c, Che99, DSZ96, DLJ+08, Du90, GHdF10, GPS86, Gra92, GZA86, HFH86, HFH87, IU87, Jor87, KNNH16, LPD+11, Lee87b, LXW+16, MP91a, MP91c, MR87, NNS+90, NP90, Sie90, Sob92, WVBM88a, WT11, WT13, YTL87, van95b, DLG93, IMF91, App96]. scaled [MP91c]. Scales [Mil97a, PC97, Ano89n, Ano92p, LAdS+15]. Scaling [CP94b, DT08, HYL+20, LEY86, McE92b, ARF12, CK90, Kor93]. Scan [Bar01, RM96, SJA94]. Scanjet [PRS94]. Scanner [PRS94]. scanning [And90a]. Scattered [Kar94]. Scattering [AFML93, JBWB97, MF92, SE90, PB94a, Ric91b]. Scavenger [SW90]. Scenario [Coo95, SB94a]. Scenarios [RG94]. scene [Wad86]. Scenes [EKZ90, SCF [LA93]. Schauble [Ano96c]. Scheduler [Dow98, WMKS96]. Schedulers [BMSP94, FR96a]. Schedules [EDA95]. Scheduling [Ang91, Ano94e, Ano94-56, Ano94-117, CD92, DA94, DRSS99, GM94a, HED93, HNS+10, Kim96, KCM02a, KCM02b, KCZJ14, LG97, MPT12, OP96, PR94b, PK87, PS94b, RF94, SES94, TGV08, TF92, Wal92, YG92, ZYL+16, Aba09, All93, BP89a, Bec89b, BP91b, BP92, Bro86, CLmWH91, Dan91, EB18, Fan87, LY90c, MiI87, Pol86, Pol88d, Pol88e, Pol90, Tan87, Tan89b, TDBL13, TRLD13, YF98]. Scheme [AM93a, Ano94u, AC84b, FG87, HBDS93, LC97b, MSGW94, MH96, OK93, PK87, RC94, SKIY94, SKIY97, SB94b, TF94, VV94, Wat91, AC84a, BS87a, CV91b, Che94a, CV88a, CH90, yHYZ87, LY90b, LA93]. Schemes [Ano94-43, JML95, LLY92, MS93, NU91, RBL94, SVD96, YS94, Abr90, Bra89b, CV92b, CDS98, GPS86, SL92]. Schmidt [JP90]. Schneck [McD88]. Scholarship [Ano94-33]. Schönau [Tru88]. School [Ano88u, ORS94, ORSS94, Pan96, VV95, New95]. Schools [Murt07]. Schumpeterian [Bla97]. Schwarz [KC93b]. scheren [Ano97e]. sci [Mou89, Mou90]. sci-tech [Mou89, Mou90]. SCIDDLE [ABGL96]. SCIDDLE-PVM [ABGL96]. Science [Ano90u, Ano93e, Ano94w, Ano94-71, Ano95l, Ano96-28, Ano96-27, Ano96-38, Bar01, Bor94, Bro91b, CCD+13, CR89, Cor89a, Cra91, Don94, Duk91, EW90, FHM99, Got91a, GK18, JC87, KS94a, Leu96, Nat92a, Natxxc, Nat95, Nas91, OHIB93, OHHIB94, Pit90, Pref93a, Red91, San96, San90, SHMR93, SC99, UHU09, Web91, Zen94, AGEL13, Ano93g, Ano95w, BFS11, CCC+89, De 96, Eck92a, Ede92, FK98, Fox97, FW90, WAD+89a, HS+91, Hoc96, HK93b, IBM01a, KS93a, KH93, LP90, Lay91a, ML89, MncN87, NS86, Uni91b, Nat91b, Nat92b, Ras91, RD94, Ros89, Sci86, San91, SMDL90, Wil88b, WAD+89b, Zyg93, IBM01b, Ano95w, Coc02a, Coc02b, Eck92b, Mah94a, Mut94]. Science/Technology [Ano96-28]. Sciences [AIA94, Ano91k, Ano93t, Bla93, GS87b, Ano98a, GGL+97a, GL90, Han03, Nat90, Edw97]. Scientific [Abr94, AF97, Ano88o, Ano94-38, Ano94-37, Ano94-103, BCH12, B+95, BPM+89, BCC+09, BS94a, BEK02, Ber07, BCL91, BB92, BLa93, BCHJ94, CGFT05, CCKS90, CG86, Che94b, Cla96, Con90, Con91, Cox88, CM93, DT97, FJS89, Get15, GHZW94, Gup94, Hab89, Hab86, HC99,
scientifc

SPP+05, Wil88a, WMK90, WT13.

Scientist [Dun92, Gol91a, Gol91b, Hil97, MM94a, Wen94, Wis92].

Scientists [Ano98u, Coc01, HHS91b, HW11, Sha95b, Str94].

scientometric [DGG18].

Scope [Geo94, Pap16].

scoped [BGS82].

Scores [Ohr86].

Scottsdale [KFF93b].

scramjet [CYXL18].

Screen [AH93, Coc02a, Coc02b, Rui90].

Screw [YMZ90].

SCRI [Ano95-41, Car89b].

SCS [Ch90, Ano88j, Hab86, WSL88].

SCS-40 [Hab86, WSL88].

SDBS [DA94].

SDM [TS90].

SE FOR [RCR93].

Segmentation [HKG90, BÇG14].

segments [Bra89d].

segregation [GE12].

Seidel [Ano94-92].

Seismic [HYL+20, KN88, Arb92, Bro93, CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx, Gou90, LS92b, LM13, PLS20, Vaf88, HWS+88].

Seitz [Ano11].

Selected [Ano91r, Pet89b, Pin01, WZ97, Kin96, MW88, Ste85].

Selecting [Ano94-118, SSG93].

Selection [CB00, Lew17, MK07, WH94].

selective [CV88a, WFI+17].

Self [Ano94-30, BA95, CP94b, CTRR93, FSN93, GT91, GD94a, LUT96, OBR94, PN96, PK87, RPY94, Sto95, Tan89b, Zas93, Fan87, KMN+05, Tan87].

Self-Adaptive [BA95].

Self-Compacting [Ano94-30].

Self-Controlling [Sto95].

Self-Explanatory [FKN93].

self-gravitating [KMN+05].

Self-O rganized [LUT96, PN96].

Self-organizing [RPF94].

Self-Scaling [CP94b].

Self-Scheduling [PK87, Tan89b, Fan87, Tan87].

Self-Shielding [CTR93].

Self-Stabilized [Zas93].

Semantic [DKF94, IJM14, Mas92, Pug94, Sha94a, Coc01].

semantics [Ano94-100].

semantics-based [Ano94-100].

Semi [CT94, GGG93b, GJN93, JML95, LMP+90, Rui91, SQM94, Car89b].

Semi-Active [SQM94].

semi-complete [Car89b].

Semi-Dataflow [Rui91].

Semi-Infinite [GGG93b, GJN93].

Semi-Interactive [LMP+90].

Semi-Lagrangian [CT94].

Semi-Linear [JML95].

semiamnual [Sam91].

Semiconductor

[Ano94-94, Ano03a, BMW91, DWV92, SF91].

Semiconductors [MF91, Wat92b].

Seminar [Don92a, M+94, Meu89a, Meu91, Meu92c, Meu93, MB93, MB94b].
Sensed \cite{Ano93b}, Sensing \cite{Luc01, Ano96l}. Sensitivity \cite{AH93, BKT94, CSR90, ODAZ15, Ram88}. Sensor \cite{JK94, Ano02a, Ano02b}. Sensing \cite{Luc01, Ano96l}. Sensitivity \cite{AH93, BKT94, CSRB90, ODAZ15, Ram88}. Sensor \cite{YK94, Ano02a, Ano02b}. Sensed \cite{Y+92}. Sensing \cite{Ano93b}. Seoul \cite{IEE97b}. Separable \cite{CH87, Che90c}. Separated \cite{Rya90}. Separation \cite{CH87, Che90c}. Separators \cite{Kra88}. September \cite{ANS92, Ano88d, Ano91m, Ano93c, Ano93n, Ano94-108, Ano96k, Ano96q, Ano97d, Ano97-33, App96, BBM96, BP93, DMC96, DJM94, DLM99, Guo94, Hel93, HKS93, IEE95d, JPTE94, Kah93a, KWW92, Lag89, MM91a, MW88, ML95b, NN90, SEA84, SN96, VV95}. Sequence \cite{AKDM93, BS04, DLG93, EBS88, HC93, LD93a, Lop89, MC10, MDH00, PRS94, Ros93a, SSM93, Tak93, Tur90, DT96, Han90}. Sequences \cite{AKDM93, BS04, DLG93, EBS88, HC93, LD93a, Lop89, MC10, MDH00, PRS94, Ros93a, SSM93, Tak93, Tur90, DT96, Han90}. Sequencing \cite{AKDM93, BS04, DLG93, EBS88, HC93, LD93a, Lop89, MC10, MDH00, PRS94, Ros93a, SSM93, Tak93, Tur90, DT96, Han90}. Sequential \cite{AKDM93, BS04, DLG93, EBS88, HC93, LD93a, Lop89, MC10, MDH00, PRS94, Ros93a, SSM93, Tak93, Tur90, DT96, Han90}. Sequential-Type \cite{AKDM93, BS04, DLG93, EBS88, HC93, LD93a, Lop89, MC10, MDH00, PRS94, Ros93a, SSM93, Tak93, Tur90, DT96, Han90}. Sessions \cite{AKDM93, BS04, DLG93, EBS88, HC93, LD93a, Lop89, MC10, MDH00, PRS94, Ros93a, SSM93, Tak93, Tur90, DT96, Han90}. Set-top \cite{Way96}. Sets \cite{Ano90b, Ano94-130, Ano95-33, BB92+08, Goll99, Ano95-33, Ano97k, DD88, WiH90b}. settlement \cite{KSB+19}. Setup \cite{Kad94}. Seventeenth \cite{Gro90}. Seventh \cite{B+95, MP92}. Several \cite{Gar99, But92}. Severely \cite{Gou93}, Seville \cite{Mar88}. Seymour \cite{Nor97, Nor97-24, Ano94-119, Ano95-33, BBD+08, Gol99, Ano95-33, Ano97k, DD88, WiH90b}. SGI \cite{THH81, THH81}. Service-oriented \cite{Kar13}. Services \cite{B¨ur88, Coc02c, Coc02d, Lay91b, Mit98, AAC+05, Ano96a, Lin92, Min92, MN90}. sessile \cite{Gre88c}. session \cite{Tec89, Unii92b, Uni86b, Uni89a, Uni86a, Uni86c, Uni92a, Uni98}. sessions \cite{Ano94-126}. Session \cite{BJ93, CDW94, FGG09, TM94a, VRS93, WGW04, Wod95, CGW95, Dra88, Kue87, PJ90, Poo96a, SL90, Way96, YH90}. Set-top \cite{Way96}. Set-top \cite{Kad94}. Set-top \cite{Kar13}. SGI/Cray-T3E \cite{Che99}. Shallow \cite{BB91a, JAB92, Sha94a, SJA94, KK89c, KHN89}. Shallow-Water \cite{BB91a, JAB92, Sha94a, SJA94, KK89c, KHN89}. Shannon \cite{Cra96}. Shape \cite{SBW94, TSC94}. Shapes \cite{MSG94}. Service-oriented \cite{Kad94}. Services \cite{B¨ur88, Coc02c, Coc02d, Lay91b, Mit98, AAC+05, Ano96a, Lin92, Min92, MN90}. sessile \cite{Gre88c}. session \cite{Tec89, Uni892b, Uni86b, Uni89a, Uni86a, Uni86c, Uni92a, Uni98}. sessions \cite{Ano94-126}. Set
Shares [Ano94z]. Sharing [Ano94-138, LHLM95, Fon85, Mir88, Rya90].
Shear [Ano95-35]. Sheared [Ger90]. Sheet [KD93]. Sheet-Metal [KD93]. Sheldon [Ano94p]. Shelf [Ano95-31]. Shell [Xu91]. Shells [Ger90]. Sheet-Metal [KD93]. Sheldon [Ano94]. Sharing [Ano94z]. Shares [Ano94-120, Ano92b, Po00b, Po00a, UHU09, Ano03a, Ano92h, Ano94-121, Ano96-29, CB99, SS96b]. Silicon [Ano94-120, Ano92a, Ano02b, Po00b, Po00a, UHU09, Ano03a, Ano92h, Ano94-121, Ano96-29, CB99, SS96b].
Silver [Ano02a, Ano02b]. SIMD [Bak93, BS94c, CBB+05, CP92b, CP94c, CP92e, Hel92, Hor90, KR94a, Kra92, KC92, LL88, LPS90, PVA94, PL91a, PL91b, SI90, SI91a, SI91b, TL96, Tr90]. SIMD-Type [LPS90]. Similarities [Han90]. Simple [RBK95, RWS94, Ste94b, WMR96, WD93b, Car92, HY89, Lev98, Sch89b]. Simplest [Gil01]. Simplex [TL96]. Simplification [Maa93a, Ano00a]. Simplified [LMM93, Sol93]. Simply [Faz87]. SIMTRAN [MAA93b]. Simulate [Ano93-37, Ano97f, Gil01, RRSS93].
SIMULATE-3 [RRSS93]. Simulated [Abr92, HVC95, Jab88, Rig93, SB96, VT95, Ano95w, Bra88]. Simulating [Ano96t, Dro95, FDD02, GGC+11, ITOK93, PDR91]. Simulation [ALM93, AABB93, AC93, AGH+90, AHFK93, ACSH90, AJ97, AKT90, Ano87a, Ano94b, AAS88, AHH94, Ask93, BCM90, BPJ94, BJL95, BOS93, BAA99, BD93a, BD93b, BMW91, BS98b, CMPR93, Cal85a, CT93a, CRR93, CS86a, CS90, CBT91, DHL97, DO89, DKS93, De97, DCW93, Elm95b, EJ97, FA93, FR81, FD97, FJP94, FK93, GM96, Ger90, Gil92, GW93, GBWM93, GL93a, Gre91b, GF90, GW93c, HHR94, HHTD90, HMG93, HL91, HLLx, HGB90, HVS93, HP93, HFT94, HSB93, Hug93, HKB90, Hun93, IK91, Jab93, Jar12, KY93, KS93b, KSM+08, KB97, KLSC97, KKL96b, KL94, KY90, Kue93, KT93b, Kw94, LC93, LB82, LCD97, Maa93a, MK93, MKG90, MJH90, MA97, MZ95, MJRS94, MKDY90, MHE97, MF92, MI93, MS94c, MBK+92, MMHM93, NT89]. Simulation [NB94, PB94b, Pay97, PA93b, PK80, Raa97, RG94, Ro97, RLW93, Sch97b, SHZK94, SSJL94, SPS90, Sta94, SZ98, Str10, Stu97].
SIMTRAN [MAA93b]. simulate [Ano93-37, Ano97f, Gil01, RRSS93].
SIMULATE-3 [RRSS93]. Simulated [Abr92, HVC95, Jab88, Rig93, SB96, VT95, Ano95w, Bra88]. Simulating [Ano96t, Dro95, FDD02, GGC+11, ITOK93, PDR91]. Simulation [ALM93, AABB93, AC93, AGH+90, AHFK93, ACSH90, AJ97, AKT90, Ano87a, Ano94b, AAS88, AHH94, Ask93, BCM90, BPJ94, BJL95, BOS93, BAA99, BD93a, BD93b, BMW91, BS98b, CMPR93, Cal85a, CT93a, CRR93, CS86a, CS90, CBT91, DHL97, DO89, DKS93, De97, DCW93, Elm95b, EJ97, FA93, FR81, FD97, FJP94, FK93, GM96, Ger90, Gil92, GW93, GBWM93, GL93a, Gre91b, GF90, GW93c, HHR94, HHTD90, HMG93, HL91, HLLx, HGB90, HVS93, HP93, HFT94, HSB93, Hug93, HKB90, Hun93, IK91, Jab93, Jar12, KY93, KS93b, KSM+08, KB97, KLSC97, KKL96b, KL94, KY90, Kue93, KT93b, Kw94, LC93, LB82, LCD97, Maa93a, MK93, MKG90, MJH90, MA97, MZ95, MJRS94, MKDY90, MHE97, MF92, MI93, MS94c, MBK+92, MMHM93, NT89]. Simulation [NB94, PB94b, Pay97, PA93b, PK80, Raa97, RG94, Ro97, RLW93, Sch97b, SHZK94, SSJL94, SPS90, Sta94, SZ98, Str10, Stu97].
SIMTRAN [MAA93b]. simulate [Ano93-37, Ano97f, Gil01, RRSS93].
Software [Ano96a, Rol96]. Software [ABB+03, Ano88o, Ano88n, Ano88l, Ano88m, Ano94-88, Ano97b, AB96, ATSA93, BCC+08, BMSD94, CGSG94, CDPW94, Coc01, Coc02a, Coc02b, CDR96, Fer86, Fer89, FBJ+94b, Gar01, GW91, Gui96, Iwa90, JC94c, KFN02, LS94, Mar85a, MM90, MW81, MP91e, MSA+07, Natxxd, OGY91, Pau08, PL91a, PL91b, PRSR94, Pin01, Por89, DDJ98b, Tho90, Tri95a, Tri95b, Tri95c, VSM96, WH93, WKL+16, WGR93, Y+92, YMY92, Ano88r, Ano92-44, Ano94-97, Ano95u, Ano97n, Ano97y, Ano98g, AG90, Asl91a, CS82, CS86b, CCG+17, CV90, CV91b, CV92b, CV88b, Com92a, Com92b, Don85, Gan88, GBS18, GV91, Hak89, Hug94, IKM85, Kon87, Kue87, KS88, LY91a, MT13, Natxxa, Nag90, Oya99, PATT12, PKG+10, R+00, RIB+13, Sch94c, Som13, Str94, SMH91, UPK87]. Software [Ano85b, Ano01a]. Software-controlled [KFN02]. software-managed [CV88b]. Software/Hardware [YMY92]. Soil [HM97]. solar [NSB96]. solicited [Ano16]. Solid [CJ93, Gre91b, HFFH86, HFFH87, Soe94, Wu94, BJ84, WHBH93]. Solid-State [Wuo94]. Solidification [CS90]. solids [Fin82, Ano96a]. Solitons [BS98b]. Solo [Kop91]. Solution [Cal86, Duf82, Duf91, FBH93, For02, GMW94, GSG+94, GW93a, GRSS93, JC94c, Kam86, KE93, LR88b, MDW93, MR90b, MM94c, PO88, Soe94, Sus93, Taf96, TYK93, Vui93, BBE+20, BGT90, Con87a, DDD88, Duf90, Duf00, GKR91, GS78a, GS89b, GSS9a, GS90, GS92a, GP93a, GV91, Gri92, GKL+87, Gur88, Kra88, Pet89a, SBC91, SCV01, Sam85, Scr88, SE98, TFB94a, TFB94b, Van95a, vdf91]. Solutions [Cla96, HMBS93, JW93, KP95, KTK94, MRL+17, Ano96l, DGL89, Rya13, TTM+20]. Solve [Dic94, DMPR93, DGJ93, PC93, Wat91, Che99, HHS01b, Poo96a, RG92]. Solver [Ano94-61, Ano94-94, BE93b, CSSY92, Far90, HR94, HE98, KR94c, LM93, MT97, RT93, RT97, VB90, BTV96, BV96, BS88b, CRA10, GMW91, Gao86, GW95, Gri86, LG87, Mar91]. Solvers [ADLL01, CMF94, CP94c, DLPQ94, DKH86, LPNRJ94, VY88, WS93, AD88, CP92b, CP92a, FGM90, GS89b, HE996, KA96, Lee96, ZGL14]. Solving [AGL+99, AS88, Ano94-94, Ano94-110, BCZ95, Bra88, BJ84, BV93, Cha90, CGW05, Che92a, Ga196, GZA86, HL96, HOSZ97, HO92b, Iwa92, KS94a, LM90a, LO96, ML93, PS94a, SZ89, SMF985, SL90, SF93b, TFVK94, VAGRMVA90, An88, Ano87d, Che90b, Che94a, Dav86b, DHD98, DS96b, GBS18, HVY91, KS86a, Ked92, Lou90b, Lou92, Nag88, Rob85, SG92d, SW99, WB88]. Some [BCW93, BY88, CCKSS93, DL90, FD93, GJW91, GS89b, GSW93, HG88, Her89, LPNRJ94, Lee86, Lou96, Lou92, LB82, Ul83, VM94, Woo92, Woor4, Bra89b, Hal96, HOSZ97, Ji91, Lee96, PP91, Tem83]. sometimes [Win02]. sonar [GMF00]. soon [Mar90]. Sophisticated [Ano97n, WZ86]. Sopron [VV95]. SORFIND [HH93]. Sorrowful [Ano94-125]. Sorting [AG94, Bue92, YKB+00, Ano97k, BM87, Gre89a, LYC93, Ul84]. Sought [Coo95, Ano92a]. Soup [Voi94]. Source [Coo03a, Coo3b, DCW93, LEMS95, Ano02a, Ano02b, BBE+20]. Sourcebook [DFF+02]. Sources [Ano90q]. South [L+95, New93]. Southampton [BP89b, Ano88d]. Southern [Ano91w]. Soviet [Ano89a, WG93b]. SP [TGL96, WOK+00, WT11]. SP1 [Ber95b, HJZ94, JH95, Nai94, PMS94, SSCH94]. SP1/ [Ber95b]. SP2 [ET96, GYL00, JH95]. Space [Ano93t, Ano94-138, Ano18, AZ94, BGM+11, Bro91b, CHL93, Col94, FS93, FI93, GGG93a, LMP+90, Poe95, SL93, Sin18, SF93b, Taf96, TAAL95, WR95, YF98, Ano96j, Ede92, Hun92, MBR05, SKB89, ...]
SCK\textsuperscript{+00}, Zyg93, YQTV12]. \textbf{Space-Angle} [CHL93]. \textbf{Space-Based} [AZ94].

\textbf{Space-Energy} [FGS93]. \textbf{Space-Time} [Ano18, Col94, Sin18, SF93b]. \textbf{Space/time} [YF98]. \textbf{Space/time-efficient} [YF98].

\textbf{Spaces} [Pet97]. \textbf{Spaceship} [Rud90]. \textbf{Spacetime} [FD97]. \textbf{Spain} [ACM95a, DLM99, Mar88b, Sig95, Ano94s, RMO96].

\textbf{Span} [Che92b, Che92c]. \textbf{Spang} [The90a, Con87b]. \textbf{spanning} [BJZfDA96].

\textbf{SPARC} [Ano91f, Kha93]. \textbf{SPARCstations} [Ano90o]. \textbf{Spark} [Bed93, BSB93]. \textbf{Sparse} [ADLL01, Ano94-65, Ano94-92, Ano94-115, AZ95, Ber90a, CLY+19, DD87, DDB+10, DR81, DR82, Duf82, Duf91, ET96, EHS94, FY96, GMW94, GG96, GS89c, HR94, Kra92, KCH94, KSH94, Mis90, NGL94, PS94b, Rag94, Rot94, UZ95, USZ96, WL83, AD88, And88, A88, Ber90b, BJV+16, CC88a, Con94, Dav86b, DD88, Dav89, DY90, DS96b, GMW91, GS91, GW95, Gri92, HOSZ97, HV91, Ip91, Kra90, KESH95, Luc91, Pin91, Rob95, SW88, SZ89, SZG95, Wij90a, Wij90b, Yan90a, ZGL14].

\textbf{sparse-matrix} [Kra90]. \textbf{Sparsity} [NN98].

\textbf{sparta} [SO95]. \textbf{Spatial} [AM94, CHMS94, CSS98, Dip96, G93a, G93b, Hi93a, War93a, HJ94, JHZ95, Kha91].

\textbf{Spatio} [HV95, RBK95, VT95]. \textbf{Spatio-Temporal} [HV95, RBK95, VT95].

\textbf{speak} [Win02]. \textbf{SPEC} [Ano93a, DDJ98a, EGJ+02, GA95]. \textbf{Special} [AP93, AB03, AAB06, Spe87, Ano88o, Ano94-59, Ano94-126, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano09, BKK11, Ber07, EFIM91, yFH89, FR98, FT93a, FM99, GS89c, GMSS+11, Kahl93b, KHH95, Ken92, KR93, LQFC18, MB12, MLY10, Mye92b, OS94, PW05a, SCV01, TH19, Tor97, Abe91, Che99a, KAR13, MH18, RF93, Tru88].

\textbf{Special-Purpose} [Ano94-59, FHM99, Abe91]. \textbf{Specialised} [Sub94]. \textbf{specialist} [Ano87c]. \textbf{specialists} [Ano93-41, Hol93]. \textbf{Specialized} [Ano97-32, Mik89]. \textbf{Specific} [Ano94f, EH97a, KRS13, MGA94].

\textbf{Specification} [BSKJ93, Coc03a, Coc03b, Asa93a].

\textbf{Spector} [War03]. \textbf{spectra} [BB95]. \textbf{spectral} [Ano03b, BK93, DJSP93, KO90, KB93, VR94, WF94, DWM+01, FR95].

\textbf{spectral/finite} [DP90]. \textbf{Spectrum} [Bar00a, Bar00b, CCKSS90, Kad94, Ano89d, IEE98].

\textbf{speculation} [Hal96]. \textbf{Speculative} [Col94, YSKS95, OWG+13]. \textbf{Speech} [IEE94a, IEE95b, Mes93b, Ste95, Z94a].

\textbf{Speed} [Abr92, Ano94-104, Ano94-143, Bal93, Bar00c, Bar00d, Che89b, EM94a, GS94d, GW93c, GMMT91, Hal96, KBD97, Lan93, Pre93b, RG94, TFO94, TF97, Woo96a, Z94a, Ano94-132, Ano97a, Ano03a, Bai88, BBBC96, Ber82, Buc83, Che83, Dao88, Fly66, KW92, NGPH99, Pan96, Ram86, Ros95, Shi95, Smit96, SGS+20, SO91, TR86, AM91, KA91, MHW94]. \textbf{Speed-Flow} [Hal96]. \textbf{Speeds} [Ano88l, Ano93-34, Ano94-29, Ano95-30, Wal85]. \textbf{Speedup} [Ban79, WN92, WB85, PB87]. \textbf{Spelling} [DS94a]. \textbf{Spencer} [MF93]. \textbf{spent} [Win02].

\textbf{SPEOS} [Del97]. \textbf{Sperry} [CKKSS90]. \textbf{Sptesimalrionvye} [BKM98]. \textbf{SPH} [HM93b]. \textbf{Sphere} [BIS96, CT94, LC97b].

\textbf{SPICE03} [PDR91]. \textbf{Spice2} [Yan91].

\textbf{Spiegelhalter} [Ano94-95]. \textbf{Spike} [RBK95]. \textbf{Spiking} [ADGA95]. \textbf{Spin} [Pau86, Ano90o, BDM94, Poo96a].

\textbf{spin-polarized} [BDM94]. \textbf{Spinule} [MZ95].

\textbf{Spinule-} [MZ95]. \textbf{SPLASH} [ABD92, Bue92, Gok90a, Hol90a, PTS93].

\textbf{splatting} [Wil92a]. \textbf{Split} [TFVK94]. \textbf{Split-C} [TFVK94]. \textbf{splitting} [Ske87].

\textbf{SPMD} [MVS94]. \textbf{Spokane} [IEE93b]. \textbf{sponsored} [Kho94]. \textbf{Sponsors} [Coc02a, Coc02b]. \textbf{Spot} [Ano92z, YTL87].

\textbf{Spotlight} [Cha97]. \textbf{Spotlights} [Hol95]. \textbf{spots} [Gle91]. \textbf{spotting} [Ano89f]. \textbf{Spray} [CZRB93, KR94b, MA97]. \textbf{Spread}
Stream [Bot96]. Streaming
[HHOM91, HHOM92, OPR01].
Stream/FIFO [HHOM91, HHOM92].
Streamlined [OM91]. Streams
[HAG+13, MM93b, PVA94]. Stream
[ITOK93, TIOK94]. Street
[Ano94-128, Gre88b, SW10b]. Strength
[JCJY94]. Stress
[ER94, JM89a, CY91, JM89c]. Stria
tal [KW95]. stride [Gep01]. Strides
[VLA92]. strikes [Sch18]. Striking
[Lew96a, Lew96b]. Strip
[JC94d, CH89b]. stripped
[Way96]. stripped-down
[Way96]. Stroke
[HB93]. Strong
[Sch92b, KW92]. stronger [Rob89].
Stronghold [Ano93-38]. strongly
[KDK89, Shi95]. Structural
[AK95, AS98, Be93, Bra93, DH93, FV94,
KA91, Law90, MTP93, NS90, QB92, SC97,
Sug96, Ano921, BP96, Che88, CH98b, ES88,
Gou90, Hea91, HE993, Ng95, NP90, PO88].
Structure
[ATL90, Ano94-98, BW94,
HT93, KA93b, Kuw94, Lie93, OS94, Sch98b,
TAK06, Bre87, Gu98d, KGERJ1x,
NPS93, RGL+15, Yos90, ZAS94].
structure-function [ZAS94]. Structured
[ASS94, Ano85b, CRY94, Cy96, Pl97,
Ts91, ALPP00, CB98, SMM17].
Structures
[FCGG90, Ger90, Hun93, JM90, Raa97,
SBN82, Sbo93a, ZM94, Ano95w, Ano96d,
App96, Gou90, JSM98b, KK98a, Lin89, MB98,
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Supercomputing [Ros89, Ryu92, Soc94, SIG90b, Sch95a, Sch93a, SS96b, SHMR93, SHMR96, SN99, Sig90a, Sig95, SZ97, Sm93, Sm98, SFF94, S94a, S94b, Sta94, Ste94e, St98a, St98b, SABK94, SS95, SGHK97, Tho89, Ta96, Tor87, UL98, Uni92e, Uni96, UH90, UN04, VP93A9, VDK92, VTT98, WZ97, Wal90, Wes96, Woo96b, Supxxa, YXWZ12, YF95, Zen94, ZZ93, AV02, AGY+11, AS99, AB94, AM15, And20, Spe87, Ano90q, Ano90t, Ano94p, Ano94s, Ano94-75, Ano94-119, Ano95v, Ano96h, Ano92a, GKL11, Ban88, Bec89a, Ben90b, BBD92, BF11, Bor94, Bri90, Cal91, Con87b, Car89a, CBCJ92, Che94a, Ch16, CR89, Con90, Cou90, Das94, Doz92, Fed96, FTT97, Gar92,
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[Hir92c, HCP995, Hod87, HK93b, Hor90, Hor93, Hor98, Hsu16, IA92, Int91, Int92, Joh86b, Joh90, KYS88, KH93, Kie85, Kha95, Kim96, Kin96, Kro92, Kuc87, KS87b, KS88, Kun91, LPC+95, LC99b, Lei89, Lev89, LGG+87, Liu95, LA93, Mic90, Min92, Mac92, ML89, McC88, MSK+02, MO88, Men90, Mes93a, Met86b, Met86a, Mil90, Mil91, MK92a, MK92b, MP92, Mun94, MA5, Nat86a, Nat86d, Nat90, Nat88b, NNS+90, NN90, New95, Oya02, Pan93, PSM93, As98, Rat87, Red91, RGH17, Rob87, Sup87b, San90, Sch94c, Sch12, Sch18, SA10a, SAI0b, Ser98, Sha99, SHMR94, Ste90, SC91a, SIR95, Tru88, Un93, VFK+04, Ver95, VDK91, Wal95, WTC+02, Wil88b, WAD+89b, Win02, Wor81, YK87, Zec93, Zhe97, vL99, Ano96-32, Ano96-33, Ano96-34, Ano97j, Ano97-31.
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Superworkstations [HB89]. SUPPI [CGL96, CGLxx, Chexx]. Supplement [ACM89b]. Supplier [Vro94]. Suppliers [Ano91r]. supply [Ano92a]. Supplying [EDJ+10]. Support [ASS94, ABCE97, Ano94-112, Ano94-136, ATSA93, AZ94, BK91a, CCSR92, DI93, EFPSS93, FBZ92, FNT93, IJM14, Iwa92, KEMB99, Kue87, KCH14, LB96, MS94c, MR95, PC94a, TBC94, Ano86a, BP92, Das94, GTV91, KC95, Per86]. Supported [Ano94-129].

Support [Ano93t, KWH94, SK93b, Kon87].

Supremium [PTT89, GI94, GI94a, SS90b, SSxx, Mc92a, Mc92b]. Supremium-1 [Mc92a, Mc92b]. Surface [AD97, BSB98, Gre91b, HHSW93, HW97, KT94, Las92, Sky94, SHW4, TIK93, TSCG94, WHMA97, ZL97, CBA90, Ver95].

Surfaces [SE90, SA94]. Surgones [Coc03a, Coc03b]. Surplus [Gre94]. surprising [PF90].

Survey [Ano94j, CLB91, Fet95, PC94a, Pic91b, TVT+16, AS93, Ana91, Ano93b, AB96, Don86, Gha84, LAL02, PF90, Rob85, Rya13].

Surveyor [Dun92, Wic92]. Survivability [SKC02]. Survivability-Lethality [SKC02]. survival [Bla97, Law89]. survive [WZ87].
suspect [Tay95a]. Suspension [JC94, RW94b, SQM94, SP94].

Suspensions [HU93, Ano95-39]. Sustainable [cFC07, TRL13]. SV1
SVD [Ber90b, Ber90a]. Svoboda [Ano98d]. SW4 [PLS20]. swapping [BBW19]. Sweeps [YA93]. Sweet [Ano92z]. Swimming [Ano95-46]. Swirling [Soe94]. Sweet [Ano92z]. Swimming [Ano95-46]. Sweeps [YA93]. Switch [CH90, SSGH94, DuB90, DR91]. Switch-stacks [CH90]. switched [DuB90, DR91, GS94e, Joe87]. switches [MS4]. Switching [Ano94-105, Clo96]. Switzerland [Ano93c, Ano96-44, Ano97-33, Ano97-33, GT94, Hen97, LM92, Mar86, Ano95u, HKR94]. sword [RR95]. SX [DTV00, Dub87, HLPP97, Ho88, HMKI97, Hor97b, Hor97a, Iwa90, jJ88, MM91b, PK89, PK94, STSK95, SWL+91, TOY96, TW92, Tze88, Wat87, YSK+96, Yuan]. SX-2 [Dub87, Ho88, jJ88, MM91b, PK89, PK94, Tze88, Yuan]. SX-2/400 [MM91b]. SX-3 [Iwa90, TW92, SWL+91]. SX-4 [HLPP97, HMKI97, Hor97b, Hor97a, STSK95, TOY96, YSK+96]. SX-4M [DTV00]. SX2 [Sha87]. Sydney [Ano92g]. Symbolic [Ano94-109, GHNL87, Hag90, HP91, HP92, Mur91a, Ste60, TP95, Kog91, PH988, SW99, KDP+14]. Symmetric [BHLST94, Joh97, Wij89b, BS88a, Bis94b, Bis94c, DS86b, HLTT93, LP86, LP86, Nan86, Pin91]. Symmetrized [ML93]. SYMLER [KDP+14]. Symposium [ACM95b, Ano88s, Ano88t, Ano91q, Ano91x, Ano93i, Ano93-31, Ano94-75, Ano96a, Ano96q, BC91, Bup87, Dpp86, Emm85, FJSP95, HHHK94, IEE93b, IEE94a, IEE95d, JT87, KK93, KMG96, LLRR93b, LC90b, LC90a, M+95, MN91, NAS93, SF91, Sie94, IEE94d, TC94, USE00b, ZAS94, Ano91m, Ano92g, App96, Emm84, Guo94, IEE96b, IEE96c, Uni87a, Ras91, Rol96, UL89, Uni91a, Dpp87, FJSP95]. Synapse [UR95]. Synapses [MZ95]. Synaptic [KW95, MZ95]. synchronization [HY89]. Synchronization [OB95]. Synchonization [HY89].
Ano94-63, BAAD\textsuperscript{+}97, Ber86b, Ber86a, BSD\textsuperscript{+}20, Bin88, BS87b, Cra92, Car93, Car92, Che83, Che93b, Chu87, Coc01, Dan91, DKL86, DT08, Don93b, EE93, Ele93, EM78, FKL\textsuperscript{+}08, FTT97, Gal88b, GMW91, Gal91, GBC\textsuperscript{+}05, Gar92, GBS18, GW95, GY92, GTV91, HPPF94, Har89, HCD\textsuperscript{+}18, Hod87, K93a, Kh91, KL90b, KTN\textsuperscript{+}14, Kon87, KS88, KHZ\textsuperscript{+}08, KB18, LM90a, Mar91, MVRK18, ME87, MU83, Nat87d, Nat89b, Ng95, OMA\textsuperscript{+}96, Pad89, PSL03, PMS\textsuperscript{+}08, PT92, Pet89a, RAG11. 

\textbf{System} [Rei88, RMM20, RCZ93, RIB\textsuperscript{+}13, SCV01, Sam85, Sha87, SC04, Smi81, SE98, Suz89, TS91, TJC91b, Tuc91, Tur79, TV88, Uch86, Wat87, WWTE92, YKY90, YB90, HWS\textsuperscript{+}88, HL91, MPSB87, Sho91]. 

\textbf{System}/\textbf{370} [MPSB87]. \textbf{Systematic} [Jan96, Jia94, LFJ\textsuperscript{+}20]. \textbf{Systems} [Age05, AFT96, AFT96, ASSW93, AJ97, Ano94d, Ano94-66, Ano94-143, AC84b, AGLL98, BAAD92, Bec01, BKM93, BBC\textsuperscript{+}00, BP84, Bur94a, CCKSS90, CC94a, Che90e, Che92a, Che94b, CD92, CH10, CMSA11, CBT91, Cze93, DD98a, Dec90, DL96, Del97, Dil93, DAF\textsuperscript{+}90, EFIM91, EFPS93, FBZ92, Fei94, Fer86, Fet95, FGKT97, FBJ\textsuperscript{+}94b, FL92, GJS94, GP85, GMW94, GHZW94, GBG89, GT91, GMG94, GA84, GL93b, Gru97, GZA86, GK93, Hab86, Hal87, HHG93, HO92b, HM97, IE85, IEE95d, IK82, ICB\textsuperscript{+}11, Jar12, JC94c, KG94, KLY94, Kho94, Koe97, KS94a, KZ94, LPNRJ94, Leg94, L97, LB82, Ma99, Mah94b, MM93b, MS94a, Mas93, MRR95, NMS93, OB95, PDR94, PCK93, PS94a, Pas95, PS94b, Pug94, RDH94, RCK97, Raw97, RS94, Sin94a, SC97, S94, Ste94e, SSO95, SC92]. 

\textbf{Systems} [Tan95, TGL96, TP97, TG94, TVT\textsuperscript{+}16, USE00b, Uch96, Uch97, VRS93, Van91b, VK80, VAGRMVA90, WMBC97, WP94, WF93, Wri91, YK94, YSL97, Z93, And88, AS88, Ang91, Ano87d, Ano93c, Ano93g, Ano95-30, Ano96a, Ano96-29, Ano97k, AC84a, ALN\textsuperscript{+}01, Bal94, Bar88, Bau88, BSJ\textsuperscript{+}13, BBM19, BS88b, Bra89c, BS90b, Bru90a, CS91, Cha92b, CS91, Che90a, Che90d, CV92a, CGLY96, CGLxx, Chexx, Che94c, CC88b, Con87a, CKD\textsuperscript{+}19, Dav86b, DJM94, De 96, DS96, Din93, DvdS12, DS96b, Du00, EO91, Fly66, Ga87, Gal88a, GJS94, GP85, GMW94, GHWZ94, GBG89, GT91, GMG94, GA84, GL93b, Gru97, GZA86, GK93, Hab86, Hal87, HHGS93, HO92b, HVY91, HY89, HY91, Hum92, KS86a, Kam86, KK82, KK85, KK93b, KK90, Kel85, KBVH14, Kim96, KG94, Kra88, Kre95, Lee90, Lou90a, Lou90b, Lou92, L90, LM94, MLWC20, MD04]. 

\textbf{systems} [McA92, MV16, Nan86, Pol86, PO88, Ram88, Rob85, Rol96, Sci86, Saa88, Sam85, SZ98, Sch94a, SEV\textsuperscript{+}09, Shi95, SG92c, SG92d, SSS90, S89\textsuperscript{+}13, SS07, Sum82, Tan89b, Tho90, TV89, WBS88, W8\textsuperscript{+}13, War03, Wt89, W89, Y92, YVC89, YB90, YQTV12, YK87, Zyg93, vdV91, ALPP00, Kaz92]. 

\textbf{systems/soft} [Ano96a, Rol89]. \textbf{Systolic} [BE93b, BE93a, KRS94, Kun84, LCH87, Mel88, MM94b, MR94]. \textbf{Systolic/Wavefront} [Kun84]. \textbf{Szczecin} [Elm95a]. 

\textbf{T} [Ano00a, ACA94, ACK\textsuperscript{+}95, CWLT97]. \textbf{T-90} [CWLT97]. \textbf{T21} [DJSP93]. \textbf{T3D} [KG95, AFT96, AHP97, ARE95, AZ95, BMT96, BAAD\textsuperscript{+}97, Bro97, CC96, CD95a, CSM97, CSS98, CP96, DR93, EAMS95a, EAMS95b, ET96, FR96b, FR96c, Gih95, HS94c, HEB96, KC95, KS93c, Mar95, MPG96, MT97, MWO95, N94, PPR95, Sch96, SZG95, ST94, SWSR97, SHM97, Str97, Stn95, V95, WLN\textsuperscript{+}96a, WLN\textsuperscript{+}96b, WKHS97]. \textbf{T3E} [AZ99, AGLL98, ALN\textsuperscript{+}01, Che99, Dow98, DAKM98, GRRM99, GYL00, HE98, HPLT01, LG97, LSK04, Ma99, PSG03, RT97, SCK\textsuperscript{+}00, WOK\textsuperscript{+}00, ZCPT00]. \textbf{T3E-600} [LSK04]. \textbf{T3E-900} [HE98]. \textbf{T800}
Teraflop [Ano00c, Ano00d, Fox90b, Ano97i, Ano98g, Gar92, MSW96, Ano94-130].
Teraflops [Con00, ACC+96, CSFS00, Ano97k, Bem92].
TeraGrid [BFS11], TeraGyroid [BCCP05].
Terascale [FKL+08].
Terasys [SK94, CP93a, GH95, IGH95].
Terminals [Way96].
terms [Ano97c, Ins87a, Ins87b, Ins90].
TERPSICHORE [ACG+90].
Terra [DHA+13].
Terrain [Nie93, Max81, OLLG96].
Test [Ano94-109, Ano97x, Bel93, BS94c, Gru97, HT93, HED93, OBR94, RP94, SB96, SJA94, CSFS00, HBB+05, Sta88, IK91].
Testbed [KGB+96, SH91, Mes93b].
Testbeds [Ano90i].
Testing [DAF+90, FS93a, HS93b, MMK97, Raa97, Tay95b, Ano91m, Ano96-34, CMP94, Par90b].
Tests [Was96b, Wil94, KB18, PP91].
Tetrahydropyridazinones [JBI91].
TEX [And89].
Texas [HS+91, Nas91, Uni89b].
Text [Deu86, PTS93].
Textbook [Ano85b].
Texts [Pug94, SLML93].
Texture [CM93, RPY94].
TFLOP [MSW96, GKS09].
Tflop/s [GGG+98, HFCM98, MH98, Mit98].
Thailand [US01].
Thalamo-Cortical [VT95].
Thalamo [Ano89a].
Third [ACG+90, Ano92-44, BP93, C+97, DT97, HM93b, IHIS91, KK88, KK89a, McC88, IEE94d, Wei92, WL+96a, WL+96b, Ste01a].
Third-generation [We92], third-party [WL+96a, WL+96b].
Third-party [WLN+96a, WLN+96b].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
Third [Ano93p, DCG93, DCGxx, DT96, Ano89a].
throw [Ano94-128, Ano97-28]. TI
[Ano96p, Wat72]. Tianhe
[CYLX18, LXW+16, PCY+19, WCZ+18]. Tianhe-2
[CYLX18, LXW+16, PCY+19, WCZ+18]. tidal [Nix92]. Tie
[Ano93-40]. tier [Sca92]. Tight
[Ano94-137]. Tightly
[ADG+08, GIF+12, Har86]. Tile
[OSKO95]. Tiling
[BDRR94]. Time
[AC93, Ano87a, Ano94-54, Ano94-70, Ano94-138, Ano96n, Bru88, Cho90b, CH92a, Dan91, FB91a, FY96, FP91, GMF00, GBS18, Gor89, GREC91, Hab92, HS94b, Hen91, JOK+18, Lee90, LM13, MP90, Mi87, Mor88, PoI88b, PoI89, RGH17, Sha90, TJC91a, Ver95, YH92, CCKSS90]. time-consuming
[GBS18]. Time-Dependent
[GH93, GWH93, Now93]. time-efficient
[YF98]. Time-Life
[CCKSS90]. Time-parallel
[TBF94a, TBF94b]. Time-sharing
[Fon85, Mir88]. Times
[Ano94p, Ano89n, Bas95b, Ber82, MV16, YAG93, YAGxx]. timing
[BHD+05]. timings [Sit78]. Tire
[Ano93-44]. Titan
[DHM+88, KSB+19, LM90b, Mir92]. Titan-2 [LM90b]. TM
[Gro93, PR94a]. TMAPOL
[Rob87]. TMC
[KC95, SNS+97]. TN
[SJD96]. Toaster
[Sol94]. Today
[Fru93, Gup94, Hag01, HG02, KDSL86, Bel92b, Ber82, Kuc87, Sha95b, Supxxa]. together
[Ano96u, HHS01b, Pol90]. token
[Bro86]. Tokyo
[ACM93, Ano97m]. tolerance
[Con00, The90b, The91]. Tolerant
[Ano94-53, CRV94, CB94, EVM+98, GFB+03, GBG89, LBT94, RWNJ94, HCL88, SHL+20, Tze86, TYZ88]. Tolerating
[Ano94-139, CMHK92]. Tomography
[HEJM95, GS89d, HW95]. Tomorrow
[Bau96, Egg94, Fr93, Hag01, HG02, Gro92c, Min86]. Tonnen
[Ano97e]. Too
[Ano94j, Ano89a]. Tool
[Ano94-28, CT93a, DIF94, Eck93, Gen97, KS94a, LLSR02, MKR93, PC94a, PC93, Rei93, Sea94, TSSK94, Uth94, Ver97, Gan88, JG88, KK89c, MJ91, PST+19, SM89]. Tool-Based
[PC93]. Toolkit
[AGKT02, BS94a, MMRL93]. Tools
[Ano94-102, Ber95b, DT97, GHFD10, GL94, GRSS93, HCM94, KEMB99, MM90, MP91e, Rag06, IBM13c, TF97, ASK85, AB96, CH89a, EO91, IOMS85, Kin96, KAMB19, LP90, MLWC20, Mal86a, MSW+05, Sit78]. toosel
[McC92]. Top
[Ano97e, Way96, WF08]. Top-500
[Ano97e]. top-down
[WF08]. TOP500
[DMZ+13, Str03, SMDS15, Fei05]. Topic
[MBSW01, Res01]. Topical
[ANS92, Ano95-38]. topics
[Spe87, Tru88]. Topographical
[BM93a]. Topological
[Ver95]. Topology
[CTD+16, EH97a, LA94]. Topology-Aware
[CTD+16]. Tori
[CB94]. toroidal
[PS88]. Torque
[DNV93]. Torus
[BS94e, KMTN96, ABC+05, FMD07, FDM07, KT+14, RD07]. Total
[GF90, Rei93, Bue91a]. Touchstone
[HL93b, KRJ93, TBF94a, TBF94b]. Tough
[Ano92x, Ano96-27]. Tour
[Cra96]. Tournament
[Coc02c, Coc02d]. Tower
[Ye92]. Toxic
[GD97]. Toxicant
[Pli97]. trace
[MHJ91, SSS90]. Tracer
[DF04b, SY97]. traces
[NRM+09]. TraceView
[MHJ91]. Tracing
[GMMT91, ML90b, ML90a, An90c, De87]. Track
[Ano92k, Ano92q]. Tracked
[BP94]. Tracks
[Bel93]. Traction
[MS94b]. Tractor
[KB97]. Trade
[Ber95b, FL+07, Sm96c, Tys91, RYYT89]. Trade-Off
[FL+07]. trade-offs
[RYYT89].
Tradeoffs
[Ano94-90, Lin82, WK1+16, DKLS86, Smi89].

Trading [Crec91]. tradition [Min86].

Traditional [LCP+11]. Traffic
[BGM96, BWG96, BY96, Bot96, BM96, 
BP96, ER96, He96, Hey96, HK96, Jan96, 
KNWB93, Leu96, MJH90, Nag96b, Nag96c, 
PN96, SS96a, Sug96, TKM96, Wag96, 
WMR96, Woon96, GTV91, Par90b, TV98].

Trailing [HS93b, MFK94]. Trailing-Edge [MFK94]. train [HPS88].

trained [SNEP14]. Training [BBHL01, CS93b, 
CS95, JPMM08, CF920, Han93, KSM+99, 
Leu96, MJH90, Nag96b, Nag96c, 
PN96, SS96a, Sug96, TKM96, Wag96, 
WMR96, Woon96, GTV91, Par90b, TV98].

Trains [GW93c, KBD97, RBK95, TFO94].

Traleika [CCG+17]. Trani [MM91a].

transactional [OWG+13]. Transactions [Pin01].

tansducer [Ano90a]. Transfer [MS97, MHE97, Now93, SSOH95, WG94, 
A+02, DLS93, KGERJxx, PMS+08, Sha89, 
Sut92, VO93]. Transfers
[Ano94-111, GJJG88]. Transform
[ALM93, BL93, BB93, Cla96, WF94, CC88a, 
ESTA94, MB97, Sut91]. Transform-Vector
[BB93]. Transformation [Col94, KH89, MLW120, Pre93a, VMS93, 
WWKR97, BM85, KS93a, Pol87b, Tan89b].

Transformational [OH92].

Transformations [Ano94-47, BGS94, HS95a, KFF93a, KKB92, 
OGR95, Ban90, CDG+06, Pol90, SKP91].
transforming [Bru91]. Transforms
[KFF93b, Heg96, NR86].

TRANSFUSION [RD93].

Transient
[Cha92a, CBT91, FBGM93, GH93, KR94c, 
TGERJxx, VVT98, WD93a, WFT93, 
Deg90, Elm93, VM07]. Transients
[AFT96, SW96]. Transistor
[Ano92h, Ano93a, MS94]. transistors
[Ano03a]. Transition [LC94, LUT96, Uni93].

Transitions [BY96, TKM96]. Translation
[AK87, RC94, Uch86]. Translator
[DP96, WG94]. Transmission
[KC93a, MZ95, Ano87c]. Transmissions
[Cig97]. transmittance [TM98]. Transonic
[Riz94, SHZK94, Gri86]. transparent
[CWD+08]. Transport [AD97, ALM93, 
Ada93, AFM93, Bak93, BL93, DMPR93, 
Fic93, FA93, GHH93, HL93a, JWG93, 
KE93, MKND97, MS94a, MNR98, MMRL93, 
ML93, Nat84, PA93a, PH97, Sus93, TK93, 
Uen93, Vuj93, WD93a, WAB97, YA93, 
YCC97, ZL97, ARW93a, BLFT84, Chi86].
transportability [KFF93b].

Transportation
[CJ93, FD93, ITO93, ITO94, Ano94a, 
Ano94-75, Ano96a, NSH95, Rol96].

Transputer [CM95, MVS94, WH93, BK89, 
DJM94, HMSS87, IAK92, MRB94, WB88, 
DJM94, Row86]. Transputers
[ LW92, Vol89, BBC+89, Hey90, Wal90].

Transtech [Ste94c]. TRANSYT [Par90b]. 
TRANSYT-7F [Par90b]. Trapezoid
[Mas92]. 

trash [Dem97]. travel [SCH94].
Traveling [Gurr8, Bra88]. Treat [Ren97].

Treatement [BMP93]. Treatment
[AFM93, Hey96, Zla01, MHKY97, 
OMA+96]. Tree
[Cry94, SSM93, BAAD+97, BAD01].

Tree-Structured [Cry94]. Trees
[AFAGR96, Lei85, BJZfDA96, Fid91].

tremendously [HHS1b]. Trend
[Jak94, TK89]. Trends [Ano94-67, Ano95-36, 
Ano96p, AGL11, Gar01, IUG7, KYS98, KT11, 
Koo97, LQFC18, Meu90a, Meu90, Meu91, 
Meu92, Meu93, MG95, Pay97, Sch95a, 
Sch93a, SMHR96, SD96, Sme94a, VN04, 
Ano95u, Ano96u, Ano97n, Cyb91b, Dufo0, 
HKS93, JPE94, SMHR94, Meu92b, Meu95].
trendsetter [Gil88]. triangular
[AS88, RG92]. TrichLOORothene
[WWKR97]. TRICOMM [VOR93].

Tridiagonal
[BY88, BS88b, Gao86, LPS86, SE98, WB88].

Tridiagonalization [BSL94]. tried
[Ano94k]. trillion [Ano97v, Bas95b]. trim
[Bro17]. TRIMARAN [Mon93].

TRIMARAN-1 [Mon93]. triply
TRIPOLI
[RLKW93, MNV93, MBN93, VNB93]. TRIPOLI-2 [MNV93]. TRIPOLI-3 [VNB93].

Trondheim [Kow89b]. trouble [Ano95x].

Troubleshooting [CFP20]. Truck [BPUS94, HRG93]. Trucks [MS97]. Truly [Ano94-141]. Trust [Cla18]. Try [Poo96b, Poo96a, Ano93-41, Hol93]. trying [Ano95a].

TSMC [Ano03a]. Tsukuba [NN90].

Tube [KS93b]. Tunable [WF94, SEV+99]. Tuned [GAV95], tuning [BLW11, Con88].

Turbulent [BD93b, CAB93, FA93, GFM96, GWG93, GWH93, HVS93, KS93b, PSB01, Riz94, KfGERJxx, ZBN+19]. Turing [Hum93].

Turn [Ano88w, Sch12]. Turnaround [Gar99].

Tutor [Ano88m, Pet89a]. Tutorial [FJSP95, Hwa84, Ano88v, Pot88]. TV [Ano90i]. twelfth [Ham94]. Twelve [Ano87c]. twentieth [YB86]. Twenty [Sin94a, Gra94]. Twenty-eighth [Sin94a].

Twinning [GE12]. TWIST [SK94].

Twisted [SIKD94]. Two [AD97, ADLL01, Ano95i, ACL93, AK93, BSJW96, BY96, BSL94, Che90a, DLMW95, EFPS93, EBS88, F93, GMBW93, Hun94, JV93, Lu93, MP94, MT13, MM94c, OK93, OMR93, PC93, RT93, Rei88, RBL94, Saa93b, Sch93b, SW94, TKM96, VLA92, VD96, Fin94, Ano94-120, Ano94-121, BSS91, CC88a, CGL92, MSCxx, KMB90, LM90b, Sca92, SM92, Wil88a, WMK90, WBP87]. Two-Box [OK93]. Two-Dimensional [AD97, AK93, BSJW96, Huh94, TKM96, VD96, BS91, SM92]. Two-electron [EBS88]. Two-Fluid [PC93, RT93, Sch93b]. Two-Group [JV93]. Two-Phase [Saa93b]. two-point [KMB90]. Two-sided [MM94c]. Two-Stage [FI93]. Two-Step [BSL94].

two-tier [Sca92]. Two-Time [ACL93]. TX [HS+91, G97]. Type [BLO94, SKY97, SZ93, KHN93, LPS90]. Types [GAV95, Kim96, WHL93]. Tyre [DM96a, DM96b].

U [CP92c]. U.S. [Por86, Tec89].

[Ano93-46, Ano97x, BS92, BF91, Fed87a, WAD+89a, Hol84, MA85, Nat92a, Nat88b, Tew98, Sch88, Uni92a, Uni92c, Uni98, Wil88b, WAD+89b]. U.S.-Israel [MA85].


Ubiquitous [BGH+02, FT96b, Ano96h, FTT97].

UbiWorld [PS97, P96]. UCAR [Ano97k, Nat86a]. UCITA [Gar01]. UIS [Sch94b].

UK [BP89b, BP93, HK33b, KHN93, Ano92-42, Ano95v, Coo95]. Ulam [Ano87d].

Ultimate [CCKSS90, NW97, BDR94].

Ultra [Car91, FBCB18]. Ultra-Green [FBCB18]. Ultrafast [Gar99, SF82].


Uncertainty [VRSG93]. Uncertainties [VRSG93].

Unconditionally [AABB93]. undecidable [RJ13].

Uncertain [Ano94-98, Ano95-35, Sat93].

Uncertainties [VRSG93].

Understanding [Bar93b, BCC+08, CCKSS90, DDLV93, Dun99, Hor98, KA93a, TMP94, Wor84].

Unesco [Ano90g]. UNI [VD94]. UNI-ECU [VD94].

UNICORE [AS99]. Unicos [Rit88a, Rit88c].

Unification
Unified [Dic94, DFS93, HBDS93, JC94b, Pet97, TAAL95, YS94].

Unimodular [Ano94-47, Ban90].

Union [Ano89o, WG93b].

Uniprocessors [Cal86].

Union [CWW94, KB94, OP96, WRW93, AS99, Rob89].

unifying [CS91].

Uninitiated [Wil96].

Union [AS99, Rob89].

Universal [FJ91, KB97].

Universal [BH17, KB97].

Univ. [Hod87].

Units [BH17, KB97].

Universal [Fra94, WS99, BAD01, Pri12, Yos99].

Universality [CF92].

Universities [Dal84, Fer83, Ano97-30].

University [Ano88d, Ano97f, Asp93, CL91, Cra96, DP91, HS91, NA93, NS91, NBC92, Joh96b, AA93, Cor89b, Goo88, Min92, Pan96, Un98b, US01].

Universidad [C97].

Upset [AM93a].

Urban [SLS96].

US$100M [Ano96-43].

US$867 [Ano90r].

US/ROC [COS89].

USA [Ano93n, IEE85, IEE95a, LLR93b, LCV90a, MB94b, PEH93, S*93, SR93b, ACM96, ACM03, AMS92, Ano95-38, Ano96l, CBCH93, EM94b, HS91, IEE94b, IEE95b, IEE95c, KK89a, LCV90b, L*93, Lim93, MW88, MB93, RD94, USE00a, USE00b, Wuo94].

usable [Po88b].

Usage [BJ93, BHM98, BS01, CU90, DD90, Di93, EM94a, HTV88, HC93, HK93b, Uhu93, LH93, MS94a, PC93, SCH94a, Ste94c, VRSG93, Van91b, Ver97, XCLW93, YS94, Ano90n, Ano92-46, Ano90b, Ano93, Burk93, Duf85, FG06, GJM86, Ghi93, IEE96a, JG88, NP88, Men89b, Pou88, TH98, WH94, Xu91].

Use [Ano97i, Che90c, CLP93, CR93, MS97, Ano88y, Che90d, Ren97, Ruh95].

Useful [JA92b, JA92a].

Usage [EJL90, Nat84, VMS93, Pry94].

Uses [Bel93, BHMH98, BS01, CU90, DD90, Di93, EM94a, HTV88, HC93, HK93b, Hug93, KH93, K93, MS94a, PC93, SCH94d, Ste94e, VRSG93, Van91b, Ver97, XCLW93, YS94, Ano90n, Ano92-46, Ano90b, Ano93, Burk93, Duf85, FG06, GJM86, Ghi93, IEE96a, JG88, NP88, Men89b, Pou88, TK98, WH94, Xu91].

Uses [Ano97l, Che90e, CLP93, CPR94, MS97, Ano88y, Che90d, Ren97, Ruh95].

User [Ano94f, Ano97q, DLM99, KCP94, MH18, Nat86c, RRSS93, TH91, Y92, Brt90b, Che99, EM91, GG88, Ham90, LM92, M98, MRS88, Mou90, Mou90, Nor89, Nor93b, SH91, S90c, Wom90].

User-Interface [Y92].

Users [Ano94f, KCP94].

Users [Ano90k, Ano94j, Erw84, PC94a, Ano92-44, Ano93-40, Ano94-27, Ano94-86, Ano94-131, Ano95g, HCD98, JT91, PF90, Uni91a].

Uses [Sah94a, Ano90a].

ushering [Zor92a].

Using [ABB94, AJ97, AH93, Ano94-89, Ano94-93, Ano94-96, Ano94-140, Ano94-143, Ano95-31, Ano18, AAS88, AM94, AHOK02, AA93, BGM96, BJLW95, BGS92, BS98a, Ber95b, BBH01, BS94d, BSK93, BM93b, BD94, Bre87, BB98, BS98b, BK91b, Cha93, CT94, Che99, CB02, CHMS94, CCS97, Col94, CT94, Fox88, Dip96, DS94c, EJ97, Fah94, dCCF01, FR81, FG92, FV94, FS93b, GMW94, GSG94, GHK91, GI93, GD94a, E94b, EB90b, S92b, S92a, S91b, S91a, S90b, S90a, S89b, S89a, S88b, S88a, S87b, S87a, S86a, S86b, S86c, S86d, S85b, S85a, S84b, S84a, S83b, S83a, S82b, S82a, S81b, S81a, S80b, S80a, S79b, S79a, S78b, S78a, S77b, S77a, S76b, S76a, S75b, S75a, S74b, S74a, S73b, S73a, S72b, S72a, S71b, S71a, S70b, S70a, S69b, S69a, S68b, S68a, S67b, S67a, S66b, S66a, S65b, S65a, S64b, S64a, S63b, S63a, S62b, S62a, S61b, S61a, S60b, S60a, S59b, S59a, S58b, S58a, S57b, S57a, S56b, S56a, S55b, S55a, S54b, S54a, S53b, S53a, S52b, S52a, S51b, S51a, S50b, S50a, S49b, S49a, S48b, S48a, S47b, S47a, S46b, S46a, S45b, S45a, S44b, S44a, S43b, S43a, S42b, S42a, S41b, S41a, S40b, S40a, S39b, S39a, S38b, S38a, S37b, S37a, S36b, S36a, S35b, S35a, S34b, S34a, S33b, S33a, S32b, S32a, S31b, S31a, S30b, S30a, S29b, S29a, S28b, S28a, S27b, S27a, S26b, S26a, S25b, S25a, S24b, S24a, S23b, S23a, S22b, S22a, S21b, S21a, S20b, S20a, S19b, S19a, S18b, S18a, S17b, S17a, S16b, S16a, S15b, S15a, S14b, S14a, S13b, S13a, S12b, S12a, S11b, S11a, S10b, S10a, S9b, S9a, S8b, S8a, S7b, S7a, S6b, S6a, S5b, S5a, S4b, S4a, S3b, S3a, S2b, S2a, S1b, S1a, S0b, S0a].

Upgrades [Fed96].

Uploads [Bar00a, Bar00b].

Upset [AJFH86].

Upper [LZ95, LL94].
GML90, GZA86, HS95a, HB96, Has84, INKN01, IJM14, IHSHK93, IK91, JC94a, Joh97, JML96, Kau93b, KFF93a, KSTB94, Koc93, Kon96, KKF96, KB97, KK06b, KW11, KCZJ14, LMH90, LPLP97, Lu93, LCD97, MKND97, Mas91, Mas92, ME87, Mis90, Mon93, MM94c, Nag88, OK93, OPR01, OLLG96, PH11, PK80, PRS94, PW94, RS94a, RG94, SSG93, SG92a, SNS95, Sha87.

Using [STN93, SAGS93, Sil91, Sin18, SA82, SHG95, SJDV09, SC91a, TJ94, TGL96, Van13, Wag96, WH93, Wal92, WBP87, Web93, WFT93, Wli93, WL96, YOY97, YKK96, YSL97, vdg97, AGZ94b, AZC13, AM93b, ABGL96, AM96, BBC92, Bli91, BMW91, BJV+16, But92, CBA90, Che96, CV88c, Chi86, COC93, CS90, Cla18, CFP20, CNG08, DLPQ94, Din92, Don85, DH86a, EB18, Ece96, cFM07, Fin82, FKL08, For93, GP93a, Gok91, Goo97, HOSZ97, Han03, HBKR96, Hea91, Hun90, Hun91, HP88b, IBM01a, IAIK92, IS20, KWH94, KSP13, KDBG95, Kra88, Kue93, Lan93, Man92, MWB95, Mas94b, MB97, MSW91, NUI9, OYK+14, ODAZ15, PPM90, PE93, RPY94, RW94b, SSG+08, SNS+97, SZ89, SNEP14, Sat93, Sni92, SW99, Svo93, TM88, TF97, TOWC15, VSH91, Ve95, WHB93]. using [Was96a, WQS92, Wil88a, WM90, WQ94, YII11, IBM01b]. USSR [Rya92]. UT [ANS92, Ano95-38, Isk96]. Utah [SC93]. UTCHEM [SPS91]. Utility [FHM95]. Utilization [WOK+00, ADG+05]. Utilizing [HF86, HF87, MTK93, Nor97b, SB01, Roj19]. UX [Ano93m].

V [WFT93, Tem83, Wom90, PPR95]. VA [S+93, HKS93]. vacation [Pic92]. Validate [Wea97]. Validation [CPR93, FD97, GP93b, KE93, MNV93, MAA93b, Con00, IBM13c]. Validity [MF97]. Value [Mas95, BS87a, BS88a, Che94a]. Valve [SP94]. Vancouver [Ano91m]. Vaporization [KR94b]. Variability [FBCB18, Hey96]. Variable [BWGG94, Li91]. Variable-Complexity [BWGG94]. variables [AH90, Jay87, Li89]. Variably [TOWC15]. Variance [Ano94-111, BL93, Mis90]. Variant [AK94, SAGS93, Cha92b]. Variation [Raw97, Wea97]. Variational [DMPR93, HHWS93, Kau93a, Rui93, WLH00]. Variations [RHH96, BrR95]. various [Don85, SPS91]. Varying [PCK93]. VAX [BMSD94, WZ87]. VAX/VMS [BMSD94]. VAXes [WZ87]. vCUDA [SCSL12]. VEC [JML96]. VEC-ANAMES [JML96]. VECFEM [Bra93, GRSS93]. VECFEM-Powerful [GRSS93]. VECFEM/S [Bra93]. VECTIS [MJRS94]. Vector [AK87, And90b, Ano94r, Ano94-122, Ano94-123, Ano94-130, Ano95-33, Asa98, AT93a, AT93b, BOS93, BAT99, BB93, Bra93, BCHJ94, BS98b, CBCJ92, Che98b, CDC+87, CP94c, DL96, DL90, DBB+10, Far90, FR81, FHKT97, GS94b, Gen94, HHOM91, HHOM92, Hos88, IHE+00, IJM14, JC94c, Koe96, Koe97, Kor93, KT80, KZ94, LPV94, MNR86, MNB94, MM91b, MS93, Mur91a, OIY91, PVA94, Pet83, PHV95, SKY94, SKIY97, ST92, Sui91, Uch96, Uch97, UT91, WLKI95, WNS96, Web93, Yan93, ZM86, ASM86, Ano93c, Ano95h, Ano95u, Ano95x, BJ95, Cha92a, CP92b, CP92c, DD90, Def87, Deg90, DB95, EE93, ESTA94, FFM95, Fu99, GJ87, GL96a, GL96b, GL97, Gua87b, GS89d, GZR89, GHS86, Guz88, Haw86, Hea91, HS93c, Jor87, Kha93, McC94, Mil93, MU83, MPSB87, MHP84]. vector [NRN00, Par90c, Rav92, Rav95, R+00, RR89, Sam85, Sch89b, Sch87c, Sch88b, Sch87d, Tan89a, Tho93b, Tru88, TV88, Tur89, WLH00, Wij99a, tDv87]. vector-efficient [Par90c]. vector-multiprocessing [Def87]. Vector-Parallel [Koe96, Koe97, Uch96, Uch97, CBCJ92, NRN00, R+00]. Vector-Processing [IHE+00, McC94]. Vector-Processor [HHOM91, HHOM92].
Vector-supercomputer [Kor93].
Vector-supercomputers [Hos88].
Vectorial [JML96]. vectorised [Fin82].
Vectorizable [VH93a, BTV96, BV96, DO89, hTD88].
Vectorization [DCG90, DMCK92, Gre90c, LKFU05, TG95, WHBH93, Gri86].
Vectorized [AK93, BLFT84, Cha84, CS90, HFH86, HFH87, Max81, Mik94, OD88, PB88, SBHW80, VM87].
Vectorizing [EBS88, Tsu91].
Vectors [FBA93, VLA92, CKS99, Hil97].
Vegas [Ano96l].
Vehicle [AM93b, AJ97, AKT90, AVS93, BJ93, BPU94, Cze93, FT93a, HU93, HTI93, HP94, Koo97, LPLP97, MMK97, PYTL97, Van93, Wil94, YK94, BBC+99, HP88b].
Vehicles [Ano94-99, Bel93, DM93, FCD97, Geu97, NCDS97, Ost94, Ris94, Spe97, Ano91x].
Velocity [BSB93].
Vendor [Ano88r].
Vendors [Ano90s, Ano93-38, Ano88r].
Vents [HCV97].
Venture [Ano94-32].
VER.02.6 [MM93a].
Verification [GM94b, SZ11, WAB+05, YY93, Hin93].
Verified [UU94].
Versatile [Dav00, RDHC94, Vog93, SNK+93].
Version [DFW93, MM93a, ALPP00, CV89b, Fin82, GYL00, GV92, GS99d, MST93, SK93a, SSRL91, Str94].
versus [But92, HA90b, Pol88c].
Vertebrate [HH93].
vertex [GS87c].
Vertical [Fet95, LMH90, RHH96, PB87].
Vertically [Ano97-32].
Vertically-stacked [Ano97-32].
Very [Abr92, DA97, Fly66, NW97, BJ84, Ger90, LW94, Pan96, Ros95, Win02].
Vesta [CF94].
vestiges [Ano97w].
VF [DD90].
Vforce [MCLK07].
VI [Fer86].
Via [DBK09, LMP+90, All93, Ano93-40, Ano94-66, AT89, DB95, FJ91, GB96, Gre88a, KKKP93, Lon90b, Scr88, Ta96, TYZ88, WWJ09].
Viable [ZWP03, Ano03a].
Vibration [GA97, SBSR96].
Vibrations [BPU94, KB97, Ost94, RCK97, HL88b].
Vice [Age05].
victim [WFJ+17].
Video [Ano90j, KFF93a, KFJB94, San95, TCJS93, ACM89b, GW04, SIG90b].
videotape [Mic90].
Vienna [ACM97, Fah94].
View [FI93, Kah93c, Mut94, Qui95, Wil93, HA92, Kah93b, Nat87a, Nat91a].
Viewpoint [Bel96, SS90c].
Viewpoints [TAM+91].
Views [Bar00a, Bar00b, Bar00c, Bar00d, Bar01, Coc01, Coc02a, Coc02b, Coc02c, Coc02d, Coc03a, Coc03b, DDJ98a, DM96, KC93c, MB94a, DDJ98b].
Villa [DJM94].
Village [Con91, Con90].
Viper [Hof93].
Virginia [Cra96].
Virtual [Ano94-144, CMPR93, Dil93, Can94a, He93, Ike95, KTK93, Kub94, KB96, Law90, OB95, PS96, PB95, RE94, SCS12, SDFP93, Ste94e, TSC94, TJ94, Wec97, WKFF97, Zhe97, APS7a, Ano95-31, DLM99, GHdF10, Hirt92e, MNY09, Rol97, Scharc94, Ver95].
Virtualization [MUK06, LPD+11, MMG+18].
Virtually [Ano94k].
Viruses [Ano94-89, Str94].
Vis [Hib01].
viscoelastic [YHA93].
Viscoplastic [ACL93, DH93].
Viscous [BCM90, Glo89, SHZK94].
Visibility [Wil92b].
Vision [Ara97, DM96a, DM96b, DS94c, KRV94, LPNR94, Maj94, Nag94, Gar92, IBM01a, IBM01b].
Visionary [Pin01].
vision [Ano94-119].
VisionSmart [KFB91].
Vista [JT91, Tuc91].
Visual [BPL95, BBC+05, HC93, JR94, Ros93b, VA94, Ros95, GE96].
Visualisation [Bos94b, CTM94, DB94, GW93, JJYL94, SKSD94, Uth94, M+94].
Visualization [ACM89b, AHSS93, Ano90k, BCH12, ABSS94, Arb92, BvRS+11, CH99, Che90e, Che94b, Coxx88, CM93, EGH+06, FK93, Fru93, FW90, FZ91, Ger90, Gra93b, HMM94, HFT94, KA93b, Kuv92, Kuv94, Lan93, LRR93a, LAP94, MKDY90, Men90, Nee90b, NSR90, OP90, OYW91, RW94a, RLW93, SG92a, Soe94, SJDV09, SYMT92, SHB+13, VH93b, WKFF97, AL92b, AL92a, BPM+89, Che90d, Che96, GL92, Gin93, Griz93, Hab89, Hab92, Hib01, Hin93,
WS84d, WCG94, Ano97k, Bur91, Che90d, Che96, Sha95b, Tay95a. Web
[ACKW01, Ano95-32, Ano96h, CLB19, Coc01, Coc02c, Coc02d, CBM+05, FT96b, Ser98, DDJ98b, VSW94, Zhe97].
Web-Based [FT96b, Ano96h]. Weight [HTI93, LHL95, Ano94-128, AW91].
Weighted [AM94, TD96]. Welcomes [Str94]. weld [WH94].
Weighted [HTI93, LHLM95, Ano94-128, AW91]. Weighted [AM94, TD96].
welcomes [Str94]. weld [WH94]. Weighted [AM94, TD96]. Welcomes [Str94].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94].
Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87]. Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96].
Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Weldments [WH94]. Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94].
Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87]. Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96].
Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94].
Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87]. Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96].
Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].
Welding [Nor97b, SZ96, SJD96]. Weldments [WH94]. Weld [Ano96-39, BM93a, RDZ93, DMW87].

Wormhole [Ano94-53, Ano94-88, CB94, PDR94, RE94, TM94a, TM94b, WK95]. **Wormhole-Routed** [Ano94-88, PDR94, TM94a, TM94b, WK95]. **Worth** [Mul96]. **Would** [DCG93, DCGxx, Ber82, Poo96a, SF82]. **write** [CV91a, CV92b, MWRK18]. **write-through** [CV91a]. **WSDL** [Bar01]. **Wunsch** [AFF93]. **Wurttemberg** [Sch94b]. **X** [CK90, ALM93, Ano85b, ABHS89b, ABHS89a, BH92a, Cal85a, Cal85b, CDMW94, CM84, Cha84, CM86, CDH84, Che89b, CS84, CS86a, Dao88, DO89, DP90, DH91a, DH91b, DH86b, DH86a, EE93, EY91, FSY88, GKL+87, GS89d, GZA86, Gur88, Ho91, Hoc85, HKN89, HES93, HFFH86, HFFH87, KN88, Kra88, KM85, Lar84, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86, MLR90b, MLR90a, Meu87, MKB87, MF93, Nag88, NR86, OL86, OD88, PB94a, Par90c, PBK91, Rei85, RS85, RRSS93, Rit88b, Rit88a, RR89, SW91, Sea86, SSLR90, Svo93, lTDD88, Tem89a, Tem89b, VSH90, VM87, Vol89, VY85, WHBH93, Wes89, WB85, WI88a, WMK90, Y+92, ZM86]. **X-IMAGE** [RRSS93]. **X-MP** [ABHS89b, ABHS89a, BH92a, Cal85a, Cal85b, CM84, Cha84, CM86, Che89b, CS84, CS86a, DO89, DP90, DH91a, DH91b, EE93, EY91, FSY88, GKL+87, GS89d, GZA86, Gur88, Ho91, Hoc85, HKN89, HES93, HFFH86, HFFH87, KN88, Kra88, KM85, LMM85b, LMM85a, LMM86, MLR90b, MLR90a, Meu87, MKB87, Nag88, NR86, OL86, OD88, Par90c, PBK91, Rei85, RS85, Rit88a, RR89, SW91, Sea86, SSLR90, Svo93, lTDD88, Tem89a, Tem89b, VSH90, VM87, VY88, WHBH93, Wes89, WI88a, WMK90, ZM86]. **X-MP/2** [CDH84, Lar84]. **X-MP/4** [DH86b, DH86a]. **X-MP-like** [WB85]. **X-MP/2** [Cha84, LMM85b, LMM85a]. **X-MP/24** [GKL+87, LMM86]. **X-MP/416** [VY88]. **X-MP/48** [HFFH86, HFFH87, Meu87, Nag88, VM87]. **X-MP/Model** [RR89]. **X-Ray** [CDMW94, PB94a]. **X-Window** [Y+92]. **X-Y-Z** [MF93]. **X/MP** [Dao88, HL88a, Rit88b]. **X/OPEN** [Ano85b]. **X1** [DVWW05]. **XC** [CKD+19, DAC+18, MRUK18]. **XC-40** [DAC+18]. **XC40** [Cla18, HCD+18]. **Xcount** [SM89]. **XE6** [KBVH14, KB18]. **XE6/XK7** [KB18]. **XX7** [KB18]. **XLink** [Bar00c, Bar00d]. **XML** [Pox13]. **XMT** [BB13, BC914, VSMS12]. **XMT-2** [BB13, BC914]. **XP** [Ano94h, Bem92, Gro93, Int91, LMM86, SNS+97]. **XP-200** [LMM86]. **XP/S** [Ano94h, Bem92, Gro93]. **XP/S-15** [Ano94h]. **xQard** [SSS94]. **XT** [YQTV12]. **XT4** [DBK09]. **Xylem** [EM91]. **Y-Geometry** [ALM93]. **Y-MP** [Cra92, MSTK93, Oed92a, Oed92b, And90a, Ano88k, BOS93, Bow88, BL91, CRM94, CS93b, CS95, Dan91, DH91a, DH91b, Dic90, Din92, GP93a, HVY91, Hol90b, HKS94, HSKY95, LS92b, LS93a, MSW91, N95, Nag90, Pap92, PS94a, Pn91, QB92, Rei88, SPS90, SWL+91, SS90c, VSH91, Vaj91, van95b]. **Y-MP/2** [NSH95]. **Y-MP8** [Cho90a, SO91]. **Y-MP8/864** [Cho90a, SO91]. **Y/MP** [Suz91]. **Y2K** [Gar99]. **Yao** [War03]. **Yardley** [CCKSS90]. **Year** [Ano90u, Ano92f, Zyg93, Ano95v, Mes93a, Stu03]. **Years** [CCKSS90, Fin94, MSCxx, Zen99]. **Yesterday** [Hag91]. **YH** [HCL94, YJD93]. **Yield** [RL90b, Don93c]. **Yields** [Ano88i, Ano95w]. **YMP** [Car91, HP95]. **York** [Ano97t, Ano00a, IEE90]. **Yourself** [HHS01a, HHS01b, JA92a, JA92b]. **Z** [HA91, War03, MF93]. **Zealand** [Ano97p]. **Zentrum** [Stu95]. **Zeolites** [CFV+90]. **Zero**
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